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Birmingham or bust!
If you're going to Sign and Digital UK this year (and if not, why not?!) you're in for a treat.
After putting together a guide to the show, I've been struck by the huge variety of exhibitors.
And how all the businesses showcasing their products and services make up such a wonderful, innovative and exciting industry. There is real enthusiasm for what's being offered, and a
hope that as many of you as possible come along to enjoy and benefit from the experience.
Thinking back to last year, I've come up with some top tips that will help you have a good time.
1. It goes without saying, comfortable shoes are paramount. And if you're an exhibitor our
seasoned advertising manager recommends a change of shoe for each day.
2. Do your research before getting to the show to be clear about what and who you're most
interested in, so you don't get too overwhelmed by the many, many choices.
3. Do come and say hello to us at our stand (H4) We love hearing about what you are
interested in reading about, and we are always on the look for contributors if you fancy
yourself a bit of a scribe.
4. Take away a free sample of FK Moore's stand-off wall fixing from H4.
5. Do make time to attend some of the seminars and workshop; it's a great opportunity to learn
something new.
6. Enter all the competitions.
7. Eat lots of sweets.
We are looking forward to it so hope to see you there. And whether you are going or not, enjoy
this bumper issue packed full of new products, a feature on sheet materials and our inspirational project news section.
Till the next time...
Kathryn
editor@signupdate.co.uk
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Canon Europe launches new five
colour large format printers
Canon have two new imagePROGRAF printers aimed at 'supporting
print businesses and in-house print rooms needing efficient and
easy-to-use CAD and display graphics solutions'.
The Canon imagePROGRAF iPF670 (24” / 610mm) and
Canon imagePROGRAF iPF770 (36” / 914mm) both feature 'faster
print speeds, improved ink management and faster, more reliable
image processing'. Both models can now print an A1 equivalent
image in 28 seconds in the fastest print mode. While HP-GL/2 and
HP-RTL support allows for more 'flexible and reliable CAD file handling'. The iPF770 is also available as an MFP, with an optional large
format scanner and 22” touch screen display attachment.
New inks allow for an increased colour gamut specifically intended to print more vivid reds for clarity in CAD drawings and
indoor
point-of-sale
signage.
Two
black
pigment ink tanks supplement the standard dye inks for richer,
sharper blacks, while making it easier to mark-up CAD
artwork without smearing the print. The ink tanks are hot-swappable,
and can be replenished mid-print without wasting either ink or paper.

The	 Canon	 imagePROGRAF	 iPF670	 (24”	 /	 610mm)	 
and	 Canon	 imagePROGRAF	 iPF770	 (36”	 /	 914mm)	 
both	 feature	 'faster	 print	 speeds,	 improved	 
ink	 management	 and	 faster,	 more	 reliable	 
image	 processing'.	 

Other new features allow for an 'improved' workflow before and
after printing. Accounting software makes it 'easier for small businesses to manage costs and margins'. A print utility for Apple iPad
enables mobile users to view and print files straight from their mobile
devices, which Canon says is particularly suited for construction sites
and other architecture scenarios. Finally, a new stand design allows
for easy switching between a basket or flat-stacking print output.
“Canon’s imagePROGRAF range is known all over the world
for its quality and reliability,” said Yuichi Miyano, Director, Wide Format Printing Group, Canon Europe.
“We have listened to our customers to understand their needs
as businesses, and invested the imagePROGRAF range to
support those needs. As a result, the imagePROGRAF iPF670 and
iPF770 are designed to be the perfect large format printers for
growing businesses with a need for standard volume CAD or indoor
point-of-sale printing. With easy maintenance, versatile file
handling and comprehensive workflow compatibility, they’re ideal
for print service providers or in-house print rooms in architecture,
construction and engineering firms.”
Both models were available to order from February 2015.
www.canon.co.uk

Canon has recently launched two new image
PROGRAF printers with a range of features.

Tex Print printable
garment transfer film
Grafityp are continually adding new products
to their range of garment films. One of
the latest is Tex Print, which is suitable
for creating colourful transfers on solvent
and eco-solvent printers and print and
cut machines such as the Roland VersaSTUDIO BN-20 or VersaCAMM range
where you can print and contour cut on
one machine.

Tex Print comes in two roll widths,
500mm and 750mm and is a thin Polyester
PU heat seal material that results in a matt
finish. The transfers can be applied to light
or dark coloured garments made from cotton, polyester or a mix of the two, with the
use of a heat transfer press. Garments are
fully washable at 40°C.
sales@grafityp.co.uk
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Kornit Digital’s new DC Pro ink
Kornit Digital has a new-generation
discharge ink for the Kornit Avalanche DC
Pro direct-to-garment printing system. This
solution creates unique digitally printed garments that have a natural feel when touched,
which is what the fashion industry is looking
for, according to the company. This they say
enables garment decorators to expand into
new markets and achieve higher revenues
and margins.
Kornit Digital has over 10 years experience in developing hardware, software and
proven NeoPigmentTM inks for garment
decorators. This heritage has enabled the
company to create this integrated digital discharge solution - the 'only industrial solution
that combines the advantages of digital
printing with an amazing natural feel'.
“Textile printing businesses seeking to
enter the fashion industry can now print on
dark garments without a white layer base,
thereby creating a soft, natural feel on the
garment,” says Kobi Mann, Director of
Application and Consumables Products,
Kornit Digital.
“By drastically reducing the amount
of white ink and eliminating the need for
pre-treatment fluids, the Avalanche DC Pro
expands printing capabilities and creates a
competitive advantage in today’s demanding
fashion-oriented market.”
The new discharge ink is 'an improved,
ready to use version that does not require
special handling or mixing, and remains
stable in the print-heads for up to a year'.
The Kornit Avalanche DC Pro has two
additional print-heads by which the new
discharge ink is applied to bleach the dye

The Kornit Digital Avalanche DC Pro direct-to-garment printer.

molecules of the dark garment, providing a
base for CMYK printing. Together with the
discharge ink, the system can apply flexible
amounts of white ink for full opacity control.
Support for the new ink will also be available
as an upgrade kit for Kornit Avalanche
systems with Spectra Nova heads.
Kornit’s Avalanche DC Pro is the 'only
industrial solution that provides the user with
an array of discharge and white options'. It
can print CMYK over discharge, CMYK over
white, or CMYK over a discharge and white
combination. Like all their direct-to-garment
printing systems, the Avalanche DC Pro
features 'high productivity, combined with
low printing and operating costs and the
largest print area in the market at 60 x 90
cm'. The Kornit Avalanche DC Pro has been

specifically designed for garment decorators
looking to utilise digital printing within the
high fashion market.
“With the Avalanche DC Pro’s unique
combination of discharge and white ink,
printing businesses will be able to take their
first steps into the fashion market in order
to maximise value and increase customer
satisfaction in this highly demanding market
segment,” says Guy Zimmerman, VP
Marketing, Kornit Digital.

Kornit Digital’s new DC Pro ink digitises
discharge printing.

“This digital discharge advancement in
direct-to-garment printing is particularly
exciting for us and our customers, as we
continue to develop new technologies
to meet the high standards demanded in
this industry.”
Kornit Digital’s new-generation discharge ink creates digitally printed garments which
have a natural feel when touched
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New SAi Flexi interface for HP WallArt 3.0 Users
SA International (SAi) has introduced a new
interface for large format print providers to
operate the HP WallArt 3.0 custom wall covering application.
WallArt 3.0 helps large format print
providers with HP Latex Printers, wall covering manufacturers and designers to work
more closely with interior decoration stores
and eCommerce sites.

The	 SAi	 Flexi	 interface	 
delivers	 fast,	 easy	 workflow
management	 with	 the	 
assurance	 of	 smooth,	 
high-speed	 RIPing	 for	 
WallArt	 users
Creation of wallpaper designs can be made
from any location via the cloud-based HP
WallArt application. Customers and designers can place images and patterns to create
custom wall coverings that accommodate
doors, windows and other architectural features of individual rooms. Designs are uploaded to the Cloud from where large format
print providers download PDF files for printing on their large format printers. WallArt 3.0
is free of charge for HP Latex printer owners.

SAi Flexi interface 'enhances
job processing and manageability'
Once a new wallcovering design is uploaded, large format print providers log on to
the HP WallArt dashboard where they review
and download jobs for printing. This process
is 'simplified and accelerated' through the
power of SAi Flexi’s 'user-friendly' new interface. Jobs are displayed with a preview in
the Production Manager tool, a dashboard
where the operator manages the queue
and output device(s), checks job status and
selects the order of files for printing.

“The SAi Flexi interface delivers
fast, easy workflow management with the
assurance of smooth, high-speed RIPing for
WallArt users,” said Gudrun Bonte, Product
Director, SAi. “The interface is the latest
solution of our continued collaboration
with HP to provide outstanding software for
integration with its large-format printers.”
www.ThinkSAi.com

ChalkMate film

Drytac Europe recently announced the availability of ChalkMate™
5 mil durable PVC film.
'Ideal' for restaurants and bars, office use, promotional application and more, ChalkMate offers a traditional chalkboard finish that
can be used with both standard chalk and liquid chalk markers.
It can be cut into custom shapes and designs to create a unique
chalkboard to meet almost any requirement.
Designed to be installed on most smooth surfaces, ChalkMate
is available as either a black or a green film backed with a permanent, water-based, pressure sensitive acrylic adhesive. For optimised
customisation, the film can also be printed on using most brands of
UV printer.
Steve Broad, Sales Director for Drytac Europe, said: “ChalkMate is a great addition to our product portfolio. It is ideal for any
individual or business wanting to quickly and simply install a
lightweight chalkboard solution. It can be affixed to walls, cupboards,
doors, advertising boards and virtually any other smooth surface
you can think of.
“It also offers print service providers a potential new revenue
stream by enabling them to quickly and cost-effectively create and
deliver bespoke chalkboards for their end user customers.”

ChalkMate is available in black and green
and can be purchased in 1m x 25m rolls.

www.antalis.co.uk
www.drytac.co.uk
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Soyang Europe responds to 'boom in
demand' for textile with new products
Soyang Europe has increased its wide and
grand format textile offering by adding new
lines to its product ranges. This comes as
printers, designers and marketers 'embrace
the commercial, practical and logistical benefits of printed textile over more traditional
display media'.
Suitable for printing on almost any dye
sub, UV or latex printer, the company’s fabrics are 'renowned for offering high quality
solutions' for the indoor and outdoor display
sectors in retail, exhibition and soft signage.

Suitable	 for	 printing	 on	 
almost	 any	 dye	 sub,	 UV	 or
latex	 printer,	 the	 company’s
fabrics	 are	 'renowned	 for	 
offering	 high	 quality	 solutions'
for	 the	 indoor	 and	 outdoor
display	 sectors	 in	 retail,	 
exhibition	 and	 soft	 signage.

Soyang Europe’s managing director,
Mark Mashiter explains the current boom in
textile: “Creating a large exhibition stand, or
a huge retail display from 'traditional' printable materials, PVC banner, rigid board or
vinyl, for example, will deliver a very good result but with considerably higher transportation costs than textile. Traditional materials

Soyang lightbox.
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The new Soyang production centre in China.

can also be heavy and awkward to handle
and however well they're packed, the risk of
costly damage is high. A textile graphic on
the other hand will fold up into a mailing bag
and can be easily installed by one or two
people with only minimal training.”
Soyang Europe is the exclusive UK distributor for Endutex, which offers a range of
European-manufactured front and backlit
graphics; mesh; seamless wallcoverings;
and flags and canvases, such as PVC and
acrylic coated polyester products, typically
printable with UV ink.
The Aurich Textilien range from Germany includes knitted and
woven dye sub fabrics,
backlit, decorative display,
mesh and flag. Impact
Prime is one of the
'best sellers'; a backlit,
which prints 'beautifully'
using the direct dye
sublimation
process,
without any pin-holing –
a key requirement for
any high quality light box
installation.
But
the
biggest
news from the company is
the 'substantial growth' in
its own So-Tex range. Tim
Egerton, Soyang’s Sales
Manager for Textile Products said: “Our closeness
to the end user and a
real understanding of
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customer needs and expectations, enables
us to bring ideas and product development
to the table. Soyang Technologies in China
has recently invested heavily in new premises, providing over 66,000sq metres of usable production and storage space, packed
with state-of-the-art manufacturing technology, as they focus on delivering a wider
choice of European-quality textile media at
affordable prices.
“Retail chains that aren’t embracing
textile run the risk of customers finding the
shopping experience in their stores a lot less
appealing. In addition to these creative benefits and all the logistical advantages, the
ease and regularity with which the message
can be changed is likely to create additional
revenue opportunities.”
Soyang Europe is also seeing a significant shift towards the use of textile in the exterior signage sector too. “The technical
benefits of using textile are a big factor when
it comes to building wraps, soft signage and
event branding,” says Egerton.
“Minimal rigging and anchorage, coupled with a reduction in wind loading by the
use of perforated textiles, whilst still ensuring stability and safety of the installation, has
major cost and time benefits.”
Soyang Europe’s textile ranges are
available on next day delivery from the 1.3
million square metres of material that the
company holds in stock at its recently
opened distribution centre in Lancashire.

Visit us on stand M44
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HP Latex Mobile application
HP recently made its Latex Mobile application available to download worldwide. Unveiled four months ago at the SGIA show, the
new large-format printing mobile app offers
remote monitoring of HP Latex 310, 330 and
360 Printers, such as job information, print
status and alerts.
With the HP Latex Mobile app, Print
Service Providers (PSPs) can stay informed
about the status of print jobs from anywhere
in or out of the office and can track projects
through completion, as well as monitor print
status and supplies to 'avoid surprises'.

A	 version	 of	 the	 app	 designed
for	 tablets	 will	 be	 available	 
in	 mid-2015.
“PSPs have shown significant interest
in the HP Latex Mobile app,” said Xavier
Garcia, vice president and general manager,
Large-Format Sign and Display Division, HP.
“Remote monitoring of many aspects of business is now commonplace, so it’s natural to
extend this flexibility to print jobs. The HP
Latex Mobile app is a significant step forward
in aligning printing operations with today’s
business lifestyles.”

The app allows you to printing projects from wherever you are.
PSPs such as Sprintout Digitaldruck
GmbH in Germany are already using the HP
Latex Mobile app. “The app is really great! If
a customer calls for a last minute job I can
give a fast answer because I know which
material is on the printer at any time,” said

Haldun Küp, chief technology officer, Sprintout Digitaldruck GmbH.
The HP Latex Mobile app is available
for download for free from Google Play and the
Apple App store. A version of the app designed
for tablets will be available in mid-2015.

'Forest Walk' themed
range by Pixartprinting

Pixartprinting's product range has expanded
to include new ready-made solutions. “Forest Walk”, a themed range inspired by the
woods. This is a new creation from Pixartprinting Project, which offers 'express' printing solutions for temporary displays in
showrooms, shops and premises. Shop
owners, retail chains and businesses can
use company for complete kits of versatile
products, which are available online. They
feature pre-designed artwork that can be
mixed and matched as desired for 'creative
and highly effective displays'.
“The 'Forest Walk' range is another
step down the path we began with ‘Land of
Ice’, which aims to make our clients' lives
even simpler", said Andrea Pizzola, Sales &
Marketing Director at Pixartprinting.
“Our range has always been associated with providing the maximum possible
level of customisation, with the possibility of
uploading one's own artwork onto the online
templates. Pixartprinting Project aims to respond to a new, growing demand from clients.
To have easy and immediate solutions available straight away for last minute projects,
without the need for custom artwork."

The 'Forest Walk' theme is one of the ready-made solutions from Pixartprinting.

www.pixartprinting.co.uk
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On your marks! Roland RT-640 from QPS
'sharpens up' sports and soft signage printing
Quality Print Services (QPS) is to make the
new Roland RT-640 dye-sublimation printer
available to its customers from April 2015.
Designed for sports equipment, athletic
clothing, fashion apparel, interior decor and

soft signage, the Roland RT-640 features:
'optimised' print control technology; front and
rear media feed adjusters for even tensioning;
and a vacuum fan for transfer paper flatness,
to achieve sharp image quality and fine detail.

The	 RT-640	 can	 reach	 maximum	 print
speeds	 of	 32.6sqm/hr	 and	 production	 quality
print	 speeds	 of	 22sqm/hr,	 bringing	 'greater
efficiency'	 to	 textile	 print	 rooms.

The Roland RT-640 is designed for prints durable enough for sportswear.

The RT-640 can reach maximum print
speeds of 32.6sqm/hr and production quality
print speeds of 22sqm/hr, bringing 'greater
efficiency' to textile print rooms.
"The Roland RT-640 sublimation
printer is an ideal machine for graphics
companies or existing textile print houses
to expand their product offering," says Chris
Bailey, Managing Director, QPS. "As it is engineered for sportswear graphics, end users
can be sure of achieving sharp, durable prints
on whatever they choose to produce.
"Our team of UK-based specialists will
also be on hand to provide assistance to new
RT-640 users to ensure they get the most
from their printer."
QPS will supply the Roland RT-640 together with a choice of RIP software – either
the Roland VersaWorks to simplify operation
or the ErgoSoft Roland Edition, designed
specifically for textile printing – plus a oneyear RolandCare Silver Warranty.
QPS will be exhibiting a range of wideformat direct and dye-sublimation printers at
Sign and Digital UK. Experts will be on hand
to discuss printing technology, alternative
inks, materials and service options.
www.qualityprintservices.com

ORAFOL launches new pre-printed
reflective film for vehicle marking
The visibility of utility vehicles is paramount
to the safety of motorists and utility workers
everywhere, says ORAFOL. The recognisable chevron pattern immediately lets you
know to proceed with caution. Especially
because utility workers often times are working in low-light conditions when electrical
power is out, their safety relies to a large
degree on the performance of the vehicle’s
reflective materials, says the company.
ORAFOL offers a full range of pre-printed
fleet marking films, developed specifically
with this in mind. The range includes materials
in all relevant grades of reflectivity, from glass
bead commercial grade films to prismatic
films for extra long distance visibility.
The company has launched yet another
prismatic film for this market: ORALITE®
5921M Prismatic Fleet Marking Grade. The
range includes two varieties of prismatic
films as well as high intensity and commercial grade product options. Whatever the
need is and regardless what type of utility vehicle you are marking up, ORAFOL has the
'ideal' reflective film for the application.
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Full range of ORALITE® VC 612 Chevron has excellent flexibility for curved surfaces.
The new ORALITE® 5921M Prismatic
Fleet Marking Grade is foreseen to become
a 'favourite for applicators as well as users'.
The material is constructed as a single layer
metallised film, meaning that there is no risk of
any water or dirt ingress at the edges, and edge
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sealing is not needed. The film is highly flexible, making application very easy. It is approved to DIN 30710 as well as the French
TPESC, and comes with five year durability.
www.orafol.com
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Self-adhesive colour films with increased transparency
A new and 'improved' adhesive enhances
the quality of the transparent colour films
GlassColour ASLAN CT 113. The self-adhesive films show a much higher transparency
and thus 'guarantees a clear appearance
when applied'.

By	 applying	 the	 colour	 films	 on
top	 of	 each	 other,	 a	 countless
number	 of	 further	 colour	 
shades	 can	 be	 created.	 

The ASLAN films allow
'stunning' effects on glass.

The application of the transparent
colour films allows 'stunning' effects on glass
surfaces, which are part of almost any modern interior and architecture. Colourful and
creatively designed glass facades, conference rooms or shop windows can be easily
created, without 'limiting the view or the multitude of possible designs'.
The attractive colour palette offers a
range of 25 shades. By applying the colour
films on top of each other, a countless number of further colour shades can be created.
Backlit and on white as well as reflective surfaces the colours appear especially brilliant.
Thanks to its remarkable new quality, the film
can also be applied wet. Their new video on
the GlassColour ASLAN CT 113 gives tips on
a correct application and presents the new
quality of the colour film.
Creatively designed glass facades can 'easily' be created.

20 Sign Update
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Mimaki launches CFL-605RT
Compact Flatbed Cutting Plotter
The new Mimaki CFL-605RT Compact
Flatbed Cutting Plotter offers both creasing
and cutting capabilities and enables the creation and delivery of high quality, cost-effective output, according to the company. The
new CFL-605RT is designed with Mimaki’s
well-established technology to support immediate finishing of packaging and prototypes with multiple functions.
“There is growing demand for on-demand production of prototypes and small
lots, both for products and their packaging,”
says Mike Horsten, General Manager Marketing EMEA at Mimaki Europe.

The	 launch	 of	 the	 CFL605RT	 allows	 us	 to	 offer	 a
unique,	 fully	 integrated,	 small
format	 flatbed	 print	 and	 cut
workflow	 solution

“This includes fast, efficient
prototyping and production of
samples as well as small lots of
products and packaging that
may be modified to reflect different seasonal and regional
requirements. There are
promotional and special
event opportunities, too.”

New to the Market
The newest addition to Mimaki’s
family of cutting plotters, the CFL605RT is a multi function flatbed
cutter that accommodates material
sizes up to oversized A2 and features
a variety of functions such as creasing
and reciprocating cutting. Used in combination with the UJF-6042, the new compact
flatbed cutting plotter can achieve on-demand production of the original goods by
providing the whole production process.
Mimaki is distributed in the UK and Ireland by Hybrid Services Ltd and the company’s National Sales Manager – industrial
products, Stuart Cole said: “The launch of

The CFL-605RT Compact
Flatbed Cutting Plotter.

the CFL-605RT allows us to offer a unique,
fully integrated, small format flatbed print and
cut workflow solution. This opens up packaging companies, design agencies and their
brands to limitless opportunities for their
product prototyping – or, indeed, short run
bespoke projects.”

New Canon Océ ColorWave printers
for wide format graphic art applications
Canon has launched two new high performance wide format colour systems which are
set to make their UK debut in March. The two
new models come as both printer only and
multi-functional; the Océ ColorWave 500

dedicated to work groups and the Océ ColorWave 700, designed for wider graphic arts
applications.
The printers are designed to enable a
wide range of high quality applications,
supporting businesses that need instant
dry and water resistant prints on rollbased media. Both printers utilise the
latest version of Océ CrystalPoint technology for high speed toner printing with
'excellent' adhesion to standard and
speciality substrates, a higher print quality and clean refilling.
The Océ ColorWave 500 is
designed to support CAD, GIS and
production applications in the manufacturing, architecture, construction, design
and reprographics industries. The
system comes with secure cloud
connectivity and Windows 8 embedded
controller.There is also an option for
removable dual hard drives, for added
data security.

The Canon ColorWave 700 system.
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The Océ ColorWave 700 caters for
businesses requiring a higher print volume,
such as reprographics, sign and display print
providers, and in-house printing applications
in industries such as retail, hospitality, POS,
education and government. The 700 supports media up to 0.8 mm of thickness that
makes it suitable for a uniquely large range
of graphics such as canvas, wallpaper and
banner printing.
Both printers feature cloud integration,
multiple user support, secure workflow
and an optional built-in scanner. Up to six
different rolls of media can be loaded at
one time, making the printer able to handle
many different jobs. Dual hard drives
and fast processors speed up file
processing, and automatic media sensing
and imaging device maintenance increase
print quality and reduce the need for
servicing.
www.canon.co.uk
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New Frost film for windows from APA
APA has launched a 'new generation'
ST/771-FX repositionable Frost film with 'air
release' for easy application. This is in addition
to the large FROST series range of film, available in various colours with etched glass effect.
This new Frost was developed with the
goal to 'simplify and speed up' the process of
applying the material on large glass surfaces,
even when the operation is by a single worker.

Precaution	 should	 be	 
paid	 to	 the	 application	 
temperature	 that	 must	 not	 
be	 lower	 than	 15	 degrees
and	 performed	 strictly	 
with	 the	 dry	 method.
The film is ideal for large glass surfaces.

APA's Frost film is easy to reposition and remove.

ST/771-FX has a special channelled adhesive, which aside from promoting the air expulsion through
invisible micro channels, was formulated with a low initial tack. This gives
the film the ability to be repositioned,
to allow an 'even easier application'.
"Outstanding removability of the
film, which results in an easy removal,
without glue residue even after time
has passed since the application," said
a spokesperson.

"Precaution should paid to the application temperature that must not be lower than
15 degrees and performed strictly with the
dry method."
A film with high technological contents,
which obtained the fire reaction certification
(B-S2-D0), developed for plotter graphics
and for internal and external use.
ST/771-FX is also easily printable with
Solvent, Eco Solvent, UV and Latex inks.
www.apaspa.com

New edge bevelling machine for processing plastic sheet
Awltech PFE, who supply flame polishing,
heat bending and edge bevelling solutions to
the sign and display and plastics fabrication
industries, has introduced its latest Diamond
Edge Beveller. It will be demonstrated for the
first time at the forthcoming Sign & Digital UK
exhibition.
With overall dimensions (LxWxH) of
640 x 450 x 500mm and 65Kg weight, it is a
compact machine that will fit comfortably into
any production environment, according to
the company. One of the key attributes of the
Diamond Edge Beveller is the speed with
which it can be programmed and operated
by comparison with similar diamond edge
bevellers. These invariably require some
time to set up and run, whereas the Awltech

solution takes only a matter of seconds. This
'greatly enhances productivity levels whilst
reducing machine downtime'.
The Diamond Edge Beveller produces
a clean and polished edge finish to plastic
sheet up to a thickness of 100mm, with the
bevelled edges adjustable up to 10mm. It
can also be equipped with a speed-adjustable feed motor to convey and press the
plastic sheet in equal proportions, with the
spindle motor adjustable from 0 to
12,000RPM. A mobile base frame enables
the machine to be set at the desired working
height for ease of operation and to enhance
operator safety and comfort.
www.awltech.co.uk
The new Diamond Edge Beveller from Awltech.
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Custom designed memoboards
According to ASLAN, memoboards have almost
become a necessity in our daily routine. They
make organising life 'easy, since they can be written on repeatedly; and notes or announcements
can be simply placed onto them with a magnet'.
The combination of the self-adhesive films
FerroPrint ASLAN FF 450 and Clearboard ASLAN
CB 90 provides an 'infinite' number of designs.

It	 is	 easy	 to	 create	 a	 
premium-quality,	 multifunctional	 memoboard	 
that	 is	 printed	 with	 a	 
custom	 design

With Aslan films you can write and erase on
memoboards.
The white, ferrous film can be printed on
directly with any motif. Together with the clear,
glossy whiteboard film, the entire surface
also becomes 'writeable and dry erasable'.
The high content of iron ferrits in the
film 'guarantees a good magnetic adherence'
and the scratch-resistant surface ensures
that writing with a whiteboard marker does
not 'leave any shadows or ghosting'.
A spokesperson said: "It is easy to
create a premium-quality, multi-functional
memoboard that is printed with a custom
design; doors, cupboards or walls are just a
few examples for smooth surfaces that are
ideally suitable for this application."
The combination of FerroPrint and Clearboard provides an 'infinte' number of designs.

www.ASLAN-schwarz.com

Hybrid adds Mimaki compact flatbed cutter to its range
Mimaki’s exclusive UK and Irish distributor;
Hybrid Services Ltd announced the new
Mimaki CFL-605RT Compact Flatbed Cutting Plotter will make its first public appearance in the UK. The new machine offers both
creasing and cutting capabilities and is
designed to support immediate finishing of
packaging and prototypes with its versatile
functionality.
Stuart Cole; national sales manager –
industrial products at Hybrid said: “The
launch of the CFL-605RT offers packaging
companies, design agencies and their customer brands the opportunity to see a
unique, fully integrated, small format flatbed
print and cut workflow solution with which
to produce prototype packaging or short
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run bespoke projects.”
The newest addition to Mimaki’s family
of cutting plotters; the CFL-605RT is a
multifunction flatbed cutter that accommodates material sizes up to oversized A2
and features a variety of functions such
as creasing and eccentric, tangential and
reciprocating cutting. The plotter will be
shown alongside its perfect partner – the Mimaki UJF-6042 compact flatbed printer;
creating the ability to deliver an 'on-demand
printing and cutting workflow' which is
particularly relevant to the promotional,
event, cosmetics and luxury item
markets.
www.hybridservices.co.uk
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The 'light of experience'
Richard W Rinn from Insight Sign Systems tells us about their latest range:
"Highlight Mk5 is the latest incarnation
of the first ever made to measure extruded
aluminium trough lighting system, dating
back to 1981, with the fabricated aluminium
precursor dating back to 1975.
This latest version was developed with
the main objective being to make it the most
efficient form of sign illumination available,
due to the relentless quest by many for
greener illumination. Insight is proud to have
achieved this with Highlight Mk5, and can
offer three variations of brightness and economy to satisfy most requirements.

Sign	 panels	 never	 require	 
removal	 for	 maintenance,	 
and	 front	 lighting	 brings	 
out	 the	 true	 colours	 of	 the
complete	 sign	 face
With the most economical version, Ecobright, the objective has been achieved, providing 1040 lm/m while consuming just 8.2W
per metre. this is thanks to the efficacy of the
Lumirescent LED strip achieving 127 lm/W. If
you want the ultimate brightness, Hyperbright
provides 2020 lm/m, consuming 16.8W per
metre, with the same efficacy as Ecobright.
Highlight Mk5 offers perfect illumination
across the entire width of any sign or fascia
due to having 126 LEDs per metre, so no
shadows caused by spaced out LEDs. Mk5's

unique profile shape incorporates a reflector area to direct
the light down the sign face
without the requirement to tilt
or angle the light. This eliminates the reflection of the light
source caused when lights are
tilted inwards to the sign face.
The profile shape also masks
the light source from the front,
to avoid dazzle.
Ease of installation of
any product is very important,
and has always been one of
Highlight's strong points. The
clip on fit fixing brackets which
have provided trouble-free
service for around 25 years
have been retained. But the
channel has been modernised
now, with provision for the
mains feed cable to pass
through. A new horizontal
Photo shows controlled light distribution.
fixing plate is optionally
available, with three fixing
holes for rigidity (two fixings side by side are
panels never require removal for maintenot recommended for any external light with
nance, and front lighting brings out the true
wind loading).
colours of the complete sign face.
Trough lighting has some unique beneLike all products, eventually competifits. If you compare against a back-lit box for
tors will match or better the specification of
example, a box 6 x 2 m would these days
Highlight Mk5. But as we are already testing
more than likely be fitted with LEDs to rethe next Lumirescent LED strip, which offers
duce consumption and cut Co2 emissions.
even higher efficacy and brightness coupled
But when you consider that would require
with the testing of 3M light enhancement
seven rows of LEDs compared to Highlight
film, we are confident in continuing to lead
Mk5 using only one, that has got to be a very
the way."
important consideration. Highlight Mk5 is
also going to be much easier to transport
www.signlight.net
and install than a bulky, heavy sign box. Sign
www.insightsignsystems.com.

Photo shows new 50mm deep wall fixing plate.
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SMGG adds Colex Sharpcut Flatbed
Cutter to its range of finishing solutions
Stanford Marsh Group Graphics
(SMGG), the commercial graphics
division of Stanford Marsh Group,
has expanded its cutting solutions
line with the Colex Sharpcut machine.
Sitting alongside the full range
of Fotoba cutters already distributed by SMGG, the 'versatile' Colex
Sharpcut Flatbed Cutter System is
available with immediate effect.
Steve Guest from SMGG
said: “The Colex Sharpcut has
been designed to serve all markets
with a requirement for mechanised
cutting, creasing and routing operations. We’re marketing the machines at a very competitive
price-point; which includes standard cutting tools, delivery and installation, so end user customers

won’t get any nasty surprises in
terms of added extra costs.”
The Colex Sharpcut’s advanced engineered flatbed cutting
table is designed for cutting sheet
and rigid materials while delivering
'clean, smooth edge quality'. Colex
believes that no other cutting table
on the market can compare in
terms of price and quality.
Steve said: “Buyers of the
Colex Sharpcut can benefit from
the same level of accuracy and reliability they might expect from
more expensive machines – for
£55K. The Sharpcut is robust, has
incredible build accuracy and is
highly reliable.”

The Colex Sharpcut is available from SMGG.

www.smgg.co.uk

Inca Digital launches new flatbed printer
Inca Digital has launched the Inca
Onset R40LT wide-format, flatbed UV
printer. Since the initial Onset launch
in 2007, this range of printers have 'set
the benchmark' in print quality through
their use of a full-width array of printheads, eliminating banding. With the
launch of the new Onset R40LT Inca
makes this 'high level' of print quality
available to companies looking to invest in a standard mid-range machine.
The Onset R40LT’s ability to develop from a four-colour, 265 sqm/hr
device up to an eight-colour fully specified device in the field gives users a
highly flexible printer that can grow
with their business, whilst protecting
their investment for the long-term, according to the company. Inca says the
Onset R40LT is a more future-proof
and accessible option for companies
considering a standard mid-range digital flatbed machine, as it is a full-width
array printer that guarantees high
quality results with no banding at
higher throughput speeds than scanning head technology.
The Onset R40LT model can
start as a manual 3.14 x 1.6m (123.6in
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x 63in) full-width array flatbed printer
in a choice of four, five or six colours
and is capable of 265 sqm/hr print
speeds on substrates up to 50mm
(2in) thick. The new printer has all the
intelligent design features of the existing Onset R40i, including 14 picolitre
Fujifilm Dimatix Spectra printheads, a
15-zone vacuum table, a UV sensor
system and mechanical substrate
height detectors, all of which 'maintain
productivity, quality and reliability'.
“By investing in the new Onset
R40LT, companies can now join the
Onset ‘family’ with the confidence that
the printer can keep pace with their
business growth or changing production requirements and save them
money in the long run,” says Heather
Kendle, Inca Digital’s Director of Marketing and Product Management.
“Many firms buying a standard
mid-range printer will – as their business grows - have to consider replacing it or buying a second machine. But
with the affordable Onset R40LT you
can increase your throughput and/or
quality at considerably less cost and
inconvenience.”
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RI-JET DECO WALL range
of films for walls decorations
Ritrama, who make self-adhesive materials,
have a complete range of highly conformable PVC films for walls decorations. RI-JET
DECO WALL materials, with a thickness of
50, 75 and 100 microns, are the perfect solution for indoor as well as outdoor applications, according to the company.
RI-JET DECO WALL is the professional solution for the coverage and the
wrapping of any kind of surfaces such as
rough brick walls, even with deep grouting.
These films can be used from malls to hotels
and offices, but also in restaurants, cafès
and even residential properties.
"Very interesting results can be
achieved when tailor-made concepts and
artworks are combined with the proper film,
in order to obtain a unique and authentic
look," says a spokesperson.
"They are easy to replace, and allow
customers an easier and cost-effective indoor living renewal compared to traditional
decorative materials. RI-JET DECO WALL

series ensures the maximum results even on
outdoor highly uneven walls."
RI-JET DECO WALL, which is part of
the Ritrama Large Format Digital Range,
consists of three different products depending on the type of applications and surfaces:
RI-JET DECO WALL 50: 50µ gloss
white CAST PVC film, for outdoor and indoor
applications with an outdoor durability up to
five years. Designed to cover non-conventional raised surfaces, this film combines an
extra permanent adhesive with an extreme
conformability that offers 'outstanding' adhesion performance on rough brick wall surfaces, also in presence of deep grouting.
This film can be printed using eco-solvent,
solvent, latex and UV ink-jet technologies.
RI-JET DECO WALL 75: 75µ polymeric
PVC film with a gloss white finish for indoor
and outdoor applications with a durability
up to five years, maintaining an optimal
dimensional stability. This film was designed
to cover outdoor non-conventional raised

Wall Graphics Ink-Jet Print Media, the professional solution for wall decorations.
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surfaces, thanks to an extra permanent
adhesive. It is also an 'excellent' solution
for interior decoration such as on rough
walls, plastered walls, plasterboards
and partition walls. It can be printed using
eco-solvent, solvent, latex and UV ink-jet
technologies.
RI-JET DECO WALL 100: 100µ
monomeric PVC film with a matt white finish,
specifically developed to decorate a variety
of finished surfaces, such as plastered walls,
lacquered walls and plaster boards, with a
durability up to four years. Suitable for inkjet printing with eco-solvent, solvent, UV and
Latex inks. The matt finish of this product is
'perfect' for indoor applications as light reflection won’t be an issue. RI-JET DECO
WALL 100 is recommended for customised
decorations, particularly for shop interiors
where tailor made walls can be used for
short term promotional campaigns.
www.ritrama.com
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3M adds 18 new colours to car wrap film series
3M has added 18 'trendy' new colours to its
3M Car Wrap Film Series 1080, bringing the
total number of finishes now available to 73.
This enables a much wider choice of options
for vehicle customisation and personalisation,
according to the company. The new colours
comprise 12 gloss metallic and six satin formats, with sparkling names such as Atlantis
Blue, Fierce Fuchsia and Dragon Fire Red in
gloss metallic and Ocean Shimmer, Mystique Blue and Canyon Copper in satin.
3M 1080 is a long-term removable
dual-layer premium cast film that has been
designed with sufficient rigidity to enable
easy handling. The films incorporate a combination of 3M’s unique repositionable Controltac Adhesive with Comply Version 3 Air
Release Technologies. These enable the
person applying the film to reposition it until
the ideal registration has been achieved; and
ensure ultimate adhesion and a bubble-free
surface finish once pressure has been applied at the final stage of the process.
The films are available in a wide choice
of gloss, matte, metallic, satin and brushed
metal formats that provide a 'brilliant paintlike finish'. They offer an 'ideal solution for
eye-catching vehicle detailing, decoration
and full or partial wraps and impart excellent

The new films are available in gloss, matte, metallic, satin and brushed metal formats.
opacity to hide high-contrast surfaces'. A key
attribute is the availability of the films in a
wider roll width of 1,524mm to enable the
seamless wrapping of any section of a vehicle profile without normally visible joins.

3M 1080 Series is available from 3M
primary distributors William Smith and
Spandex.
www.3M.co.uk/graphicsolutions

Delcam launches its new
software range, ArtCAM 2015
ArtCAM 2015 is the new range of artistic
CADCAM software from Delcam set to benefit furniture designers and manufacturers.
Throughout the range, functionality has been
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added to increase both the speed and ease
of use, including its new live and interactive
3D modelling which has excited ArtCAM
users, according to the company.
The new Putty tool available
in ArtCAM Pro, allows designers
to interactively alter their design
by displacing, whirling, pinching,
or puckering areas of a 3D or 2D
design. This tool gives designers
the freedom to experiment with
ideas and immediately see if they
have promise without investing
significant time.
The ArtCAM development
team has given its 3D modelling
tools an overhaul so that both Pro
and Insignia users can instantly
see their relief artwork take shape.
ArtCAM Insignia, the introductory 3D modelling and production machining package, has
real-time 3D shape creation with
the Shape Editor and Two Rail
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Sweep tools. Some of the newly enhanced
extrude, turn and spin 3D modelling tools
have been moved from Pro into Insignia to
give it even 'greater 3D modelling functionality'. To manufacture the complete design
with greater ease, ArtCAM gives the
user more export options to divide their
design into slices so that it can be machined
on a smaller CNC machine, laser engraved
or 3D printed.
If users require more machining
options, ArtCAM Express can be customised
with new modules. The Toolpath-Panelling
module is 'great' if the manufacturer is using
a machine with a small working area
(machine bed) as designs can be divided
into smaller panels which can be assembled
together after machining. If working with
large single sheets of material, machining
can be done in sections, drawing the
material across the machine and repositioning each time.
www.artcam.com

Artwork reproduction: DrawUK
DrawUK specialise in artwork reproduction,
or vectorizing as it’s more commonly known.
Taking your JPEG/BMP images and turning
them into high quality vector images.
Whether you’re a small one person sign
shop or a larger sign company you can all
benefit from sourcing out your vectorizing,
according to the company. They’ve been reproducing vectorized images for the sign/engraving/ embroidery trades since 2003,

which makes them highly experienced in this
field. You may well have staff within your
business that can vector images but maybe
it may not be as cost affective for you as
DrawUK.

James White from DrawUK explains more
about what they do:

What makes
DrawUK different?
At DrawUK we pride ourselves with the final
quality of the vectorized image. Ensuring that
the image is as accurate to the original is our
primary goal but also that we can produce it
in the quickest time possible so as not to
make the process too expensive. What sets
us apart from other companies offering similar services we feel, is in the attention to detail. Everything is redrawn from scratch by
hand and we never use any tracing software,
If it looks like it's a circle, we’ll draw a perfect

circle. If we recognise the font we’ll type it out
and where necessary, we’ll draw a wire
frame image and contour it up to ensure a
nice consistent line thickness throughout.
Having worked in the sign industry, we know
how vinyl images are made up. All our vectorized images are made up of layers, making them ideal for cutting in vinyl. Or if you’re
going to print and cut we can add a contoured cut path too.

Can we vectorize any image?
Not every image can be reproduced but 99
per cent can. The only criteria is that so long
as we can see what the image is it can be
done. So whether that’s from a scan or from
a photograph the accuracy of the finished
vector image will ultimately depend on the
quality of the original. Where possible you
will need to provide us with the best quality
image. If you’re unsure, email it across and
we’ll be more than happy to help or advise.

How does it work?
It couldn’t be easier to have DrawUK vectorize an image. Simply
email an image, we’ll take a look at it, drop you an email back with
a price and lead time. We’ll vectorize it and email you back as an
AI/EPS/PDF/CDR etc, whatever the best file type is for you, ready
for you to put straight out to print or cut. Even if you don’t think we
are right for every job, we are more than happy to quote and offer
any help with any other image issues you may have.
Vectorizing2014@gmail.com
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Solar powered led trough lighting system
Zeta Specialist Lighting and Portland Lighting have together developed the ECOLUX
SOLAR. The new product innovation is
the industry's first LED trough lighting
system that’s entirely powered by solar.
It has been designed to use in retail and
commercial signage, and to illuminate
advertising billboards.
The Walsall-based specialist sign
lighting manufacturer and Bicester-based
Zeta, who design, develop and manufacture
LED and solar powered lighting systems,
have collaborated to develop this nextgeneration energy and cost saving sign
illumination solution.

The technology behind this new innovation is similar to that used in Zeta’s bespoke Solar Signage Kit widely used in
totems and monoliths, and which was voted
as Sign Product of the Year at the 2014
British Sign Awards.
“The ECOLUX SOLAR provides an optimum solar powered LED lighting solution
for outdoor signage where mains-fed lighting
isn’t an option,” said Zeta’s Sales and Marketing Director Adrian Dennis.
The ECOLUX SOLAR incorporates discreet and flexible PV solar panels which harness the sun’s energy throughout the day;
long life maintenance-free batteries; and

With	 the	 ECOLUX	 SOLAR	 
we’re	 offering	 customers	 
a	 robust,	 durable	 and	 
virtually	 maintenance-free,	 
lighting	 solution
Zeta’s innovative Energy Management System (EMS) which releases the stored energy
and uses it to power the LED trough light and
illuminate the sign or billboard. This flexible
solution can also include PIR movement
sensors for added flexibility, reduces light
pollution and comes with easy to fit brackets.
“With the ECOLUX SOLAR we’re offering customers a robust, durable and virtually
maintenance-free, lighting solution. It’s a feature-rich and flexible trough lighting system
that provides even illumination, is dimmable,
can be controlled with a timer and can incorporate a movement sensitive PIR interface,”
said Portland Lighting’s Managing Director
Dave Harrison.
Adrian said: “Trough lighting is traditionally an inexpensive solution and now with
solar, we’re bringing the costs down further,
as well as opening up the opportunity to illuminate outdoor signage in settings where
there is no on-grid connection or where the
cost of laying cabling would be prohibitive.”
www.zetaled.co.uk
www.portlandlighting.co.uk

AMedia range of materials by ADS and Amari Plastics
Amari Plastics and Amari Digital Supplies
(ADS) have together launched the AMedia
range of print and finishing media for
large-format printing applications. Products
in the range have been sourced from
many of the leading European suppliers.
They comprise a variety of self-adhesive
vinyl materials, all of which offer compatibility with solvent, eco-solvent, UVC and Latex
printers, ink technologies and matching
laminates.
The products available can be used for
a wide range of indoor and outdoor signage
and display applications. With the combined
extensive technical knowledge and market
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experience of both ADS and Amari Plastics,
together with a local and national customer
support network, AMedia is set to deliver
'product diversification, reliability and value
for money' under one brand.
The launch of AMedia also underlines
the importance that ADS and Amari Plastics
place on their commitment and ongoing development of a continually expanding customer base, according to the group. Over the
coming months, the AMedia portfolio will be
supplemented with new and equally innovative print and finishing materials to extend
the range of applications that can be accommodated.
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New LED strips that flex and bend
HaloLEDs are launching a new product that
they say may be unique in the UK. It is a
flexible strip of 2835 SMD LEDs that has
been produced in a certain way so it can
bend in both directions.

With	 a	 good	 strong	 
adhesive	 to	 the	 rear	 you	 
can	 just	 peel	 and	 stick.
This makes it ideal for small built up letters
with narrow stokes. These come in a 2mtr
roll, are 12v and available in pure white.
They are also for indoor use only, the outdoor version will be arriving soon.

The flexibility of the strips are ideal for small built up letters with narrow stokes.
The new flexible/bendable LED strips are a 'new and
innovative' product that fixes a common problem in
small to medium built up letters. All too often you get a
spotting effect caused by light output from the modules
every 80mm or so. Now using the bendable strips you
can fit a continuous line of LEDs from along the whole
centre line by gently bending the LEDs left and right
achieving a 'beautifully illuminated' letter. With a good
strong adhesive to the rear you can just peel and stick.
Also as these are closer to the backing material than a
module you also get a more consistent and even side illumination.
These LED strips are available as indoor only at
the moment with waterproof strips available soon.
Packaged in a handy 2mtr roll they are 12v, pure white
and use 6 watts per metre. They will be offering demo
rolls at one per customer at a special rate.

The LEDS are closer to backing material than a module,
which results in a more consistent illumination.

www.haloleds.co.uk

The new, glossy metal
effect film in luxurious copper
The design trend for copper has been taking
over the world of interior decoration for some
time now, according to ASLAN. The metallic
sets 'warm accents, adds elegant details and
in addition to being timeless, it is absolutely
on trend'.Whether it is incorporated as a main
design element or just as an accent, the copper look creates 'depth and a refined look'.
ASLAN has expanded its metal effect
films MetalEffect ASLAN CA 23 with another
product; next to the existing self-adhesive
film in brushed copper, a glossy copper
shade completes the range.
The copper film is suitable for exclusive
writings and decorations on shop windows;

mirrors and dividers; as well as the stylish
design of lampshades and pieces of furniture.
The new, glossy film 'impresses with its
homogenous appearance'. Applied onto an
even surface, the film is completely smooth
with a mirror-like effect. Thanks to the same
glossy effect on both sides, the film guarantees a 'glamorous' look even when it is applied onto glass. With a thickness of 50 µm it
is especially easy to handle.
Their extensive range of self-adhesive
metal effect films offers various other effects
and colours.
www.ASLAN-schwarz.com.

The film retains a 'glamorous' look when
applied to glass, as it appears smooth on
both sides.
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Sheet materials feature
As the signage sector has evolved, sheet material manufacturers and suppliers have adapted to meet the demands of this fast-paced industry. Jemima Codrington spoke to market leaders to learn more about new composites, cutting techniques and market trends that are shaping the industry.
This year, Amari Plastics will be launching Greencast®, a premium branded cast
acrylic sheet material that places a focus
on both environmental sustainability and
superb performance.
The product is manufactured in Italy,
and made from 100% recycled acrylic. It is
designed to look and perform at the same
level of standard virgin acrylic sheets, and
will be available from fourteen Amari Plastics
Service Centres across the UK this year.
According to Jamie Manifold, UK Supplier Relations and Product Development at
Amari Plastics, the product has been a long
time in development. “Italian manufacturers
Madreperla SPA introduced the product to us
three years ago, and now it is a great alternative to traditional acrylic materials,” he
says. “Every year in Western Europe, we
create 25,000 tonnes of scrap acrylic, either
from signage being ripped down, or POS
that is removed from stores. Madreperla
were looking for a way to reuse this waste to
create sheets that perform as a new virgin
material, and the result is Greencast®.”
The product is made from scrapped
material collected from the Northern
Italy/Southern Germany area, so even the
transport back to the plant is not excessive.
There is substantial attention paid to the development of the product, which creates less
CO2 than the traditional acrylic manufacturing process.

There has also been substantial R+D
to ensure it looks and performs on par with
traditional products. “If you have you two
pieces of clear acrylic, one made from virgin
materials and one from recycled, you wouldn’t
know which was which,” says Jamie. “They
are identical in appearance and performance, and the real benefit is that the sheets
can be recycled over and over again.” Where
other materials may become weakened after
being recycled numerous times, this material retains it’s strength, and can still be used
to create high-quality signage jobs.
Greencast® is available of thicknesses
ranging from 3mm to 20mm, and can be chosen in a standard or gloss finish. One of the
benefits of the product is it’s weight, something Jamie notes should a key consideration when selecting any sheet material.

The importance of choosing
a lightweight material
According to Jamie, there are many benefits
to selecting a lighter product for both internal
and external signage.
“If you can take weight out of a product,
you may not need as many people to install
it, and you may not need as much heavy lifting equipment,” he says. “If the sign should
fall for any reason, the less weight that’s in it,
the less damage it will do to a property.”

Greencast SATINGLAS acrylic has a frosted effect, seen here.
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Greencast recycled acrylic has a wide range
of applications.
Amari Plastics are always looking for sheets
that can service a wide range of applications
in the signage industry, especially for signs
that have to be installed from heights.
The team is celebrating forty years of
Amari Plastics, and Jamie reflects on the
evolution of the market and client base over
the decades. “The way the market has evolved
has made us change our approach and add
a lot to our product offering. We now carry a
much more expansive range of products
than we ever have, and it’s still expanding.”
When dissecting the buying trends of those
in the sector, Jamie notes that the one area
in which the UK pales in comparison with
mainland Europe is the emphasis placed on
the quality of products. “Price is without doubt
the key driver still in the UK, and we often
find a lot of the time that the UK market is focussed on buying the cheapest products –
something you don’t see mirrored elsewhere,” he explains. Sign makers should also
always check that all products comply with the
law; there are many that are imported from
all over the world and available in the UK, but
they may not have all the components taken
out of them that they should have, like certain heavy metals or chemicals.
“There will undoubtedly be legislation
changes over the next ten years,” says Jamie,
“and Amari Plastics will still be here for our
50th anniversary helping sign makers stay
up to date with technology and legislation.”
www.amariplastics.com

Blackburns Metals has been a leader in
providing the signage market with yellow
metal, aluminium and stainless steel
sheets for several years. According to
Guy Hammond, National Product Manager (Signs), the biggest market growth
in the past three years has been ACM
(aluminium composite).
“We supply a product called BCP,
Blackburns Composite Panel, which has become very popular over the past few years,” he
says. “As we have seen a rise in demand for
this, we have seen a bit less for our standard
aluminium product, the coil-coated sheet.”
A coil-coated sheet is an aluminium
sheet that has been painted directly at the
mill. While there are many benefits to painting and curing at the time of manufacture,
Guy notes that there has been a palpable
demise in demand in the advance of the popularity in the composite market. Blackburns
Metals have been quick to react to changes
in the market over the past three to four
years, and have evolved from being simply a
stockist. For example, the team now semifabricate products at their central store in the
West Midlands, which can be sent overnight
out to service centres around the UK, and
then dispatched to customers locally.
Initially providing aluminium, stainless
steel, brass and coppers, Blackburns then
entered the composite market. Over the past
two years, they have also become heavily involved in the plastics market. “We now sell
foam panel cast acrylics, and we have recently signed a deal to stock WCB (waterproof construction board) from Sealwise.”
This, Guy believes, will be the “next big
thing” leading on from ACM.

A sign tray made from Blackburns composite materials (BCP).
Blackburns semi-fabricated the product for the customer.

Moving to meet
market demand
An increasing number of sign companies are
printing direct-to-substrate, and as WCB is a
composite, it is perfect for this market.
It can also be folded and easily shaped,
making it ideal for hoardings and other signage that needs to fit within certain frames.
It is UV resistant, can be CNC routed and engraved, and has a B1 fire rating. The product
is also fully recyclable, something that will be
beneficial to end-users and manufacturers
alike. “With the legislation changing about
how products have to be recycled, the great
thing about this composite is that it can be
ground down to a powder and used again in
things like cement mix,” says Guy. “The recycling aspect of the product is going to be
incredibly good for customers.”

A sign tray made from Blackburns composite materials (BCP).
Blackburns semi-fabricated the product for the customer.

As the composite market becomes increasingly competitive, Guy notes that a key
problem sign manufacturers are encountering is getting high quality at the right price.
“Firstly, when comparing materials, they
have to look at whether or not they are being
quoted for a like-for like-product,” he says.
“Secondly, they have to be prepared to pay
for quality. I often find that manufacturers
want in effect a ‘Rolls Royce for the price of
a Mini’, and as a result, we definitely see too
many people using the wrong product.”
Guy recommends researching your options, and finding a product that strikes the
right balance between good quality, the right
price point, and suitability for the installation.
“Cost aside, you need to make sure you are
always working with the right product.”
www.blackburnsmetals.com

As part of an in-house marketing project, stockists Blackburns made a small
sign tray using BCP composite sheet and cast acrylics.
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Sheet materials feature
Cutting Technologies Ltd. is a specialist
laser cutting and engraving firm that has
recently invested in a world class Fiber
laser. This enables the team to cut a larger
variety of materials at a wider range of
thicknesses, much more efficiently. For
instance, they can now cut non-ferrous
materials like copper up to 3mm thick.
Towards the end of last year, Cutting
Technologies Ltd. launched the 'Cutting Creativity Loose' campaign, which encourages
using laser cutting and engraving in more
creative ways on a wider range of materials.
“Last year, we invested £1 million into
new lasers, and we now have six lasers in
total,” says Jane Robinson, Business Development Director and co-founder of Cutting
Technologies Ltd. “Traditionally we have had
difficulty cutting sheet materials like cooper
and thicker aluminium, whereas now we can
cut those very easily and very well. It’s
opened up what we can do, and that was really the spark behind the Cutting Creativity
Loose Campaign - we really want people to
think differently about the kinds of things they
can put under a laser.”
Lasers can be used to ideally cut metal,
wood and plastic, and other simple sheet
materials. “Lasers like uniform structures,
which can make composite hard to cut.” According to Jane, laser has a very specific
niche in the sign industry when it comes to a
customer who wants to create very sharp
corners. Cutting with a CNC router will inevitably create a radius internal corner,
whereas lasers can get perfectly sharp cor-

Clear Perspex, seen here engraved for Monster energy drink, shows the detail laser engraving can achieve, especially when lit up.
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Cutting Technologies Ltd. has seen a trend for ‘bare and rusty metals’ in recent years.
ners with ease. “End-users are demanding
greater detail, and in turn we are seeing a
higher demand from sign makers to use
lasers to create more intricate signs and
POS materials,” she adds.

Examining signage
design trends

yellow and gold metals, like copper and brass.
At one time, brass would have been the
biggest “no-no” out there, we’ve seen it
emerge as big trend.”
With this return to the popularity and
use of traditional sheet materials in signage,
there are some considerations to bear in
mind, such as how the material will weather
outside and withstand corrosion over time.
Weight is another key consideration, as even
thin sheets of 3mm can be incredibly heavy
when those sheets are made of copper or
steel. This can potentially increase the time
and money involved in the installation process.
“Sign makers should also think about the
materials left behind,” adds Jane.
“If you’re creating a sign with very fine font
like Times New Roman, which has very intricate ends to it, you may find that with quite a
thick material the leftovers could be really
small. Think about the actual structure of the
sign, and consider the thickness of the material in relation to what you’re cutting out of it.”

Jane notes that there are tangible trends that
develop in terms of the sheet materials used
to create signage, and that cutting technologies like laser can be used to accommodate
most of them.
“We see constant evolution of design
trends - colours and surface finishes are ever
changing,” says Jane. “For example, two or
three years ago, people wanted rusty-looking metal materials, things like Corten Flat
Sheet Weathering Steel (the material used
to create the Angel of the North sculpture).”
Corten laser-cuts beautifully with great detail, but also weathers very well and looks
the right amount of ‘rusty’ to achieve a desired industrial look. Jane notes another few
www.cut-tec.co.uk
emerging trends, such as an increase
in demand for laser engraving onto
stainless steel for outdoor applications. Laser engraving is popular for
this application because, unlike paint,
it leaves a completely indelible mark
that is impossible to remove without
grinding it off. Cutting Technologies
Ltd. can laser engrave any graphic,
including photographs, with great detail onto stainless steel. “There is also
a definite trend that has been around
for a while - and I’m sure will continue
to be for a long time - and that’s the
trend of mixed metals. This can be
Laser engraving on copper
seen especially when looking at
renders images in great detail.
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Nick Warne, Sales Director at NE Plastics,
has noticed the fast pace at which the signage market has evolved in recent years.
“At one time, 80% of our customers
were ‘traditional’ sign makers, but with
change in technology, the customer base
has spread to include those in exhibition and
graphics, retail POS and more,” says Nick.
“The majority of our customers now do some
form of digital print,” he adds, noting that
many sign manufacturers have installed
wide format printers of their own. As sign
makers provide a wider variety of services,
technology manufacturers adapting to keep
pace with the fast-moving environment – as
are sheet material manufacturers.
Nick notes that he has seen an increase in the number of composite materials

in the market, such as Bubble Board, and expects these to continue to grow in popularity. “These two composites are similar to
Correx in that they’re very lightweight but
have a very smooth surface, and I definitely
think we’ll see people coming into that market and offering alternatives to traditional
metal or PVC sheets.” NE Plastics stock the
composite board VISCOM EasyPrint, a foam
centered board with a polypropylene liner.
This product lends itself well to exterior display work, and has a good outdoor shelf life
as well as a good fire rating. “The three layers are laminated together to make it really
stiff, so it has excellent rigidity,” says Nick,
adding that the polypropylene liner also
enables the material to be V-grooved and
fabricated.

Signage created for the Post Office using
special coloured ACP from NE Plastics.

The	 three	 layers	 are	 
laminated	 together	 to	 
make	 it	 really	 stiff,	 so	 it	 
has	 excellent	 rigidity
VISCOM EasyPrint now comes in a completely black or white finish to suit multiple signage
and display needs.

Providing modern sign
manufacturers with more value
Traditionally a sheet supplier, NE Plastics
made the decision eight to ten years ago to
add value by offering a number of tradebased services.
Starting with simple things like polishing on Perspex, their range of sheet material
services has evolved to include things like
drilling, bending, laser cutting and routing.
“For sign makers who want to offer these
services without having to invest in expensive machinery of their own, these services
are really beneficial,” says Nick.
In addition to the number of different
types of sheets materials being used, Nick
has also noticed a change in the variety
of places where signage can be utilised.
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For example, he notes one area that has
grown markedly over the years is the use of
hoardings for signage. Many top developments being built around London are utilising hoarding for branding and marketing
purposes, which requires a substrate that
can be printed on to an impeccably high
standard to withstand the elements, whilst
providing vibrant colour reproduction. “The
graphics that people are putting on the
hoardings are now very high quality, and the
demand is continuing to grow for a good,
quality product for that market. I don’t see
that changing any time soon,” says Nick.
www.neplastics.co.uk
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VISCOM EasyPrint can be V-grooved using a
CNC router to create things like display units.

Perspex Distribution Limited will be exhibiting at the Sign and Digital show this
year, showcasing the latest range of Perspex acrylic for the sign industry, as well
as new ranges of rigid substrates for the
wide format print industry.
There are two new sheet materials that
will be showcased, one PVC Foam sheet,
and one Aluminium Composite panel. The
focus on new products has arisen as the signage market has changed, and both endusers and sign manufacturers are
demanding more from their signage and
Alupanel A-Lite Aluminium Composite
graphics, explains Luke Martyn, Marketing
is now produced in the UK.
Manager, Perspex Distribution Ltd. “Over recent years we have seen our client
base evolve from traditional sign makers and fabricators requiring Perspex
acrylic sheets to a much more diverse
range, including wide format printing
and lighting specialists,” he says. “As
such, our product offering has responded to this evolving landscape and
we now offer a large range of LED lighting solutions as well as an increasing
portfolio of PVC Foam and Aluminium
Composites for the print market.”
The first of the two new sheet
material products is Palfoam AS Digital, a unique anti-static PVC Foam
sheet. The product is ideal for POS
and exhibition graphics, as well as
other internal signage. It comes with
anti-static properties as standard, designed specifically for use on digital
flatbed printers and exhibition shell
schemes. “The anti-static performance
benefits sign makers in many ways,”
Palfoam AS Digital is ideal for POS
explains Luke. “It offers better quality
signage and graphics, seen here.

Palfoam AS Digital is a unique anti-static PVC Foam sheet available from Perspex.

Perspex	 place	 a	 large	 
importance	 on	 supplier	 
relationships,	 and	 are
proud	 to	 note	 that	 
their	 PVC	 Foam	 and	 
Aluminium	 composites	 
are	 all	 produced	 
in	 the	 UK
prints and better resolution, as the there
is no ink distortion caused by static
electricity, the prints themselves also
stay cleaner for longer as the printed
panel does not attract dirt or dust once
installed.” Static-free also means
greater ease-of-use for the print operator, who benefits from a significant reduction of static shocks that can occur when
working with print materials.
The second new sheet material that
can be seen at the show will be Alupanel ALite Digital. Alupanel is the only Aluminium
Composite panel manufactured in the UK,
and A-Lite demonstrates the capability of the
new production plant. Developed with the requirements of sign makers and printers in
mind, this new sheet has a superior alloy
skin, enabling a smooth finish when cut by
CNC. Combined with its ultra-white digital
coating, the product produces spectacular
print finishes. “With a 0.2mm skin, the product
offers all the usability benefits of a 'Lite' sheet
but with a superior rigidity and impact resistance,” adds Luke.
Perspex place a large importance on
supplier relationships, and are proud to note
that their PVC Foam and Aluminium composites are all produced in the UK - as is
Perspex acrylic.
www.perspex.co.uk
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How new ink technologies are shaping the signage sector
Linda Womack, Sales Director at Visions in Plastics, notes that
plastic mirror is fast becoming one of the most popular lightweight
and flexible mirror substrates available. It is lightweight, shatterproof and virtually unbreakable, making it a great choice for a wide
range of eye-catching displays.
Visions in Plastics hold the largest stock of Plaskolite Mirror, and
are one of the main distributors throughout the UK and Europe. “Mirrored sheet is widely used as a replacement for glass mirror, especially
where safety is a concern, freeing creative designers from the limitations of ordinary glass,” says Linda. “Mirrored sheet can be laser cut,
saw cut, router cut, bevelled, cemented or printed. It is ideal for retail
slat wall, cosmetic displays, tabletop P.O.P, toys, fixtures and signage.”
When being used for signage outdoors, Linda always recommends that
the mirrors are adhered to a waterproof backing board, and that the
edges are thoroughly sealed.
There are many different types of mirrors, such as FABBACK®
Clear Acrylic Mirror, a Plaskolite mirrored sheet that is virtually scratchresistant during fabrication processes. It is made from Plaskolite’s
OPTIX® continuously processed acrylic sheet; using a process of vacuum metalizing, sheets are given a mirror finish that is protected by the
industry's toughest protective back-coating. With half the weight and
five times the impact strength of glass mirror, it offers all the benefits

Mirrors can be used to make attractive POS displays (seen here).
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A FABBACK Coloured Acrylic in Purple 1020 Mirror Sheet Sample.
without the associated risk of breakages. There is also a FABBACK® Colour Acrylic Mirror product available, to provide sign
manufacturers with more choice. Available in a variety of 19
colours, patterns, two-way mirror and even aircraft, anti-fog and
marine-grade, FABBACK® is ideal point-of-purchase displays,
cosmetic displays and other signage. Also available is a Textured
Acrylic Mirror, suited to special design needs. Available in 3mm
standard thicknesses, the sheets can be selected in either a A-81
Stipple Pattern or Prismatic Pattern, again helping sign makers
create a wider variety of products.
Acrylic is the most popular mirror substrate from Visions in
Plastics, offering the widest range of thicknesses, colours, sizes
and patterns. The versatility combined with strength and durability
makes it a particularly smart choice for exhibition graphics.
According to Linda, there are some points to take into consideration when using plastic mirror to develop signage. “Firstly, determine the suitability of the product for the desired effect – if unsure,
always test on a sample piece first. It should also be noted that
the reflectivity of the acrylic mirror is approximately 85-90%.
We are here to provide guidance regarding all technical aspects
of the products to anyone wishing to integrate them into displays
this year.”
www.visionsinplastics.co.uk
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Sagetech 'meets Alexander's demanding standards'
Stuart Short, founder of the House of
Alexander, near Gatwick, which specialises
in high quality picture framing predominantly
to the trade, believes in having a
'well equipped workshop with highly
productive machines'.
Having built his reputation over 30
years on producing frames of the highest
quality, the slightest defect in a supplied

framing material, results in rejection.
His customers know that what he supplies
will be 'first rate'.
Stuart has a wide range of customers,
such as one who is a floral taxidermist doing
3-D dried flower displays. So the frame and
backing have to be just right to achieve the
required effect and to bring out the full creativity of the design.

When moving to his present workshop,
Stuart knew that there would never be
space for a table saw for speeding up the
cutting of the backing boards, and that he
could only consider a vertical panel saw for
cutting these precisely to size. With almost
no exceptions, he founds all the competitive
machines
were
foreign
built,
too
expensive, and too big to fit into his workshop. On seeing the Sagetech Koolkut
KK12 machine, with its 8’ x 4’ capacity, he
knew that it was ideal for what he needed,
and ordered it immediately.
Stuart said: “When I cut an infill panel,
I need to have an even gap all round the inside of the frame, typically of about ½ mm so
that I can just insert the frame hangers. One
of the things I particularly like is that I can
put, as I often do, four sheets of 6mm backing boards on the machine and cut them
quickly, easily and accurately. One of the
tests is what I call the ‘thumbnail test’, where
I have a bulk order for a stack of panels,
which when aligned are so consistent that I
can’t catch my nail between them when running up the stack”.

Sagetech	 now	 offer	 
the	 KF	 range	 with	 similar	 
sizes	 in	 their	 Koolkut	 brand,
along	 with	 the	 Zapkut	 ranges
for	 those	 with	 lighter	 
cutting	 requirements

He said: "Once it's properly set up,
this is a great machine. It’s got all the
adjustments necessary to give a high
precision result."
Stuart’s KK12 is the smallest in
Sagetech’s Koolkut KK range, which extends
to machines with a capacity of 3.1 x 2.1 M.
Which are fully capable of handling the larger
plastic 3 x 2M sheets and the big “jumbo”
timber based panels. Sagetech now offer
the KF range with similar sizes in their
Koolkut brand, along with the Zapkut ranges
for those with lighter cutting requirements.
These include their unique lightweight
portable saw. This innovative British manufacturer is now extending the capability of
their ranges by offering router heads with
most of their machines.
The Sagetech Koolkut KK12 in operation at House of Alexanders.
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www.sagetech.co.uk
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Print-Leeds boosts its 'inkjet fire power'
with new Screen Truepress Jet W3200UV
Print-Leeds has cemented its position as one
of the UK’s most technologically-advanced
printing houses with the arrival of a Screen
Truepress Jet W3200UV ST wide-format flatbed printer, according to the company.
The new machine replaces the Screen
Truepress Jet 1600UV printer that they installed in 2010 to meet 'increasing demand
for high-quality short-run and one-off work'.
“Since then not only have runs got
shorter and deadlines tighter,” says PrintLeeds managing director Rod Fisher, “but
clients are much more aware of the potential
of digital for POS applications. So it’s time to
upgrade.”

Productivity	 is	 'significantly
greater',	 thanks	 to	 advanced
UV	 curing	 and	 high-precision
flat	 print	 head	 transfer	 
systems	 that	 give	 it	 the	 ability
to	 print	 at	 85	 sqm/hr.

Their Truepress Jet W3200UV prints
CMYK plus light cyan and light magenta for
photo-quality reproduction of wide-format
graphics. The company also specified a
white ink capability to ensure colour saturation whatever the substrate being printed,
such as coloured and transparent media.
Like its Truepress Jet 1600UV predecessor,
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Rod Fisher, Print-Leeds MD, and his new Screen Truepress Jet W3200UV ST printer.

the Jet W3200UV outputs a wide variety of
backlit graphics, wide-format posters, POP
displays and signage and can handle media
up to 50mm thick.
Productivity is 'significantly greater',
thanks to advanced UV curing and high-precision flat print head transfer systems that
give it the ability to print at 85 sqm/hr; 10
times faster than the Truepress Jet 1600UV
Rod said: “Because we also wanted to up
our productivity, the faster output speed was
a big factor, plus other features that improve
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throughput. For example, the retractable lay
pins, which guarantee accurate, repeatable
substrate registration, and the zoned vacuum bed, which reduces masking.”
The new printer also incorporates
Screen’s versatile multilayer print capability,
which enables printing of up to eight superimposed layers to create high-impact products. For example, lower layers can be built
up in high-speed mode before printing the
top layer in high-quality mode to produce
embossed products with 'striking' 3D effects.

Continued Mimaki investment gives
McMordie Bros creative edge
McMordie Bros recently invested in the
first Mimaki JFX200-2513 in Ireland
through long-standing Mimaki reseller,
Dennis D Evans. It does so as they
look to expand upon its trade service
offering to include direct to board printing, and further cement its standing as
rigid substrate experts in the industry.
McMordie Bros began operating
over 60 years ago and has become a
successful independent plastics supplier, providing the industry with rigid
substrates such as Perspex, foamboard and corriboard. As a natural extension to its core business, McMordies
has developed a printing and engraving arm to the company which has
taken a significant creative step forward
with the installation of its Mimaki
JFX200-2513 grand-format LED UV
flatbed printer. This adds direct printing
to rigid substrates to its portfolio.
The company’s owner, Andrew
Fleming, said: “The JFX200-2513 was
the obvious choice of flatbed for us, not
only because of its affordability, but its
8’ x 4’ bed size is perfect for the easy
printing of standard sized boards which
makes up a large part of our trade service business. The print quality we are
seeing from the JFX200 is impressive
and our customers are requesting
some really creative work, such as
printing designs onto glass. Our portfolio is expanding rapidly!”

The Mimaki JFX200-2513 is the fourth
piece of Mimaki hardware the company
has bought through Belfast-based Mimaki reseller, Dennis D Evans. “McMordie Bros is a longstanding and
valued customer of ours,” says Dennis
D Evans sales manager, Frank Wilson.
“They have always been a forward thinking company, being the first
in Ireland to install a Mimaki CJV30 integrated printer-cutter back in 2008 and
more recently they lead the way with
the first Mimaki SUV printer here too,
so they know how to drive their business forward.”
The JFX200-2513 uses LED UV
technology, which make sure of 'low
running costs and great eco credentials'. The easy-to-use flatbed with its
compact footprint comes with a choice
of inksets, including white and clear,
making it suitable for printing a vast
array of applications and substrates.
Hybrid’s General Manager for Ireland,
Dave Rainsford said: “Since its release
in 2014, the uptake of the Mimaki
JFX200-2513 across the UK has been
phenomenal and, having installed the
first one here in Ireland, McMordie Bros
is already reaping the benefits of this
super-fast and highly-versatile flatbed.”
www.mcmordiebros.co.uk
www.devans.co.uk
www.hybridservices.co.uk

McMordie Bros owner Andrew Fleming with
Frank Wilson of Mimaki reseller, Dennis D Evans.
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Best gets even better with new Screen
Truepress Jet W3200UV HS flat-bed printer
UK large-format POS specialist Best Digital
has boosted production capacity by 50 per
cent after investing in a Screen Truepress
Jet W3200UV HS wide-format flat-bed printer.
The new machine, which has been partfunded with a £50,000 grant from the UK’s
Regional Growth Fund, features CMYK plus
light cyan and light magenta and two opaque
white ink channels. It joins a Screen Truepress
Jet 2500UV hybrid wide-format printer at
Best’s Welwyn Garden City plant and replaces
a Screen Truepress Jet W1632UV.
Founded in 2008 by joint Managing Directors Geoff Rawlings and Danny Colegate,
Best produces POS, exhibition and display
graphics for retailers, agencies, brand owners
and print management companies. The company employs 12 people, is on target for sales
of just under £2 million this year and has a

The	 Truepress	 Jet
W3200UV	 HS	 is	 ideal	 for
short-run,	 high-impact	 sign
and	 display	 work,	 such	 as	 
exhibition	 graphics	 and	 retail
signage,	 posters,	 product
decoration,	 architectural	 
signage,	 backlit	 displays.

reputation for producing
high-quality work at the right
price and on time, backed
by a full design-to-printto-installation
support
package.
Geoff Rawlings says
that a quest for higher productivity while maintaining
substrate flexibility and
quality lies behind the investment in the Truepress
Jet W3200UV HS: “The
Truepress Jet W1632UV
has been superb, but we
needed a faster machine
to keep up with demand —
which is why we went for
the HS specification. Compared to the Truepress Jet
W1632UV’s 94 square
Geoff Rawlings, owner of Best Digital with his newly installed
metres an hour we can
TPJ W3200UV HS.
run the Truepress Jet
W3200UV HS at 150
serves the benefits Best gets from having
square metres per hour and achieve exceltwo machines that use the same proprietary
lent quality. It’s also going to help us increase
Screen Truepress inks. These include being
our presence in new markets; the white ink
able to guarantee consistent colour on jobs
capability, for example, delivers perfect backproduced using both machines
up white for printing on coloured and transThe Truepress Jet W3200UV HS is
parent materials. It’s proving remarkably
ideal for short-run, high-impact sign and disflexible across a wide range of work, from
play work, such as exhibition graphics and
small-format packaging to large-format
retail signage, posters, product decoration,
wall panels.”
architectural signage, backlit displays. Or
Geoff adds that pairing the new printer
any commercial graphic involving materials
with the existing Truepress Jet 2500UV prethat require the support of a fixed table, according to the company.

Screen outline
the main features
The design incorporates a number of features to increase both productivity and quality. The newly developed printhead modules
and Truepress UV inks combine to produce
sellable, top-quality graphics at high speed.
Linear drives provide smooth, controlled and
accurate motion of the print carriage, while
retractable lay pins provide fast substrate positioning to ensure accurate, repeatable registration, especially on double-sided printing.
The multilayer function enables perfect inline
registration of up to eight independent image
layers for sophisticated front/back overprinting of quality backlit and variable day/night
graphics.
www.screeneurope.com
Left to right: Danny Colegate, finance director, Michael Greene, operator
and Geoff Rawlings, owner, with the newly installed TPJ W3200UV HS at Best Digital.
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Canon makes first UK installation of the Océ Arizona
6160 XTS flatbed printer to Contract Sign Systems Ltd
Contract Sign Systems has signalled its intention to increase its
production capacity and diversify its service by becoming the first
UK-based company to invest in Canon’s Océ Arizona 6160 XTS wide
format flatbed printer.
The Cornwall-based company, who specialise in parking, town,
street and prohibitive signage, as well offering other commercial
applications, required a technology that was capable of producing higher
volumes of applications with a faster turnaround. The package comes
with a Zünd G3 digital cutting table to create new shapes for bespoke
signs, enabling the company to enter new markets such as trade
signage and retail.
“The core of our business is car park signage, which regularly needs
replacing,” says Leroy Fox, Sales Director, Contract Sign Systems.
“Car park operators adjust their prices and change their contractors
frequently, which means replacing the signage accordingly. So we have
to be flexible to adapt to this demand. We reviewed our manufacturing
procedures and recognised we needed to improve efficiencies and The team using the new flatbed printer, which they
deliver to tighter turnaround times. Some of our customer orders have to invested in to expand and diversify their business.
be delivered within 24 hours.”
Since 2011, a large proportion of
Contract Signs Systems’ work has been
training and sales service we’d experienced with
produced by Canon’s Océ Arizona 550 XT
Canon following the purchase of the 550 XT
“The	 output	 quality,	 
wide format printer. “The Arizona 550 XT is
model, made the decision a no-brainer.
substrate	 flexibility	 and	 
an excellent machine and has been a key
The high-flow vacuum system was also a major
driver in growing our business and establishfactor, as a lot of our work is produced with
production	 reliability	 of	 
ing us as a leader in the European and UK
aluminium composite. The investment will
sign markets,” says Leroy.
the	 Arizona	 technology	 has	  enable us to increase and improve efficiencies,
“The output quality, substrate flexibility
enhance productivity and help expand our UK
and production reliability of the Arizona
become	 the	 cornerstone	  and global operations.”
technology has become the cornerstone of
Canon launched its new Océ Arizona
of	 our	 production	 line.	 
our production line. We want to develop that
6100 Series, which also comprises the sevenfurther and add speed and application versa6170 XTS model, at FESPA Digital 2014
We	 want	 to	 develop	 that	  colour
tility into the mix.”
in March 2014. Capable of speeds of up to
Despite consulting the market, Contract
further	 and	 add	 speed	 and	  155m2 per hour, the new series gives the
Signs Systems could look no further than
high volume rigid printing market access to
application	 versatility	 
Canon’s latest flatbed proposition – the six'award-winning Arizona print quality, application
colour Océ Arizona 6160 XTS. “The sheer
versatility and ease of use for the first time'.
into	 the	 mix.”
speed, quality and reliability of the Arizona
The Arizona 6100 series features the high-flow
6160 XTS, complemented by the value of the
vacuum system, automated print head
maintenance, pneumatic media registration pins
and two independent printing zones for non-stop
printing. The Zünd cutting table provides
accurate, automated in-line cutting for consistent finishing of new
shapes on a range of substrates.
“The Arizona 6160 Series was developed with customers such
as Contract Sign Systems in mind,” says Duncan Smith, Wide
Format Printing Group Director, Canon UK.
“Building on the Arizona’s superior output quality, this
series focuses on business-changing productivity also. It’s a real
enabler for powerful growth and application versatility. Contract
Sign Systems has carved out a profitable business niche through
its dedication to a quality end product that is produced and delivered
efficiently.”
www.canon.co.uk
Contract Sign Systems in Cornwall specialise
in parking, town and street signs.
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PNG Digital invest in new HP equipment
as company continues to expand
Established just over 12 months, PNG
Digital has expanded so rapidly that the
company has recently had to invest in
new additional equipment.
Specialists in high quality print,
PNG Digital produces a diverse range
of products from brochures, leaflets and
business cards to posters and exhibition
stands.
With clients ranging from design
agencies, exhibition suppliers and marketing agencies to local universities,
small companies and individuals, the
company is acquiring a reputation for
'unrivalled quality, reliability and efficiency'.
Mike Rawcliffe, Managing Director
and founder of PNG Digital has worked
in the printing sector for an extensive

period and his knowledge, enthusiasm
and understanding of the intricacies of
print remain enviable, according to the
company.
The company’s latest acquisition is
a HP Z6200 Photo Production WideFormat Printer purchased from Perfect
Colours, specialist distributors of printing equipment.
Mike Rawcliffe said: “Our new HP
printer has increased our productivity
with faster turnaround times whilst maintaining the quality of print. It really is an
extremely versatile piece of equipment
which is both highly effective and dependable, enabling us to produce
printed material for clients much quicker
whilst retaining the level of accuracy our
clients expect.”

The	 company’s	 latest	 acquisition	 is	 a	 
HP	 Z6200	 Photo	 Production	 Wide-Format	 
Printer	 purchased	 from	 Perfect	 Colours,	 specialist	 
distributors	 of	 printing	 equipment

PNGDigital started just over a year
ago and are already expanding.

PNG Digital produces a variety of
printed materials such as brochures, exhibition graphics, business publications and
event literature. The company has recently
expanded into the consumer market taking
on various projects for private individuals
comprising wedding invitations, menus and
party material.
Mike said: “We’re delighted with the
significant growth the business has achieved
during our first year of trading, and believe
investing in new equipment and diversifying
into complementary markets where our level
of service is valued will ensure this continues. Our next phase will involve investment
in skilled staff to further develop and expand
the business.”
www.pngdigital.co.uk

PNG Digital's new HP Z6200 Photo Production Wide-Format Printer.
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LAMINATING Feature
A look at laminating
There are many steps that a sign manufacturer can take to improve the quality, shelf life and finish
of a product, one of which is laminating. Jemima Codrington spoke with David Smith, Marketing and
Communications Manager at Vivid Online, to determine the steps to lamination success.

Lamination can make an all-important
difference in the calibre of signage and graphics
At it’s most basic, lamination adds protection
to a print. Different films can then be used to
create distinctive finishes that add some flair
to the finished product. Printed vinyl for signage or vehicle wraps is afforded extra protection when handled thanks to lamination,
which can be especially important for products such as roller and pop-up banners that
are handled excessively around the time of
an event. Lamination protects against marking and damage, and enhances almost any
type of printed material by deepening and
brightening colours and contrast. As some
inks fade over time, laminates that include
UV qualities are recommended for signs that
will be used outdoors.
According to David, laminating a print
is an easy way to provide the end-user with
added value. “By laminating a customer’s
product, you are giving them a higher quality
product with a professional finish,” he says.
“Lamination can improve their overall busi-

ness image, which helps them to
bring in more sales. It also saves
the customer money in the long-term,
as the finished product can be reused
without getting scratched or torn.
Valuable graphics are protected,
signs and posters are stiffened, and
low-cost weather-resistant signs
can be produced.”

Hot versus
cold lamination

The control panel seen on the Easymount Sign EMS1600H helps sign makers get lamination just right.

Whether creating exhibition graphics or vehicle
liveries, laminating each piece at the right temperature can make a substantial difference.
Cold laminating film, also called Pressure Sensitive Laminating Film, can be applied either cold or with a little heat (usually
about 40°C) to soften the adhesive. This allows it to flow better, and to help eliminate a
‘silvering’ effect that can occur. Silvering

refers to the bubbles or “spots” that can appear under a lamination film, an effect that is
not usually permanent. It can be greatly reduced with heat-assisted lamination, but the
effect will dissipate over a 24- to 48-hour period even if no heat has been used. Cold
lamination films come in many different finishes such as gloss, flat matt (to prevent
glare), crystal or “textured” (to prevent
scratching), canvas and linen. Cold laminates can also be matched to vinyl so that
both the laminate and vinyl contract and expand at the same rate, which is important on
vehicle graphics.

The	 encapsulation	 film	 
leaves	 a	 sealed	 border	 around
the	 print,	 so	 that	 water	 and
moisture	 do	 not	 affect	 it

Easymount Sign EM-S1600C Wide Format
Laminator is ideal for cold lamination.
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Hot laminating film is referred to as Encapsulation Film, and is commonly used on
posters, and small format prints that require
protection. With hot laminates (100 - 120°C),
the main advantage is the protection it provides when laminating paper. The encapsulation film leaves a sealed border around the
print, so that water and moisture do not affect
it. However, encapsulation film does not
have UV inhibitors contained within it, so
prints will fade quicker than cold laminated
prints with a UV inhibitor. Some print inks
can be affected by too much heat, which can
cause the ink to run and smudge.

When to use hot
or cold lamination
Generally speaking, for vehicle wraps and
outdoor signage, the laminator is run cold.
However, for roll-up, pop-up and exhibition
graphics, a 40°C heat is used.
Cold lamination is best used when the
material being laminated is heat-sensitive,
and cold laminators often cost less compared with hot laminators. Cold lamination
also saves a small amount of time, as the
rollers in a hot laminator need to heat up first
before you can laminate. “When to use hot
or cold lamination will always depend on the
printer solvent/latex,” says David. “Vehicle
wraps are the best example of when cold
lamination is the only option; because the
vinyl in a vehicle wrap gets heated when
applying it to the vehicle, heating it when
applying the laminate is not the best solution,
as you are effectively heating it twice.
This would therefore cause you issues when
applying the wrap, as it won’t adhere as
effectively.”
According to David, a cold system that
uses pressure sensitive film is the best
solution for traditional signage, and
most other types such as vehicle livery
and soft signage.

The wrap on this Smart Car, created by Group 101, was laminated
with the Easymount EM-1400SH Wide Format Laminator.

The	 Easymount	 also	 
allows	 you	 to	 lay	 down	 
application	 tapes	 and	 vinyls,
so	 squeegeeing	 by	 hand	 
becomes	 obsolete

The Easymount Sign EM-S1600H is a hot laminating machine.

However, there are many things to
think about when investing in a laminator, or
choosing whether to use hot or cold when
finishing. Firstly, selecting the right laminate
and vinyl combination is key, especially for
vehicle wraps. “It is very important that the
over-laminate and vinyl are correctly
matched,” he says. “If not, it can cause the
print to curl at the edges, or pull away from
the surface if the vinyl has been stretched
during application.”
Value for money is another key consideration. One way to make sure you get the
best value is to determine where you intend
to focus your business, so that you can invest in a machine versatile enough to meet
both your current and future needs. Wide format laminators such as the heated models
in the Easymount range can also be run
cold, giving sign makers plenty of options
when it comes to the jobs they can undertake. “Unless you are a company that is only
going to be laminating cold, for example a
vehicle wrap company, then investing in a
system that can run heat assisted or cold is
probably the best choice,” says David. “It
also means that you can diversify into other
sign-making areas of work, for example exhibition graphics, and not be limited to just
cold laminating.”
Finally, ease of use is something to
think about. Like many aspects of sign making, lamination requires practice to get it just
right. In order to reduce the margin of error,
many models in the Easymount range include an integrated LCD control panel, feed
table, and take-up units, that allow sign makers to work with reel-to-reel lamination with
ease “The Easymount also allows you to lay
down application tapes and vinyls, so
squeegeeing by hand becomes obsolete,”
adds David.
www.vivid-online.com
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Colour mobile unit a sign of things to come
MTS, part of the Rennicks Group, specialise
in portable variable message signs. Here they
tell us what's in store for roadside technology.
"Innovative signage, which sets new
standards in mobile roadside technology,
has the potential to become a regular feature
on Britain’s roads.
That’s the view of an experienced traffic safety engineer whose local authority has
become the first to deploy the ground-breaking unit. The Advantage HDC Tri-colour mobile Variable Message Sign (mVMS) creates
a fresh dimension in the battle to make road
signs stand out from the crowd.
It’s being used for the first time in Berkshire and Ian Gill, traffic and road safety systems engineer for the Royal Borough of
Windsor and Maidenhead, believes it can be
a game-changer.
He said: “This new sign has the potential to make a massive difference to motorists
in our area.
“It will help to alleviate congestion
and improve traffic flow in certain situations,
but the fact it delivers three colours in superb
quality means we’ll use it for several other
things too.
“We looked at a number of options, but
the quality of this unit combined with its versatile and flexible nature made it stand out
from the crowd. We have only had the sign
for a few months and it has already shown
its value so I’m convinced other local authorities will soon follow our lead.”
Colour pictograms have proved highly
effective in alleviating traffic problems and
improving safety on Britain’s road network
for several years.

The 'ground breaking' roadside traffic sign.
But the Advantage HDC Tri-colour
mVMS, capable of displaying roadside icons
in much improved quality, is pushing the
boundaries of intelligent traffic solutions one
step further. The unit, developed and supplied by Rennicks UK, uses the latest high
resolution screens to display pictograms and
messages featuring the very best graphics
available.
It can present accurate representations
of instantly recognisable Highway Code

Ian Gill, traffic and road safety systems engineer for the Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead, and Andrew Leigh, Sales Manager for Rennicks MTS, with the Advantage HDC Tricolour mobile Variable Message Sign in Berkshire.
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signs that can be changed at will. While the
ability to create amber messages means the
same unit can be used for effective traffic
management, campaign support or guidance
at special events.
Each of the bespoke units can be remotely operated to provide real-time traffic
information and alerts. And importantly, the
IVA-approved sign also meets all requirements set out in the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions.
Ian said: “The graphics on the unit are
outstanding yet it uses very little power and
has a very small footprint, which was important to us as a local authority. The fact it lets
us display any Highway Code sign in stunning quality, together with warning messages
and alerts which we can change for any
given situation, is ideal.
“We can also use it as a giant radar unit
and, because it tracks and displays vehicle
speeds, it will greatly improve safety.”
The unit has so far been used to provide warnings of resurfacing work on roads
in Windsor and Maidenhead, but it will be
used for many other applications.
Ian said: “Traffic management is a
key issue for local authorities and we’re
no different, particularly during the summer
with visitors heading to the Legoland
attraction.
“It’s difficult to gauge the direct impact it
has had so far or will have in future, but I’m
confident the fact we can create eye-catching colour signs, messages, alerts and guidance at the push of a button will make a big
difference.”"
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Vancouver’s ‘living map’ looks
ahead with Applied Wayfinding
Encouraging and fostering a culture of walking is key to several of the City of Vancouver’s long-range goals. Giving Vancouver a
walking identity will fall in line with their current Healthy City Strategy and their longterm goal to become the greenest city in the
world by 2020. To help achieve this goal,
Vancouver has implemented a new pedestrian signage system designed by Applied
Wayfinding.
A network of more than 200 map
stands throughout the Canadian city will now
feature detailed maps designed by the UKbased wayfinding consultancy. The first
have been installed in 'downtown' neighbourhoods, such as the West End, Coal
Harbour, Gastown and the Central Business
District.
The maps are oriented to the user’s
view. This heads-up approach allows the
viewer to easily understand what streets and
landmarks are up the road from them. The
maps, designed as a physical manifestation
of a live digital blueprint of the city, can be
updated regularly to incorporate new development, destinations, infrastructure, and
changes to transport and other services.
According to Jerry Dobrovolny, Director of Transportation at the City of Vancouver, residents are already pleased with the
project. “Every trip starts and ends on

foot,” said Dobrovolny. “Even in a city as
walkable as Vancouver we sometimes
need an extra excuse to get out and walk or
bike to our destination. The improved
and expanded wayfinding system helps residents and visitors make smarter
transportation choices, and discover more of
our city in the process.
“This wayfinding signage is part of a
commitment by the City of Vancouver to ensure that navigating is easy and enjoyable
for pedestrians, so that we can contribute
to an inclusive, healthy, prosperous and liveable future for Vancouver,” says Jerry.
Applied Wayfinding, based in London
and with offices in Vancouver, New York and
Seoul, has a long track record of projects in
Vancouver, including work for TransLink,
Metro Vancouver’s regional transportation
authority, and the University of British
Columbia.
Applied’s founder, Tim Fendley, said:
“We’ve enjoyed working in Vancouver for
seven years now, starting with TransLink. It’s
great to see a city that believes just putting
signage in the ground isn’t enough, the signs
have to be well thought out and properly
designed.”
In a future of increasingly digital cities,
the project has, according to Jerry Dobrovolny, 'opened the door to exploring digital

Applied use 'Living Map' technology to create high quality 'heads-up' maps.
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Vancouver is aiming to become the 'greenest'
city in the world.

applications for our map in the future, as a
way to provide more detailed, accurate and
aesthetically pleasing city data'.
Applied used ‘living map’ technology,
developed by sister company Living Map.
The Living Map system creates a digital
database map that automatically produces
high quality 'heads-up' maps, with back-end
editing tools. Applied is now exploring the
use of the system for detailed print and online apps.
The data and design of Vancouver’s
digital map are already being used by the
Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association and Tourism Vancouver.
They and other organisations are being
encouraged to apply the data when printing
their own maps of the city, in order to
make wayfinding a coherent experience for
all users.
A number of applications have already
been created, including a visitor map, selfguided walking tour maps, local transit station walking maps, and a new pocket-sized
bicycle route map and guide. Tourists will experience greater access, giving them a
unique perspective that has the potential to
catapult tourism.

New tourist signs for the digital
age leave 'traditional style in the shade'
Local authorities are adopting a new approach to signage in a bid to help towns and
cities stand out from the crowd, according to
Rennicks UK
Innovative 'tourist gateway' signs featuring a full-colour illustration of an iconic
landmark have just been unveiled for the first
time in Portsmouth. And civic leaders in Bath
and North East Somerset have put up several bespoke versions of the sign around the
county after recognising the potential benefit of the idea. Other areas could now quickly
follow suit as the pioneering signage is set
to be included in new guidance from the Department for Transport (DfT).
Two five-metre high signs featuring an
attractive image of Portsmouth’s Spinnaker
Tower have been installed on the southbound M275 leading into the city. Simon
Moon, head of transport and environment at
Portsmouth City Council, said: “Portsmouth
is a unique city and deserves a gateway that
does it justice. When we saw the opportunity
to have something more than just plain text,
we knew it was a great chance to give people a taste of what the city is about. We’re
hoping the new signs will grab people’s attention and raise awareness of our status
both as a great waterfront city and tourist
destination. They’ll act as a new gateway to
the city and link in with the regeneration of
the Tipner and Horsea Island areas after our
recent success in the City Deal government
initiative.”

Portsmouth Gateway sign.

Similar signs have since gone up in the
Somerset town of Radstock and neighbouring villages Writhlington, Clandown and Haydon as part of bid to increase visitor numbers
and generate extra income for local businesses.
The Gateway signs first appeared in
Plymouth last year thanks to digital printing
technology created by Rennicks
UK in conjunction with a small
number of sign makers who
have the necessary equipment
in place.
David Skinner, of Rennicks, said: “That project created a buzz of interest and I’m
delighted it seems to have captured the imagination of authorities elsewhere. Several towns
and cities are now on board and
there are others already in the
pipeline.
“Our technology has
opened the door for new development of traffic signs and that
could inspire others to use the
process to suit their own
needs.”
A full colour image is
printed directly on to the surface
of Rennicks’ Nikkalite® retroreflective sheeting to produce a
sign which is then authorised by
the DfT for use on roads.
Radstock in Somerset has put up a tourist gateway sign.

The signs are CE marked to EN128991:2007 to show they comply with horizontal
structure requirements and visual characteristics for the traffic colours.

“Our	 technology	 has	 
opened	 the	 door	 for	 new	 
development	 of	 traffic	 signs
and	 that	 could	 inspire	 others
to	 use	 the	 process	 to	 suit
their	 own	 needs.”
News that Gateway signs will feature in
new Traffic Signs Regulation and General
Directions (TSRGD) 2015 guidance has
been welcomed by Mr Skinner. He said: “Authorities must win approval for each project
at the moment, but the signs have been included in a draft update for official TSRGD
regulations, due to be launched later this
year. That means councils will have formal
guidelines and, effectively, a green light from
the Government to install the new signs. So
routes into towns and cities across the country could soon look very different with full
colour photographic tourist gateway signs
leading the way.”
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Contra Vision® BACKLITE™ provides spectacular backdrop
for an event inspired by the memories of World War One
Contra Vision® BACKLITE™, supplied by
Antalis UK provided the 'spectacular' backdrop to HONOUR, an outdoor event to mark
the 100th anniversary of the First World War.
The Contra Vision backdrop transformed
one of the MediaCity buildings at Salford
Quays, Manchester into a giant projection
screen,. It became the focal point for the
event which was inspired by WW1 poets and
the memories of the men and women affected by the conflict.
The challenge of transforming a
working studio building into a purpose-built
outdoor stage and cinematic venue fell
to multi-service design and production
company, The Creative Place. James Hunt,

The	 solution	 was	 provided	 
by	 Contra	 Vision	 BACKLITE,
a	 highly	 durable	 translucent
white	 perforated	 film	 that	 
allows	 full	 vision	 and	 natural
daylight	 to	 filter	 through,	 
while	 using	 existing	 sources	 
of	 lighting	 to	 ‘back-light’	 the
graphics	 when	 it	 is	 
dark	 outside.

The HONOUR outdoor event that was inspired by memories from the First World War.

Production Director at The Creative Place,
said: “This was a particularly challenging
brief as the majority of the building’s external structure was glass. Using a solid substrate would have blocked out all natural
daylight and obscured the view, while at
night, the building emitted such strong
internal lighting. We therefore needed a
highly versatile material that would give a
translucency in the day, but block out the
internal lighting by night.”

The solution was provided by Contra
Vision BACKLITE, a highly durable translucent white perforated film that allows full
vision and natural daylight to filter through,
while using existing sources of lighting
to ‘back-light’ the graphics when it is dark
outside.
Graphics and text were then projected
onto the Contra Vision screen making the images visible from the outside of the building,
as well as from the inside. The carefully curated imagery and animations led
audiences through the experience
of the war and the battlefields of
the Western Front, supported by a
‘super-choir’ of choral groups from
across the region.
In total, 16 rolls of Contra
Vision was used for the installation, which was left unprinted and
applied in vertical strips across the
façade of the building.
“We were delighted with
how the product performed,” says
James. “The hi-tech film proved
extremely durable and provided
the perfect backdrop that facilitated full functionality of the
building during the day, and an
ultra-wide digital projection screen
in the evening.”
www.antalis.co.uk

The giant projection screen on one of the buildings in Salford Quays.
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New signage at Lyon airport
New signs and display panels improve navigation through Lyon St. Exupéry airport.
LED modules and LNU dimmers from Tridonic ensure 'optimum readability' of the signage in all areas of the buildings at all times
of day and night. The brightness of the light
sources is adjusted according to the amount
of ambient light, reducing energy consumption by around 40 percent compared with a
standard LED solution.

For	 us,	 a	 good	 price/
performance	 ratio	 also	 
includes	 technical	 support
which	 guarantees	 rapid	 
installation	 and	 then	 zero
maintenance
The LED modules from Tridonic provide uniform illumination and a homogeneous appearance.

The upgrade to the signage at Lyon airport, the fourth largest airport in France, has
taken it up to international standards. Up to
34,000 passengers a day are able to find
their way around the airport because the information panels are 'instantly identifiable
and easy to read'. The passenger sections
of the airport presented a particular challenge as the architecture features a large
number of glass elements, resulting in a very
high proportion of natural daylight. Around
1,000 new flight information display panels
and direction signs from the French manufacturer SEV Enseignes have been installed
throughout the building complex – backlit by
62,000 Tridonic LED modules controlled by
LNU dimmers.

Low energy consumption
and optimum readability in
all lighting conditions

The system means energy consumption
is reduced by 40 percent.
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The lighting solution operates perfectly even
in areas with large amounts of sunlight and
was developed by Tridonic together with the
airport's own engineering department. Compared with a standard LED solution, electricity costs are around 40 percent lower.
The TALEXXcontrol LNU dimmers with
integrated light sensors (twilightCONTROL)
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fade the connected LEDs up or down
automatically to the necessary level according to ambient brightness. The signage
therefore always remains perfectly readable.
Dimming can either be set to operate fully
automatically or can be programmed to suit
specific customer requirements.

Uniform LED light
The LED modules from Tridonic provide
uniform illumination and a homogeneous
appearance for the display panels and
signs. White light with small colour tolerances (MacAdam 5) translates into high
quality of light.

An all-in solution
with technical support
The decision makers in Lyon took a number
of other factors into consideration when they
prepared their feasibility study. "For us, a
good price/performance ratio also includes
technical support which guarantees rapid installation and then zero maintenance," said
Christophe Langlet, Technical Director of
Lyon St. Exupéry airport. Railway stations
have similar requirements to airports.
www.tridonic.com

A racy number!
When Andy Wilmott from Welch Motorsports
(a BTCC driver) found an image of the HNS
Signs' car online, he 'fell in love with it'.
Following that, he commissioned them
to wrap his car for this year's British Touring
Car Championship.
This was a two stage process. Firstly,
HNS Signs did a bit of a marketing stunt by
wrapping the car like theirs. This was never
going to be the final design, but something
to get the followers and other drivers
talking. It did just that. The car went viral and
sparked mass debate about how different it
is to all other cars that follow the two colour
format. A couple of 'old school' drivers

and flag marshals felt that it
was too different, according to
Michelle Henry. She said: Hundreds of people said how cool
and modern it was and how
more cars should aim to follow
Andy's lead. Even a company
who design motorsport wraps
congratulated us and Welch
Motorsports for breaking the
mould."
Michelle said: "This wrap
will remain on for testing but
will be replaced by the final design after. We
are still working on that...and it will be kept
under wraps (no pun intended) till
the Media Day at the end of the
month. I can however promise you
that it will be amazing. We refuse
to go back to boring!"
As the wrap was not intended
to stay on for long, they used a
three-year life wrap from Grafityp
called Grafiwrap S34 Printable
Cast Vinyl, which we printed on
their Roland XR640. Once outgassed, they laminated it using
Grafityp's LAMX40.
Michelle said: "We are lucky
to have an awesome graphic

designer that we poached from France. I told
him that I wanted something different for my
car. Something to make us stand out from
every other car on the road and to use
our brand colours. Raph definitely delivered
on this."
The original design took Raph four
hours to perfect. This then needed an
additional hour to adapt to the touring car.
The wrap took them three hours to apply on
site at Welch Motorsports.
Michelle said: "Andy loved the
design...and more importantly he loved the
reaction that it has had with car enthusiasts
and BTCC members.
"We are really looking forward to the
final wrap and the reaction that it will create."
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First installation of KAPA® tech in the UK
'raises the roof' at the home of English rugby
Twickenham Stadium will become the focal
point for the world’s media and a mecca for
rugby fans from around the globe when
Great Britain hosts the Rugby World Cup
later this year. Being such a landmark on the
sporting stage, Twickenham stadium is constantly looking for ways to maximise its presence and promote its significance as a
historic sporting venue for international
rugby, according to Antalis.
When the marketing team at Twickenham wanted to update the concrete exterior
of the stadium, it turned to the 'strategic vision and insight' of Service Graphicsto transform the existing architectural structure into
something that would project a strong identity. The result, was a series of vertical banners printed on KAPA® tech and supplied by
Antalis, which were fixed onto the 51 vertical
columns that surround the stadium. This immediately transformed the building’s façade
to create a dramatic visual identity that has
since become a permanent feature of the
stadium, says the company.
“Our brief formed part of the Rugby
Football Union’s (RFU) vision to transform
Twickenham stadium into ‘Fortress England’
and create a visual ‘noticeboard’ to profile
and celebrate its triumphs and achievements
over the years,” says John Bayly, Account
Director – Sport at Service Graphics.
The challenge for John and his project
team was to find a substrate that would be
strong and durable to withstand the elements, while being light enough in weight for

more flexible handling and installation onto
the 32 metre high pillars.
Service Graphics were alerted to
KAPA®tech, a new and innovative lightweight foam board 'ideal' for exterior applications. With its pioneering composition of
Polyurethane foam core and aluminium
skins, KAPA®tech provided the rigidity John
was looking for while remaining extremely
light in weight.
“The combination of the PUR foam
coated in an aluminium skin and its lightweight composition made KAPA®tech just
the substrate we were looking for,” says
John. “The downside, was that the official
launch date for the product would have delayed the start of the project.”
Fortunately, production of the substrate
was brought forward by 3A Composites especially for the Twickenham installation,
while Antalis cut the board down to size and
ensured it was delivered within a very tight
deadline, to Service Graphics for printing
and installation.
Each of the 51 banners are printed
to display all the victories of English Rugby
over the years, with banners easily
replaceable when new triumphs need to
be added.
“When using such a new and untried
product as KAPA®tech there are never any
guarantees as to how it will perform. However the results have been fantastic. Far
better than we had originally anticipated,”
says John.

The banners were installed on 32 metre high pillars.
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“There has been no weather impact,
and the smooth finish of the KAPA®tech board
means we can easily vinyl over the top to
create temporary coverings when required,
which is much quicker and more cost effective.”
www.antalis.co.uk

KAPA®tech is made from Polyurethane foam
core and aluminium skins, so is rigid but
lightweight too.
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Aslan S41 Stencil Film solves
a problem for Yellowbox Solutions
Yellowbox Solutions Ltd of Yeovil were approached by their client to supply the stencil
for painting a repeat pattern onto a Cork
Board wall within the Canteen of Preston
Secondary School, as part of a complete
refurbishment. The overall area measured
2.6 metres high by 7metres long. Clare
Wilde, their sign and graphics director takes
up the story.
"We felt that the conventional stencil
method – a bespoke stencil made from 190+
micron Mylar – would not be suitable for this
particular application. Time was of the
essence for the client and to hand-paint a
‘step and repeat’ pattern over this size of
wall, with the minimum paint bleed, would be
too time consuming and give inconsistent results with the depth of colour. Therefore we
looked into the possibility of producing a cutstencil that could be applied to the entire
wall, enabling it to be painted by the decorators in one hit.
After thorough investigation we chose
the Aslan S41 supplied by Doro Tape UK Ltd.
This self-adhesive stencil masking film
is specifically designed for use on rough
surfaces and seemed ideal for this project.
We created a mock cork-board wall in
our workshop and carried out a test.
The material was really good to work with;
it cut well and was easy to weed. We were
now ready to apply to the wall.

The project used Aslan S41,
a self-adhesive stencil masking film.
The S41 Stencil film adhered to the cork very
well, it was flexible and easy to manage yet
strong enough to resist tearing whilst being
handled.
The film was applied in a number of
drops and once the entire wall was covered,
the decorators moved in and the wall was
swiftly painted. It was left to dry overnight; a
second coat of paint applied early the following morning and after an hour of drying
time the stencil was removed cleanly. The
final result was a great success; the overall
effect excellent and there was very little
bleed - certainly far less than you would get
with a standard stencil. The client was
pleased with the result and agreed that it
was by far a better method than the traditional stencil."
The stencilled cork board wall in the canteen of a secondary school.
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ICON brings the 'look and feel'
of the AFC Asian Cup Australia 2015
ICON provided the 'look and feel' for the AFC
Asian Cup Australia 2015, enjoyed by fans
at all five venues and the record breaking
global television audience.
Over the past five months, the ICON
team, who successfully delivered the 2014
FIFA World Cup, has been working with the
organisers and partners, to deliver the
branding, functional signage and wayfinding
for all 32 matches, across the 23 days of the
tournament.
Appointed specifically because of their
'unrivalled experience' in international football, ICON adapted the official brand guidelines to deliver the branding for each of the
five tournament venues: Brisbane, Canberra, Melbourne, Newcastle and Sydney.
This included a partial rebrand of Stadium
Australia solely for the final.
The project also included branding the
official hotels, airports, training sites and
team buses in addition to the stadia.
The ICON team was still hard at work
after the last supporter had left Stadium Australia following the final game, dismantling
and packing up almost 12,000 items that
were produced for the tournament.
Hannah Walter, Head of Production
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AFC Asian Cup Australia 2015, said: ‘We
were very pleased with what developed
into a great working partnership. ICON’s
experience was invaluable, their team
worked very hard, and ultimately the
branding and signage was very positively
received."
Graham Clark, ICON’s Managing
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Director Europe, Middle East & Asia said:
‘This was our first major project in Australia,
and we’re delighted that we could work with
local partners to help support a tournament
that was a success on so many levels for the
hosts. We look forward to developing more
partnerships and projects in Australia during
the coming months.’

How MIS makes a difference
to the 'bottom line'
By Emerson Welch, marketing manager at Clarity Software
As Clarity Software has thousands of
display users we’ve got plenty of evidence to prove how using a management information system drives bottom
line profit.
Clarity provides improved efficiencies from day one and returns profit
to a business in a controlled way.
The design of the software has been
considered carefully so it can be
implemented in stages, removing the
need to overhaul your entire business
overnight and risk upsetting your
loyal staff.

You	 can	 win	 more	 orders
at	 higher	 margins,	 with
visibility	 of	 your	 true	 costs.
Quoting and order processing is
the primary area to start the returns
flowing through. Once your new way of
working, including simple emailing of
PDF quotes and instantly finding previ-

ous prices, becomes second nature,
you release those bottlenecks that restrict how much you can sell. You can
keep the customer on the phone while
you quote. You can win more orders at
higher margins, with visibility of your
true costs.
Customised job sheets detail the
exact requirements and an automatically generated folder structure offers a
central place for all PDFs, artwork files
and other job documents to be stored.
And this is just phase one. You
are now ready to drop in the next segments of Clarity, including purchasing,
production, shop floor, stock and WebShop selling and turn up the profit returns even further. All without causing
major disruption to your business.
To give you just a taster, average
sized users of Clarity see a 100 per
cent productivity increase in raising
quotations; reduce admin errors by
58 per cent; and regularly get their
jobs away in half the time spent and
with greater accuracy than before using
Clarity. That certainly makes a
difference.
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Amari anniversary
Amari Plastics, who supply plastics sheets,
films, rods, tubes and shapes to the sign,
graphics, building and industrial markets is
celebrating its 40th year in 2015. Established
in July 1975 as part of Aalco metals, Amari
Plastics was a venture for the metals business into the 'brave, new world of plastics'!
Amari Plastics quickly spread to having
13 branches around the UK with a head office in Weybridge, Surrey. Each branch had
its own conversion facilities, local delivery
vehicles and stock on the shelf to meet the
local markets demands.
40 years on, Amari Plastics has 27 centres across the UK and over 400 employees,
and still maintains the decentralised model
that allows the local centres to have the freedom to 'optimally serve their different local
markets'.
In 1999, Amari Plastics was purchased
by its current shareholders as their first venture into the plastics distribution businesses.
16 years later Amari is now part of the leading global distributor of plastics – with businesses in the USA such as Laird Plastics
and Port Plastics, Australasia as Dotmar Industries and Amari Plastics and in Europe as
Vink Plastics.
Throughout its 40 years Amari Plastics
has 'striven to deliver quality branded products at competitive rates with a first class
level of service, delivered by local people
within its local market from a local base holding stock and conversion facilities'.

Andy Carroll, Managing Director of
Amari Plastics said: “We are extremely
proud to reach this 40th Anniversary milestone. This business has been built on integrity and long-term relationships, and it
speaks volumes that we have still both customers and suppliers with whom we have
traded since day one; and dozens of employees who have been with us for the majority of that time."

To mark its 40th year Amari will be arranging many events throughout the year.
Events will be organised by the Amari
Plastics centres to involve staff and
customers; there will be an event for their
staff – many of whom are long serving members of staff; and an event will be held for the
suppliers of Amari Plastics to say thank you
for their continued support and the provision
of their products
Some of the services and products they
offer are: MACtac’s marking films or IMAGin
digital printing films, Bayer’s Makrolon
Polycarbonate sheets, Rochling’s Industrial
Polypropylene or PVC sheets, Jains EXCel
foam PVC sheets or 3A Composites
KAPA, Dibond or Forex Sheets or new
products that are setting new standards
such as Bubble print board, Smart X,
Falconboard, MACstat self cling or Polylite
polycarbonate films.
Jamie Manifold, Manager Supplier Relations, said: “Amari Plastics has spent 40
years setting the standards of innovation,
service and quality of staff and products that
the rest of the industry tries to follow. Clearly,
by the number of names that have disappeared from the market, many have found it
an impossible act to follow. With the financial
support of its owners and its continued
strong performance in delivering the products customers want, when they need it with
the right level of service there is no reason
why Amari Plastics cannot go on and celebrate another 40 years.”
www.amariplastics.com
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BSGA launches 2015 awards
The British Sign Awards 2015, organised by
the British Sign and Graphics Association
(BSGA), will be presented at a gala event to
be held at the East Midlands Conference
Centre, located on the campus at Nottingham University, on Tuesday, 13 October.
“The BSGA’s first awards, which were
presented last October, exceeded everybody’s
expectations in terms of entries received,
support from the industry and attendance at the
event,” said David Catanach, BSGA Director.
“They clearly demonstrated the need
for an awards scheme which celebrates the
myriad skills of sign makers and brings the
whole industry together.
“Villa Park provided a great venue for
the inaugural awards, but this year we are
determined to make the event bigger and
better and have selected the East Midlands
Conference Centre as the ideal venue for an
expanded event.
“EMCC is a purpose-built and equipped
conference centre that provides all the facilities we need to stage an outstanding
awards event, and its central location in
Nottingham provides easy access from
every part of the country.”
The 2015 Awards will again be presented
following a gala luncheon. “The concept of a
daytime event met with some scepticism when
we first announced it, but the format worked
brilliantly and both sponsors and visitors enjoyed it immensely,” said David. “It was hugely
entertaining and proved a great success as

Banqueting hall at the East Midlands Conference Centre,
where the 2015 Sign Industry ‘Oscars’ will be presented.

a networking event for the industry.
“The fact that it was held during the
day kept costs and the time required to
be involved down for all and, as one
sponsor said, it fitted seamlessly into the
working week, rather than being a major
interruption to it.”
Full details of the award categories and
entry criteria will be published on the awards
website - HYPERLINK "http://www.britishsignawards.org/"www.britishsignawards.org by the end of February together with full details of plans for the event.

The awards are open to all UK-based
sign businesses and entry is free. Closing
date for entries will be at the end of August.
The BSGA is hoping for even more entries
than were received in 2014.
“The first awards attracted over 250 entries and ideally we would like to double this
in 2015,” said David.
“Any sign business that has produced
work they are proud of should enter. You only
need to ask the winners what taking home
one of these awards means to their business
to get an idea of how important it is to enter.”

CMYUK takes top honours as EFI Inkjet Sales Partner of the Year
specialist at the recent EFI Connect conference in Las Vegas, USA.
CMYUK is known as a dealer for EFI’s
wide-format and VUTEk portfolios of combination and roll-fed printers, including the
newest LED UV-curable models, that now
cover all budgetary and productivity
requirements, according to the
company. They say their commitment to customers has seen sales
increase exponentially year-onyear as they broadens its client
base. With many businesses
making the transition to UV-curable
engines from alternative ink
chemistries, the increased value of
working with a 'highly experienced'
team has also been a major factor
for this continued steady growth.
For CMYUK the award of
EFI Sales Partner of 2014 is
'easily justified through the
From left: Robin East (Director of CMYUK), EFI’s Wilfred company’s in-depth knowledge of
Kleefsman (Director, Sales Northern Europe), Jon wide-format digital print, products,
Price (Director of CMYUK) and Simon Casajuana materials and software, with
(Inkjet Sales Development Manager UK South at EFI) efficient technical support and
CMYUK , who supply EFI™ wide-format and
VUTEk® printers, has been declared the EFI
Sales Partner of 2014, beating all other
countries to the number one position for
channel sales. The award was presented to
this well-established UK-based wide-format

colour management services adding to its
appeal as a distributor throughout the UK'. It
has an easy-to-use web site that makes selection and ordering of the correct media a
'straightforward operation, removing all
guesswork for customers'.
“Winning this award from EFI is an endorsement for the time and effort we place
on every enquiry about the company’s product range, and the success we have when
working with new and existing customers,”
says Jon Price, director of CMYUK.
“Our in-depth knowledge has continued
to be extended with the addition of specialists to our team, all of whom understand the
finer details of investing in wide-format
equipment, and making every enquiry and
purchase simple and straightforward for the
end user.”
CMYUK’s growth has now led to the
company making the move into new,
tailor-made premises in Shrewsbury, Shropshire. A full range of printers can now
be demonstrated in its spacious showroom
facility, along with the best software and
material options.
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FTC UK gets a 'great' result from C!Print 2014
FTC UK, who make and supply wide format
cutters, coatings and coaters, is celebrating
extensive sales of its Trimalco range following its appearance at C!Print 2014 in Madrid.
The whole range of its Trimalco cutters
was showcased at the exhibition by MC
Manufacturers Agent (one of FTC UK’s
worldwide range of dealers), who have now
sold 53 of the large format cutters as a result
of contacts made at the three-day show in
October.

I’ve	 been	 showcasing	 
cutters	 at	 exhibitions	 for	 
15	 years	 now,	 and	 this	 year	 
was	 definitely	 our	 best
The Trimalco range was launched in
2010 with new models added each year, including the Nemesis integrated cutting system and the Apollo 250 cutter in 2013, with
both these 'affordable solutions proving once
again that accuracy and quality need not
cost a fortune'.
The range also includes the Artemis,
Europa and Kronos models, and each has
been designed specifically for the large format sign and graphics markets, drawing on
founder Alex McLean’s 27 years’ experience
in the industry.

From left, MC Manufacturers’ Nieves Martín (customer service) and Eva Sánchez (CFO),
with Katherine McLean and Alex McLean from FTC UK, and Mario Calvo.
Alex said: “We are delighted with the
high number of sales that our dealer made
at C!Print. We hope that this will herald a
great year for us worldwide in 2015, and
we’re very much looking forward to reproducing this success at Sign & Digital UK,
coming up in March.”
Mario Calvo of MC Manufacturers
Agent added: “I’ve been showcasing cutters

at exhibitions for 15 years now, and this year
was definitely our best. Businesses are
working hard to keep their costs down, with
owners often working in the production room
themselves, and affordable cutters like those
in the Trimalco range are key to their profitability."
www.ftcuk.com.

Newtech Southampton a 'great success'
Newtech Southampton at the
Botleigh Grange Hotel in February
has had a great reception from
both visitors and exhibitors, according to the organisers.
Kieran Davidson of Skoolkit
said: "Only 10 minutes down the
road and a lot better than I thought
it would be. It is exciting and very
convenient. Better than a bigger
show because there is no rush or
pressure."
Keith Marley said: ‘Expected
to be here 15 minutes and three
hours later I am still here. Quality
exhibitors and I have definitely
found new revenue streams and
four to five people we’ll be doing
business with. A major benefit over
larger shows’

Melzie Smith of Victory Trophies said: "I am going away so
excited, the best show I have ever
been to and perfect for us. We
have been able to stay with each
exhibitor for as long as we wanted
to. I am going away buzzing! And
the other attraction is that it is just
down the road!"
Newtech Glasgow is already
attracting high numbers of visitor
registrations and with a high quality line up of exhibitors is promising to continue the success of the
Newtech series around the UK.
Next venues are Glasgow
10-11 March, Liverpool 6-7 May,
Durham 9-10 June, Bristol 14-15
July, Wetherby 6-7 October and the
Kia Oval London 24 - 25 November.
www.co-opevents.com
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Innova apprentices
Innova Solutions have employed
two new apprentices within their
team at their base in Trawden, Lancashire. Daniel Lord has joined the
team as Warehouse Apprentice, involved in all the in and outgoing deliveries, including products travelling
both domestically and into Europe.
Max Foxcroft has joined the team as
Business Administration Apprentice,
inputting sales orders and liaising
with the warehouse and customers
with regards to delivery dates.
Linda Barrowclough, Operations Director at Innova Solutions,
said: "We're really happy to have
brought Daniel and Max on board as
apprentices. We have a highly experienced team to help nurture them
and set them on the right path at the
beginning of their respective careers.

It's a really exciting time for us here
at Innova Solutions as we continue
to increase exporting into Europe,
and having the chance to help
young, local talent at the same
time, and get them involved, is
an honour."
Innova Solutions create and
supply a range of bonding, adhesive
and photoluminescent products
both domestically and in Europe.
Founded in 2002 by directors Glenn
Dunleavy and Spencer Kelly, the
firm brought Linda Barrowclough
onto their board of directorate in
2014. As Operations Director, Linda
is responsible for day to day running
of the company, including mentoring
and guiding Daniel and Max.

Max Foxcroft and Daniel Lord with Linda Barrowclough,
Operations Director at Innova Solutions.

www.innovasolutions.co.uk
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Mimaki Sb300 and Sb53 inks achieve
OEKO-TEX® Accreditation
Mimaki has attained the OEKO-TEX®
accreditation for direct skin contact for its
Sb300 series dye sublimation inks and Sb53
sublimation transfer inks. The OEKO-TEX®
criteria catalogue provides manufacturers in
the textile and clothing industry with a scientifically based standard benchmark for the
evaluation of potentially harmful substances
in textiles. OEKO-TEX® approved inks are
suitable to finish skin-friendly clothing and
other textiles for end users. This certificate
therefore constitutes an 'important decisionmaking element' when buying inks for textile
production.
Mimaki has been awarded OEKOTEX® Standard 100, product class Il. This
concerns textiles and inks which, when used
as intended, have a large part of their surface in direct contact with the skin. The independent testing and certification system
for textile products from all stages of manufacture confirms the inks have met the
human-ecological requirements of the standard for products with direct contact to skin.
The certification shows the inks fulfil the requirements of Annex XVII of REACH as well
as the American requirement regarding total
content of lead in children's articles.
“We were already well aware of the
business-winning value of the inks but are
delighted that we were awarded the OEKOTEX® Standard 100,” says Mike Horsten,
General Manager Marketing EMEA at Mimaki Europe. “Customers can now use the
inks confidently and safe in the knowledge
they are approved for direct skin contact.”

“This has the potential to open up numerous market opportunities,” says Mike.
“Our recent participation at Heimtextil
showed an increasing interest in digital printing for textile applications.”
The inks can be used on the following
Mimaki systems: TS500-1800, TX5001800DS, TX500-1800B, CJV150-107, 130
and 160, CJV300-130 and 160, JV150-130
and 160, JV300-130 and 160, JV5-320DS,
TS3-1600, TS5-1600AMF, TS34-1800A and
TPC-1000.

Mike said: “After a very successful
participation at Heimtextil in Germany, this
industry seal of approval demonstrates just
how far-reaching digital print can be. It is an
endorsement of our continuous efforts to
optimise our portfolio and more notably our
digital print solutions.”
Mimaki’s textile and dye sublimation
print systems are distributed in the UK &
Ireland by Hybrid Services Ltd and are a
vailable through its specialist textile reseller
network.

CMYUK makes strategic move to tailor-made premises

The Mayor of Shrewsbury, Councillor Mrs Beverley
Baker, with Robin East, Director of CMYUK.
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CMYUK have moved to its state-of-theart showroom, training and demonstration facility in Shrewsbury, Shropshire.
The Mayor of Shrewsbury, Councillor
Mrs Beverley Baker, was in attendance
at the official opening ceremony held on
25 February 2015.
The new facility has been tailormade to accommodate a broad range of
EFI, VUTEk and Mimaki wide-format
printers; and Zünd cutting systems, in a
lay-out that enables visitors to see
which technology is right for their application and business needs.
CMYUK’s decision to base its
showroom and demonstration centre,
complemented by full training facilities,
in Shrewsbury was the culmination of
the need to match a variety of criteria all
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of which were crucial to the company’s
ability to serve its growing customer
base from the best location.
Robin East, Director of CMYUK,
said: “Shrewsbury is growing exponentially as a centre for technologically
based enterprises and to be part of this
thriving business community now
means that we can expand and increase our sales and support network
throughout the UK.”
As the UK’s principal distributor of
EFI wide-format and VUTEk printers
plus Fiery end-to-end productivity software, CMYUK has been 'instrumental'
in driving the growth in digital printing
technology throughout the display production, sign-making and commercial
print markets.

AXYZ International builds for future growth
AXYZ International has started building a new manufacturing and
demonstration facility situated on the new Telford T54 site next to the
M54 motorway. This comes after a year on year growth and an increased demand for its CNC routing, engraving and cutting machines,
according to the company. A special launch ceremony was recently
held at the new site where building has already started. It was attended by senior AXYZ International personnel, including the company’s Canada-based President Alf Zeuner, UK Managing Director
Mark Sweeney and AXYZ International Vice President – Market Development Robert Marshall. The new site will be the base of AXYZ International’s UK and Continental Europe operations, and is due to be
finished at the end of June.
Alf Zeuner, President of AXYZ, said: “The construction of a new
and much enlarged UK-based facility demonstrates the strong growth
pattern of AXYZ International within the UK and Continental Europe

The AXYZ team at the launch of the new facility.

What the new centre will look like after the work is finished in June.
markets. At a cost of £1M, the investment reflects the confidence we
have in the future growth of AXYZ International in these areas of our
global activities.”
Mark Sweeney, UK Managing Director said: “We had outgrown
our existing premises, both in terms of volume and the size of machines being supplied, so we needed to re-locate to a new, larger and
more strategically located site. The new premises will provide double
the production space of our existing factory and administration centre
and enable us to offer an enlarged demonstration area to house our
continually expanding range of machines.” Included in the many new
facilities at the Telford site will be a dedicated loading bay to speed up
transportation of AXYZ International machines and accessories.
Robert Marshall, Vice President, said: “This is a major stage in
the continuing growth of AXYZ International and will greatly enhance
our manufacturing and supply capabilities. CNC routing machines
sold under our AXYZ and Pacer power brands continue to command
a strong presence in the key markets we serve, including the industrial woodworking, furniture and joinery production, commercial
signage and plastics and metal fabrication industries.”
www.axyz.com
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Positive outlook for the shopfittings and
display industry confirmed by latest survey
The latest survey by the Shop and Display
Equipment Association (SDEA) reveals that
its members’ sales are on the up! The association reveals that 54.2 per cent of respondents registered an increase in sales
over the last six months compared with the
same period the previous year. A further
33.3 per cent reported that sales had remained level.

Asked to quantify the growth in sales,
the companies reported increases averaging
22.6 per cent. Favourable results were also
forecast for the next 12 months with 70.8 per
cent of those surveyed expecting sales to increase and a further 20.8 per cent anticipating maintaining similar sales levels. The
average growth in sales is expected to be
23.8 per cent.

SDEA director, Lawrence Cutler said:
“These are very encouraging figures. Our
survey indicates a renewed energy within the
shopfittings and display market, which has
been building for some time. It is a testimony
to the tenacity of established retail display
suppliers who have shown again and again
that investment in retail interiors can bring an
immediate payback”.
www.shopdisplay.org

Antalis takes educational workshops
for printers on the road
Antalis UK is to present a series of workshops aimed at print service providers
(PSPs) looking to expand their knowledge of
new applications; and explore opportunities
to enable them to extend their services and
increase revenue streams.
The successful workshops which have
been running since September 2014, normally take place at the company’s Digital
Academy, based at its headquarters in
Coalville, Leicestershire.

Antalis will be running a series of Regional Digital Academy Workshops to make
the workshop more accessible for customers
to attend. The first of these will take place in
Exeter on 29 April at the Flybe Training
Academy at Exeter Airport and will focus on
signmaking. This makes it an ideal learning
environment for experienced printers looking
into the sign and display market for the first
time, as well as for new employees, says Antalis.

Hosted by experienced signmaker, author and presenter Paul Hughes, a regular
speaker at the Signmaker’s workshops at
Sign & Digital UK, the day will involve using
a range of Antalis materials to demonstrate
basic application of vinyls; learn the basics
of applying vinyl graphics; and what
vinyls/techniques to use when and where.
Giles Bristow, Antalis Digital Support
Manager said: “The workshops have proved
to be hugely successful which is why we are
offering them regionally and make them
more convenient for customers that have a
long journey to our headquarters. With the
help of experienced professionals our educational workshops are designed to give delegates real hands-on experience, take-away
examples and a thorough understanding of
each area to equip them to expand their
service offerings. They provide an ideal
learning environment for printers looking to
dip their toes into new markets or for new
employees joining experienced companies.”
More regional dates will be finalised
shortly for the Signmakers , Colour Management, Frame what you Print and Intro to Vehicle Wrapping and Vinyl Application
Workshops.
Places on the workshops are extremely
limited and will cost £75, to include materials
and lunch. For more information or to book
your place on one of the seminars, go to
www.digital2business.co.uk/digital-academy/
or email digital.academy@antalis.co.uk.
www.antalis.co.uk
www.digital2business.co.uk

The workshops are presented by experienced signmaker and trainer Paul Hughes.
(pictured at the academy).
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Sales Director Tony Marsh joins BFA as board director
Signs Express sales director Tony Marsh has
recently been voted in as a board director of
the British Franchise Association (BFA) and
sits on the quality and standards committee.
With the four new board directors announced in December, Tony was initially approached by BFA head of operations Pip
Wilkins in November, who encouraged him
to put himself forward. With 12 years at
Signs Express, Tony has 'vast experience in
the franchising field and is well known and
respected within the industry'.
Tony said: “Being approached about
the position and then being voted in really focussed my thoughts on the franchise industry as a whole, and what I could achieve as
part of the board. As someone with a vested
interest in franchising, I’m excited to sit on
the board and am looking forward to playing
a part in the changes we hope to see in the
industry.”
A positive move for the Signs Express
network, Tony will be kept abreast of any

changes and developments within the industry putting the company at the forefront
of its field. Tony’s appointment will also add
to the company’s already strong reputation,
with him now being instrumental in moving
franchising forward as a whole.
Historically, the BFA was always seen
as a trade association for franchisors. But
with more franchisees joining, it is moving towards a much more wholly encompassing
representative body which will hopefully create more sway for them when it comes to influencing the government on franchising
issues.
Founded in, 1977 by major franchise
companies in the UK, the BFA was formed
to act in the interests of the industry as a
whole in assessing and accrediting franchising companies as those which meet its criteria for the structure of the franchise business,
the terms of the contract between franchisor
and franchisee, the testing of the system and
its success as a franchise.

Tony Marsh.
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New owners for Signs Express (Portsmouth)
There are new owners of Signs Express
(Portsmouth) as Ray Allenby and Jane Wiles
recently took over the long established franchise of the signs and graphics company.
Based on Railway Triangle Industrial Estate
in Cosham, Ray and Jane have invested
heavily into their new business, updating
equipment and recruiting extra staff as they
look to grow.
With a focus on 'customer service and
quality products', Jane is no stranger to
Signs Express, having previously worked for
the Hull centre for 10 years in an office manager role. It turns out she loved it so much,
she was keen to come back to the network,
this time as a franchisee with her partner
Ray!
Ray previously worked in South Africa,
and as his contract came to an end, was
in the wonderful position of having the
'world as his oyster'. Choosing to come back
to the UK was a given, but the real choice
came in where exactly to settle. Ray and
Jane were keen to relocate to the south
coast for its beautiful surroundings and
sailing pursuits. And to top it off, there was
a Signs Express resale opportunity in the
area, offering them the 'perfect new business
venture'.
Jane said: “After previously working at
another Signs Express branch, I had seen
first-hand the support given to the fran-

Jane and Ray (right) with their team.
chisees and their staff and had no hesitation
in returning to the business. Every business
needs signs and our variety of work means
that no two days are the same. I’m so excited
for our new venture, we’re looking forward to
growing our business and seeing what the
future holds.”

Established in 2002, Signs Express
(Portsmouth) has gone from strength to
strength over the years and has a fully
trained and highly skilled team in place. The
centre offers a full range of signs and graphics solutions to areas in and around
Portsmouth.

European Sign Expo 2015
on course to be 'largest ever'
The third edition of European Sign Expo
2015, taking place from 18 – 22 May 2015 at
Koelnmesse, Cologne, Germany, alongside
FESPA 2015 Global Expo, is set to increase
the floor space by 48 per cent in comparison
with the 2013 show.
Exhibitors include BG Reklam, Domino
Sign, LEDDEX, SloanLED, Vivalyte, and
many more who will showcase equipment;
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software; signage materials and systems; fittings and fixtures; channel lettering; illuminated signage; dimensional signage; and
engraving and etching.
European Sign Expo 2015 will also feature dedicated seminars on both digital and
traditional signage at its Sign Hub. The seminars will include a Traditional Sign Painting
workshop with hand-lettering expert Sam
Roberts; Better Letters; Sign Tech Time, a
panel discussion with industry consultant Sophie Matthews-Paul; and Global print trends
with a focus on signage run by Dr. Sean
Smyth of leading industry research company, Smithers Pira.
Further sessions include Exploring the
threats to the traditional signmaker with
James Matthews-Paul, Editor of Output
Magazine, and a discussion about UK signmaking regulations with British Sign & Graphics Association Director, David Catanach.
There will also be a daily Ask the Experts panel forum, moderated by Bryan
Meszaros, Managing Director of Openeye
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Global, a visual design and media strategist
company. The forum is a dedicated area
where visitors and exhibitors can meet with
industry experts and debate topics focused
around digital signage.
Roz McGuinness, Divisional Director,
European Sign Expo, said: “The fact that we
have nearly 50 per cent more floor space at
European Sign Expo 2015 than the last
Global Expo in 2013, means that there is
more and more for signmakers attending
the show. The exhibition has grown
exponentially since its launch in London in
2013 and it’s great to see many of our original exhibitors returning as well as new
brands wanting to exhibit. By incorporating
European Sign Expo at FESPA 2015
ensures that there’s more for visitors to
discover and highlights the overlap between
wide format print and signage, emphasising
how one show can enhance the value of
the other.”
www.europeansignexpo.com

Drytac installs JetMounter JM63 Fuzion laminator
at Newman Displays following prize draw win
Drytac Europe has installed a brand new JetMounter JM63 Fuzion laminator at Newman
Displays following its ‘Win a Laminator’ prize
draw. The laminator was installed at Londonbased Newman Displays in January 2015.
The Drytac prize draw, run together
with the company’s exclusive UK & Ireland
distributor Antalis, took place late last year.
It followed a promotion on Drytac’s range
of pressure sensitive adhesives and overlaminates for the sign and display industry.
Customers buying Drytac products to a
minimum value of £70 in May and June
2014 were automatically entered into the
prize draw, with Newman Displays being
the lucky winner!
Newman Displays has been in business for more than 30 years and markets itself as the UK's leading sign and display
specialist for theatres and cinemas. They
offer a complete service, from initial surveys,
visuals and planning applications through to
installation and maintenance. Their signage
and display solutions light up all the major
theatres and cinemas of London’s West End.
The company offers a wide variety of
output including large format digital printing,
bespoke metalworking, 3D modelling, vinyl
graphics, silk screen printing, neon signs, illuminated and non-illuminated signs, acrylic
fabrication and LED digital display screens.
Drytac’s 1.6 metre wide JetMounter
JM63 Fuzion, worth £5,999, is ideal for floor
graphics, indoor signage, outdoor graphics,

The team at Newman Displays receiving their
Drytac laminator, which they won in a competition.
wall graphics and murals, window graphics
and much more.
The JM63 Fuzion comes ready
equipped with top and bottom supply shafts
with brake tension control; top and bottom
wind-up shafts with adjustable cloth speed;
and a heat assist top roller. Newman
Displays will be incorporating the functionality of the new JetMounter laminator into
the production of a number of its signage
applications.
Steve Broad, European Sales Director
for Drytac Europe, and Colin Lilley, Key Ac-

count Manager for Antalis, presented the
new machine to Gary Brooks and Dave Botterill from Newman Displays.
On the prize draw competition, Steve
Broad said: “This was an exciting venture for
both Antalis and Drytac, and I am thrilled to
have been able to present Newman Displays
with a brand new Drytac laminator as the
winner of our joint competition."
www.newman-displays.com
www.antalis.co.uk
www.drytac.co.uk

Designer talent to 'shine' in the 2015
CorelDRAW® International Design Contest
Corel is launching the 2015 CorelDRAW International Design Contest, which runs from
1 March, 2015 to 31 May, 2015. During that
time, participants can submit artwork created in
CorelDRAW® X7 or Corel® PHOTO-PAINT™
X7 for their chance to win. With over
$100,000 USD in prizes available to be won,
this year’s contest promises to bring out the
best in CorelDRAW designers and artists.
“Seeing the artwork and designs that
people create with CorelDRAW Graphics
Suite is what inspires us to develop and
maintain the program,” said Gérard Métrailler, Vice President, Product Management, Graphics & Productivity at Corel.
Participants can submit entries into
any of the following categories:
Advertising/Speciality Graphics: Flyers,
brochures, logos, signs, banners, awards,
engraving, and other designs related to advertising, marketing or point of purchase

Vehicle Wraps: Designs for car, truck, boat
or other vehicle wraps.
Textile/Fashion Design: Designs for fashion,
embroidery and direct-to-garment printing
General Illustration and Fine Art:
Artistic, creative and unique designs.
Student: Designs submitted by students
who are formally enrolled in an educational
institution
Bonus Category: Speed Drawing Video :
Time-lapse videos showing creation of a design in CorelDRAW® X7 or Corel® PHOTOPAINT™ X7 (maximum length of five
minutes); designs submitted in another category can also be submitted in this category
Three winners will be chosen for each category, including one grand-prize winner, resulting in a total of 18 winners. The
grand-prize winner will receive a Roland VersaStudio BN-20 Desktop Printer/Cutter,
Wilcom Embroidery e3 with All Elements, an

iStock Signature 50 Annual Subscription and
$10,000 USD in cash. In total, the grand
prize is valued at $30,000 USD.
“I've used CorelDRAW for years, and to
be recognized by the CorelDRAW community is a true honor,” said Alexei Oglushevich,
winner, 2013 CorelDRAW International
Design Contest.
All design submissions are subject
to the Official Rules, available at
w w w. c o r e l d r a w. c o m / d e s i g n - c o n t e s t .
All designs must be submitted in CorelDRAW X7 or Corel PHOTO-PAINT X7
and received by 11:59 p.m. Eastern
andard Time on May 31, 2015. The winning
designs will be announced on or about
July 31, 2015. Contest participants may
download a free, fully functional trial of
CorelDRAW Graphics Suite X7 (Corel
PHOTO-PAINT X7 is included in the trial)
at coreldraw.com.
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POD officially changes name
to MTEX SOLUTIONS SA
In February POD officially changed its name
to MTEX SOLUTIONS SA, to consolidate
and standardise the MTEX brand across its
manufacturing arm, the products and other
companies associated with the name.
Chief executive Eloi Ferreira said: “The
name 'MTEX' has reached far and wide, with
installations across the globe - and we are
growing.
“This year we will be exhibiting at many
upcoming trade shows including Sign & Digital (UK), FESPA (Germany) and ITMA (Italy)
to name just a few, and we’ve already been
to SGI (Dubai), Remadays (Poland), Heimtextil (Germany) and C!Print (France).
"We are delighted with this change
of company name, which more closely
reflects the worldwide reach of our brand
and products.
“We continue to invest time and energy
in research and development of our directto-textile line and look forward to meeting our
customers across the world in 2015."
Chief executive Eloi Ferreira (centre) with some of the MTEX global team.

www.mtex.eu.

Three year warranty for
selected Mimaki LED UV printers
A three year warranty is available for a limited time on Mimaki's JFX200 and JFX500
grand format flatbed and UJV500 roll-to-roll
LED UV printers.
The 2.1m x 3.1m Mimaki JFX500-2131
and 8' x 4' JFX200-2513, along with the
volume production UJV500-160 roll-to-roll
printers, are offered with a three-year
warranty, when bought before the end of
May 2015.
Stuart Cole, national sales manager, industrial products for Mimaki's exclusive UK
and Irish distributor, Hybrid Services, said:
"Providing a three year warranty emphasises
the huge levels of confidence we have in
these three extraordinary printers and we’d
like to see companies who purchase before
the end of May benefit during the peak
investment time of the year."
With 'market leading, cold cure LED UV
print technology, low running costs and exceptional print quality', the JFX range offers
a pair of flatbed solutions for print companies
looking at breaking into, or upgrading their
rigid substrate print capabilities.
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There is a three-year warranty on the JFX200.

"The	 success	 of	 the	 JFX200
has	 been	 incredible,"	 
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"We've had unprecedented uptake
since its launch in 2014 and are really keen
to ensure that as many print businesses as
possible are able to benefit from its impressive capabilities."
www.hybridservices.co.uk

Exhibiting companies at Sign & Digital UK 2015
Admiral Tapes

D70

Carmo A/S

K28

Graphityp UK Ltd

H30

AFI Group of Companies

E46

Caslon Ltd

J38

Grafix UK Ltd

B34

AG/CAD Ltd

C21

Cherwell Sign Supplies

K32

Granthams Ltd

A10

AGFA Graphics

E12

Clarity Software

F40

Graphic Printing

AIT

K38

CMYUK

H10

Technologies (GPT)

D20

Altodigital Networks Ltd

B44

CNC World Limited

C56

Graphtec GB Ltd

C34

Amaya Sales UK Ltd

J46

Colour Mill Ltd

D66

Gravograph Ltd

C50

Amazing results

K60

Colourgen

E30

Hanolex Ltd

M20

Antalis

J12

Complete CNC Solutions Ltd

C12

Hawkspace Industry Ltd

D62

Applelec

B40

Corel UK Ltd

C44

Hewlett-Packard

D30

Art Systems

D40

CR Clarke & Co (UK) Ltd

K16

HitechLED

J56

Art Systems

F64

CSI Manufacturing Ltd

J64

HPC Laser Ltd

G64

Artillus-Ways2display Ltd

C60

CTR Lasers

F32

Hybrid Services

D10

Assyst Bullmer

K30

CR Clarke & Co (UK) Ltd

K16

I-Sub Ltd

E10

CSI Manufacturing Ltd

J64

Image Reports

J58

ATC Ltd
(Application Tape Company)

J40

CTR Lasers

F32

Image2Output

H22

Atech Ltd

G50

CWE Solutions

E32

Indasol

K37

Atlantic Tech Services

K10

D&K Europe Ltd

L16

Inktec/Jetrix

G20

Automatic Letter Bender

H56

Delcam

H36

Inktec/Jetrix

H20

Award Crafters

M34

Digiprint Supplies

C31

Innova Art Ltd

K11

Awltech PFE Ltd

J60

Display Makers UK

Installation Squad Ltd

J42

AXYZ International

E22

Ltd t/a ISOframe

G60

ITC Ltd

F42

BaltLED Ltd

E62

DublinSign.ie

H28

J&B Sewing Machine Co Ltd

J62

Banner UPs Europe SA

M24

Emo Neon

J36

J-Point Ltd

E64

BannerSHOP Ltd

B42

Esko

H12

Josero Ltd

H40

Biesse Group UK Ltd

J20

expo messesysteme.de GmbH

L18

JSC "ADMEN Baltic"

J50

Blackburns Metals

M10

Fairfield Displays & Lighting Ltd A30

Landor UK Ltd

E40

Blackman and White Ltd

F10

Faversham House Ltd

Z3

Laserplas/Leeds Laser Cutting Ltd K20

Brandstand International

F50

FPLUK - Chevron Warehouse

M40

Latitude Mapping

Bright Green Technology Ltd

E44

Friedham International

J34

Ledyoung Technology Corporation A60

BSGA

M38

FTC (UK) Ltd

K40

Leopold

BTC Activewear Ltd

A2

M12
F60

Fujifilm

J10

Lion Picture Framing Supplies Ltd M60

CADlink Technology Corporation M16

GDL

B30

Listawood Promotional Products K12

Caldera

H22

Global Erecting Sign Services Ltd A36

Mart Group

H66

Canon UK Ltd

G10

Grafityp UK Ltd

Maxicam Ltd

C36
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H30

Micrographics

A62

Repro Sales & Repairs Ltd

K64

Spectron LED Ltd

A40

Mid West Displays

C32

Resolute DTG Ltd

F20

Standing Stone D.O.S.Ltd

C42

Mida Sign Services Ltd

G62

Ribbon Writer + V.I.P.

E26

Substance Europe Ltd

H52

MMG Flags

B32

Roland DG UK

Summa

D40

MNUMI

M36

Russell and Chapple

A28

Super-Wide Digital Ltd

A6

Mounters Mate

H54

Sachsen Fahnen

C30

System Standex a/s

M39

MTEX

B10

Sagetech Ltd

A27

Tecna UK Ltd

H2

Multipanel UK Ltd

C40

Service Offset Supplies Ltd

H34

Texo Trade Services BV

E21

Neschen

D40

shopVOX

H7A

The Magic Touch

H42

Nova Chrome UK Ltd

H64

Shuttleworth Business

The Sign Group

H16

Nth degree Imaging

K24

Systems Ltd

H14

The Signage Factory

K56

One Digital Solutions

E50

Sign + Digital Materials Ltd

L10

Thinklaser Ltd

C66

Onyx

D40

Sign Comp Europe Ltd

E60

ThinkSub International Co.Ltd

H7

Oriam Green UK Ltd

A2

Sign Elite

TimeHarvest Ltd

M30

Oshino LED Lighting

M44

(Real Insurance Group Ltd)

A16

Tooltec Ltd

K26

PaperlinX UK

F12

Sign Making Tools

C54

Trotec Laser

E36

Perfect Colours Ltd

C10

Sign Pro Systems

D44

Ultima Displays

D50

Perspex Distribution Ltd

C40

Sign Update

H4

Ultraflex Europe Ltd

B12

Sign-Tronic

H38

UNIFOL

L36

Photo USA Electronic

F34, G30

Graphic Inc.

D60

SIGNELELEMENTS

H9

Universal Image Systems

B50

Photocast Products

E54

Signgeer

L30

Uprintonit.com

B56

Pier Steel Fabrications

M32

Signmaster Systems Ltd

B36

Vista Systems Ltd

K54

Pixel Digital Printers

C68

Signs 2 Signs Ltd

A24

Vivid Laminating Technologies

F44

POS Warehouse

H60

Signstore

M26

Wakefield Council

K50

printMAX

F30

Signwaves

B60

William Smith

B16

printvision (UK) Ltd

L34

SMGG

E24

William Smith

B20

Quality Print Services

D2

Smurfit Kappa Cor-Trade

K34

X-Module 200m2 Exhibition Stands E52

Radecal Machine

Solent Sewing & Welding Machines F2

Xativa

D40

Sales and Service

G40

Soyang Europe Ltd

A8

Xpres

C20

REFORMA UK

K36

Space Display UK Ltd

H8

Your Embroidery Services Ltd

H50

Your Print Specialists

E31

The above is correct at the time of going to press.
Check the website www.signuk.com for the latest information.
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Seminar and workshop programme
These are a great way to learn new skills, brush up on what you know or find out how best
to use products. For final times and dates please consult the programme at the show.
Adobe workshops
10:40 – 11:15am
Adobe Bridge CC (2014)
– Browse, Locate, Manage
Do you use Adobe Bridge? If not, have you
been missing out? The Adobe media manager
allows users to navigate, organise and manage
all of their digital assets for the entire Creative
Suite. Loaded with time-saving benefits including centralised Colour Management settings; flexible batch-processing; drag and
drop compatibility; compliance with industrystandard file formats; and HiDPI support.
11:30am - 12:30pm
Totally Colour Managed!
Totally Colour Managed shares essential
knowledge for setting-up your Adobe Creative Suite colour settings; understanding
ICC Profiles; and successfully soft-proofing
onscreen. Also with extended colour knowledge for tablets and devices.
13:30 – 14:30pm
Adobe Photoshop CC (2014)
– Creativity overload
The move to the Creative Cloud has created
the most dynamic and productive Photoshop
application ever released. Practical new features; smarter smart guides and smart objects, searchable font menus, cloud syncing
libraries, updatable layer comps and much
more are only a few of the benefits now enjoyed. However, this session is never just
about new features and always looks to deliver the best industry practices and secrets.
Not to be missed!

14:45 - 15:45pm
Adobe InDesign CC (2014)
– Don’t break the grid
Whether you're tasked to create a pop-up
banner, an exhibition stand or a company
brochure, taking control of InDesign is essential to make you exploit the true potential
of your investment. Throughout this 60
minute slot they will share countless workflow improvements; innovation; and tips that
will streamline your daily activities.

16:00 – 16:45pm
Adobe Illustrator CC (2014)
– The professional’s choice
From project concept to conclusion, Adobe
Illustrator CC is the vector 'king'. Regularly
updated with useful new tools and many
time-saving improvements to existing creative favourites it reigns unchallenged. Recently rebuilt to be faster and more intuitive
than ever before.

Calculating wind loads to be compliant with
Eurocodes.
Calculating sign post sizes to be compliant
with Eurocodes.
Calculating foundations to be compliant with
Eurocodes.
How Eurocodes relate to BS559 (UK Spec
for design of signs).
What sign manufacturers need to know and
their legal obligations.
What sign buyers need to know and their
legal obligations.
Changes to Building Regulations and latest
legislations.

3. Tips and tricks using lasers
Date: 24/03/2015 14:00 - 14:45pm
25/03/2015 13.30 - 14.00pm
Presented by: Martin Horne,
Managing Director, Trotec Laser
Join the leading manufacturer of laser marking, cutting and engraving machines, Trotec
Laser, at their tips and tricks seminar.
Whether you are interested in how a laser
can help solve some of the common problems you face in the sign and print industry.
Or already have a laser and are looking for
new ideas on how to utilise your machine to
its full potential, don't miss it.

2. Explore the wallcovering opportunity
with HP Latex Printing Technology
Date: 24/03/2015 13:15 – 13:45pm
25/03/2015 15:45 - 16:15pm
Presented by: Terry Raghunath,
Hewlett-Packard

.....Continued on page 96

Business Theatre Seminars
1. Introduction to new and existing
standards for sign design & construction
Date: 24/03/2015, 26/03/2015
11:30am - 12:15pm
Presented by David Dyke, President, BSGA
The BSGA is working to give the design,
manufacture, installation and maintenance
of signs a much higher profile in terms of
quality, service and compliance with current
standards. The two workshops presented by
the BSGA will give any sign company, no
matter what its size and speciality, knowledge relevant to the sign company being
compliant with regulations and able to give
their customer a professional service.
Topics covered:
European standards (Eurocodes) explained
and how they affect the UK sign industry.
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Seminar and workshop programme
Business Theatre Seminars
4. Sign Maintenance
and planning regulations
Date: 24/03/2015, 26/03/2015
15:00pm - 15:30pm
Presented by: David Catanach, Director,
BSGA
Topics covered:
Summary of planning changes proposed by
councils in last 12 months.
Actions taken by BSGA to protect UK sign industry in last 12 months.
Sign maintenance requirements specified by
planning regulations.
Developments on sign maintenance within
BS559.
CE marking; when and where required.
Which standards are codes of practice.
Which standards are a legal requirement.
Failure to maintain sign case study.
5. The fast track to
creative vehicle wrapping
Date: 4/03/2015
Presented by: Mike Horsten, General Manager Marketing, Mimaki, EMEA
Take the ride from the past to the future of
vehicle liveries. As the wrapping world evolves
we’re starting to see objects other than cars
get the full treatment... Be surprised and
have some wrap fun with this session.
6. Health & Safety Update for the Sign
Market
Date: 25/03/2015
12:45 - 13:15
Presented by Martin Moy, Health & Safety
Advisor, BSGA
This session will look at current health and
safety issues such as:
what personal liabilities business owners/
directors face;
what the HSE are focussed on;

risk assessments – the importance of
getting them right; and proposed court
sentencing changes that offenders will
expect to receive.
7. Modular Display Solutions
Date: 25/03/2015
14:15pm - 14:45pm
Presented by: Andrew Burdett, Managing Director, Ultima Displays
8. HP Large Format Media, the Perfect
Solution for any Application
Date: 25/03/2015
15:00 - 15:30pm
Presented by: Julian Mainwaring
Learn more about the versatility of HP
Large Format Media. They will also give
a sneak peak to the HP Portfolio that
has been certified for the new HP
PageWide Technology, and will discuss
what makes HP Media stand out as
the obvious choice amongst the
competition.
9. Diversifying your business:
training for new market opportunities
Date: 25/03/2015
Presented by: Giles Bristow, Mike Collins &
Chris Green, Antalis
10. Diversifying your business: training
for new market opportunities
Date: 26/03/2015
11:30am - 12:15pm
Presented by: Giles Bristow, Mike Collins
and Chris Green
11. Explore the wall covering opportunity
with HP Latex Printing Technology
Date: 26/03/2015
13:15pm - 13:45pm
Presented by: Jane Rixon, Hewlett-Packard

12. Why and how can digital technology
be used in new markets?
Date:26/03/2015
14:00 - 14:45pm
Presented by: Frazer Chesterman
Using a couple of exciting and innovative
case studies, this session will highlight the
key drivers and trends for growth in industrial applications, packaging and POP.
Frazer Chesterman is Co-Founder of FM
Brooks, part of Mack Brooks Events and has
over 15 years’ experience of the Print industry including 8 years as Managing Director of
FESPA.

The Corel Theatre
The Corel Theatre will play host to 6 CorelDRAW Graphics Suite X7
workshops each day. They will also hold two drop-in surgeries where
users can bring along a project on a memory stick to get expert advice from the Corel team.
Corel will welcome members of the Wilcom and DecoNetwork
teams to the podium to offer insights into DecoStudio software and the
DecoNetwork platform. The content will be tailored to the show’s audience and there will be a chance to get your questions answered.
1. CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite X7
– An overview of new features
Date: 24/03/2015, 25/03/2015, 26/03/2015 - 11:30 - 12:15
Whether you’re an aspiring or experienced designer, NEW CorelDRAW®
Graphics Suite X7 is your trusted graphic design software solution.
With its content-rich environment and professional graphic design,
photo editing and website design software, you have everything you
need to express your style and creativity with endless possibilities.
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2. CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite X7
– marketing materials project
Date: 24/03/2015, 25/03/2015, 26/03/2015
12:15 - 13:00pm
In this workshop we will be using an array of
familiar but also brand-new tools in CorelDRAW® and Corel® PHOTO-PAINT™ to
create various items commonly used in a
small business environment. These include
business cards, direct mailing and striking
advertising posters.
3. Using DecoNetworkTM to
sell personalised goods online
Date: 24/03/2015, 25/03/2015, 26/03/2015
13:00 - 13:45pm
DecoNetworkTM is a fully-hosted web technology built specifically for the custom decoration industry and has developed the
world's first CorelDRAW®-powered website
technology.
This workshop will explore how DecoNetwork and Corel technology can be
used to:
Create and customise your own webstore
and populate it with your products and
services.
Allow your customers to customise your
products and buy from you online.
Use DTG, screenprint, sublimation and
embroidery to decorate a range of blank
products.
Use CorelDRAW® templates to allow your
customers to customise artwork.
Explore the workflow from uploaded artwork
and customisation to production ready files.

4. Wilcom DecoStudio® e3 with
CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite
Date: 24/03/2015, 25/03/2015,
26/03/2015 - 13:45 - 14:30
Whatever the medium, be it screen
printing, digital printing or embroidery, Wilcom DecoStudio® e3 is
your in-house expert. DecoStudio® combines the superior stitch
quality of Wilcom® embroidery software with
the creative power of CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite. Ideal for users in the apparel and
promotional items industries, as well as embroidery hobbyists, this new suite makes it
easy to visualise and design garment printing, embroidery and appliqué.
5. Tips & Tricks on Tracing with CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite X7
Date: 24/03/2015, 5/03/2015, 26/03/2015
14:45 - 15:15
CorelDRAW® lets you trace bitmaps to convert them to fully editable and scalable vector graphics. You can trace artwork, photos,
scanned sketches, or logos and then easily
integrate them into your designs. But converting raster images into vectors graphics is
not always straightforward when text is involved or the image quality is poor.
In this tutorial you will be shown how to
avoid the most common pitfalls when tracing
an image. Topics include: font recognition,
simplifying images prior to tracing, reducing
nodes in the final trace, creating custom
colour palettes from the traced objects and
more!

6. CorelDRAW® Surgery
Date: 24/03/2015, 25/03/2015, 26/03/2015
15:15 - 16:00pm
Need some advice on a particular project
you are working on? Got a file that is driving
you to distraction? Bring along your questions and your files on memory stick to this
drop in session and get help and support
from the experts!
7. Working with Corel® PHOTO-PAINTTM,
part of CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite X7
Date: 24/03/2015, 25/03/2015, 26/03/2015
16:15 - 17:00pm
This tutorial offers an introduction to photoediting in Corel PHOTO-PAINT.
Topics covered include:
Adjusting and correcting images
Knocking out image backgrounds
Working with Masks and Clip Masks
Working with Effects and Lenses
Working with Object layers
Creating photo collages
Creating custom brushes
Preparing images prior to tracing in CorelDRAW®

Signlab
1. Introduction to SignLab - 10:45 - 11:30am
Experience the advantages a true sign making software solution can have on daily design and production workflows

Featuring: Vinyl cutting features, Contour
cut, Instant Replay, Fluid Mask for SignLab,
Serialisation and Vectorization.

2. Large Format Printing - 12:00 - 12:45pm
Not all RIP software is created equal
Learn how production features included
within their RIP enable the complete job
management of print only, and print and cut
projects all in a central management hub.
The seamless interface from most popular
design applications to all widely used printers, hybrid print/cut devices as well as cutonly devices provides an efficient alternative
to using multiple software packages.
Featuring: Multiple queue setup, print and
cut setups, templates, easy access production tools, i.e. grommet placement, duplicates and tiling. ICC profiling and advanced
colour management settings.
.....Continued on page 98
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Signlab
3. SignLab for Versaworks
13:30 - 14:00pm
Take advantage of the innovation found in
Roland’s print and ink technology.
Roland print and hybrid print/cut devices are widely used. Working closely with
Roland, CADlink has developed a version of
SignLab that is specifically designed to work
with Roland’s VersaWorks RIP software.
This session will focus on features that enable Roland users to maximize the benefits
of the print and ink technology that Roland
provides with each of their devices.
Featuring- Contour cut-lines, half cut
cut-lines, working with VersaWorks colour
palette, using Roland colour profiles, working with Roland metallic and white ink sets.
4. SignLab for Mimaki
14:30 - 15:00pm
Maximizing design and production workflows
with Mimaki printers.
CADlink has also created a version of
SignLab that works seamlessly with their onboard RasterLink RIP software. Learn how
design tools within SignLab for Mimaki can
assist in providing 'dazzling' output on Mimaki devices.
Featuring: Seamless interface with
RasterLink, print and cut set-up, utilising time
saving tools such as variable data support,
supersize image, and easy to use special effects features.
5. SignLab Tips and Tricks
15:30 - 16:15pm
Especially useful for existing SignLab users
but also worthwhile if considering SignLab as
your software option. This session will focus
on the most common shortcuts and tools
used in day to day design and production environments. Spending an hour at this session
today may save you hours every week in the
future.
Featuring: Built-in software shortcuts,
SignLab “PowerTools”, Q & A, other software
solutions from CADlink.

Signmakers' workshop
1. Basic application of vinyls
Learn the basics of applying vinyl graphics and what vinyls/techniques to use
when and where.
10.30 – 10.50am:
First steps in vinyl application
Vinyl – what, when and how.
Weeding and applying application tapes.
Preparing surfaces for application of vinyl.
Use of water/application fluids.
Applying basic text.
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10.50 – 11.15am
- Moving on from the basics
Applying multi layers of vinyl.
Flood coating of substrate with vinyl.
Working on glass – etched films.
11.15am – 12.00 midday.
Q & A session and try your hand at the
techniques talked about in the presentation
2. Vehicle Livery
An introduction to vehicle graphics basic
lettering on commercial vehicles to full
vehicle wrapping.
12.30 – 12.45pm:
First steps in vehicle livery
General advice on layout – easy and hard
areas to fit graphics to.
Cleaning and preparing the vehicle
Basic application of vinyl to vehicle.
12.45 – 13.05: Moving on from the basics
Applying graphics to the front of vehicle –
making it look straight.
Flood coating recessed panels.
13.05 – 13.35pm: Starting vehicle wrapping
Applying vinyl over recesses and basic
curves.
Trimming vinyl on a vehicle – dealing with
door/panel seams.
Using heat and post heating.
13.35 – 14.00pm.
Q & A session and try your hand at the
techniques talked about in the presentation
3. The Basics of making a sign board
Most vinyl graphics have to be applied to
something, if not a vehicle then it is probably
a signboard, find out how and from what to
make them.
14.30 – 14.50pm.
First steps in making signboards
Substrates – what, when and how.
Cutting and finishing different substrates to
include finishing of banners.
Fixings for signs – what, when & how.
14.50 – 15.15pm. Moving on from the basics
Step by step guide to making your own sign
trays.
Frames – what, when and how.
Making and fitting your own flat cut letters.
15.15 – 15.45pm.
Q & A session and try your hand at the
techniques talked about in the presentation
16.00 – 16.45pm.
Q & A anything goes! Got a sign making
related problem? See if they can solve it!
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Show trails
Show trails will guide you round the show
floor highlighting products and services of
particular interest; offering you the opportunity to meet our expert exhibitors; have your
questions answered; and see live demonstrations of the latest equipment. The trails
will also point you to the relevant free seminars and workshops that take place in the
show floor theatres.
1. Textile Trail
Returning for the second year, the Textile
Trail will highlight all you need to know to get
started or to develop your existing business
further with Textile print, software and finishing, soft signage, garment décor and interior
display.
Exhibitors who have already signed up
include: Perfect Colours, MTEX Technologies, PaperlinX, Atech, Amaya Sales UK,
Resolute DTG, Neschen UK, Quality Print
Services, Hybrid Services, SignStore,
Soyang Europe, Blackman & White and
Thinklaser.
2. Retail Route
The Retail Route is a new trail for 2015 and
highlights exhibitors and show features for
those working in the retail sector. From the
production of display solutions through to the
latest solutions for POP and POS as well as
the growing demand for Pop Up retail units
and interior décor.
Exhibitors highlighted on this route include: PaperlinX, Fairfield Displays & Lighting, Josero, Hybrid Services, Soyang
Europe, Freight Products, The Signage Factory, Bright Green Technology, Thinklaser,
printMAX, Signmaster Systems and ArtillusWays2Display.
3. Materials World
Another new trail for the 2015 show, the Materials World will feature some of the latest
innovations in materials, media and substrates. It will offer visitors the chance to
learn about the wide range of applications
and output now available and to discover
how they can be used to generate new revenue streams for your business.
Exhibitors with products and service for
Materials World include: Perfect Colours,
Vivid Laminating Technologies, Amazing Results, PaperlinX, ITC, William Smith, Atech,
Fairfield Displays & Lighting, FPLUKChevron Warehouse, Perspex Distribution,
Neschen UK,
Blackman & White, Freight Products,
Granthams and Mounters Mate.

SIGN UK

Preview
stand H4

We look forward to welcoming you to our
stand. As a magazine that was started by
signmakers (who although retired are still involved) we love the chance to find out what's
happening in the industry. We're also keen
to get your views on what you enjoy reading
about; or what you would like to see more of
in Sign Update (or less of!)
We're all passionate about the many
aspects of sign making. We want the magazine to reflect this and to be a useful and enjoyable resource.
Besides a friendly chat, you will also be
able to pick up a free samples of FK Moore's
range of aluminium stand off wall fixings at
our stand. This new range of stand-offs is the
result of the coming together of the product
quality you can expect from them, along with
the price point to leave you with a competitive quote.

At 13x13mm this stand off is the smallest.
They are supplied in a satin anodised
finish, lending the product a flawless quality,
whilst also allowing the fittings to be applied
in more exposed areas.
The smallest, 13mm diameter wall fixing is available with a barrel length of either
13mm or 19mm, whilst the family of eight is

Standing at 50mm, the biggest
fixing in the range is 25x25mm.
completed with the sturdy 25mm diameter
fixing, standing 50mm proud.
We intend to put a sample of one of the
three smaller sizes (13x13, 16x16, 13x19) in
each giveaway; and there will be product
guides to take away too.

Pick up a free sample of FK Moore's top quality aluminium stand off wall fixing from the stand.
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Meet the exhibitors!
Admiral Tapes

D70

Admiral Tapes Ltd are excited to be presenting
at the Sign & Digital UK 2015 for the first time.
Our well established and popular high
performance double sided tapes are used
extensively within the sign industry sector for
a range of applications. From mounting artwork, acrylic letters and engraved control
panels to permanently bonding different substrates such as Di-bond to channelling we
have a product that is designed for the job.
This year we are introducing high performance structural adhesives that have
been specifically designed with the sign industry sector in mind. Three two-part adhesives A999, B999 & C999 provide fast
setting structural solutions, can bond nylon
locators without causing shrinkage and bond
Perspex. We also have a high grab adhesive
that also acts as a sealant and is ideal for
bonding Di-bond sheet.
Pauline and Harriet are looking forward
to catching up with existing customers and
to meeting new ones! Visit us on our stand to
claim your show discount.

AFI Group of Companies E46

Agfa Graphics

E12

Anapurna M3200i RTR, one of Agfa Graphics’ enhanced Anapurna i-series will be on
show for the first time in the UK. Built for 24/7
high-volume operation, this dedicated industrial roll to roll UV printer delivers outstanding
productivity and stunning quality at the most
competitive price.
Incorporating the latest generation of
six colour (CMYKLcLm), high resolution print
heads, the 3.2m wide roll-to-roll UV-curable
Anapurna M3200i RTR printer achieves up
to 123 m² per hour output with extremely low
ink consumption.
Thanks to the ‘thin ink layer technology’,
Agfa Graphics’ large gamut of UV-curable
inks enable printing on a broad range of flexible materials, such as banners, self-adhesive vinyls, and front- and back-lit graphics.
All Anapurna’s come with Agfa Graphics’ Asanti workflow for the sign and display
market, which adds colour management and
automatic preflighting. Asanti is complemented by the Asanti StoreFront cloud
based web-to-print system, which comes as
an optional low-investment SaaS solution.

Installation/maintenance; sign fixing/tools

AIT

AG/CAD

Altodigital Networks Ltd B44

C21

AG/CAD Limited bring together the power of
KASEMAKE CAD, and the speed, precision
and quality of the Korean made DYSS X7
digital cutters, to give you unrivalled performance, return on investment and to be the
perfect partner to your digital printer.
The DYSS X7 Digital Cutter provides
precise, efficient, camera-guided routing and
knife cutting, automating your finishing, reducing mistakes, and keeping labour down
to the absolute minimum. The latest K-CUT
Vision system enables automatic cutting of
materials up to 3.2m wide, and unlimited
length with the optional Roll-Off unit.
Equipped with an array of tools to suit
any material used in the sign making industry: you can use the powerful router to shape
materials like acrylic and dibond; you can cut
vinyl with the kiss cut tool; plastics, foamex
and polypropylene with the heavy duty
drag knife, plus many more material and tool
combinations.
Significantly lower pricing than our
competitors together with three and five year
finance/leasing options means entering the
digital cutting arena has never been easier.
The DYSS X7 will be demonstrated live
at this year's Sign & Digital UK.

Systems that are unmatched in the industry.
So if you're looking for an amazing, permanent or temporary installation for your clients'
brand, advertising message or event, you
won't have to look far. Just follow the signs...

Antalis

J12

K38

This year Altodigital will be showcasing their
new web to print software, Altodrive powered
by Infigo. Altodrive is the new online store
front that drives workflow efficiencies straight
to the print room. The production and delivery process is automated with a single page
checkout process, saving both printers and
customers time and money. This software
also allows organisations to market their
print room capabilities to other businesses
and create an extra revenue stream that increases the cost efficiency of the print room.
Altodigital will also be demonstrating
the wide range of production print offerings
that can help organisations to reduce their costs
by around 10-20 per cent and maintain control over brand identity by printing in-house.
Altodigital is a partner in print you can trust.

Amaya Sales UK Ltd

J46

Embroidery equipment; heat transfer/sublimation; inks; plotters/cutters; textile printing
equipment.

Amazing Results

K60

The UK's fastest-growing supplier for AMAZING RESULTS!™ unique Post Frame Sign
Systems.
AMAZING RESULTS!™ is the UK’s
leading supplier of Post Frame Sign services
with one of the world's most advanced, easy
to assemble, easy to install Post Frame Sign

On its stand, Antalis will present a diverse
array of innovative applications using large
format substrates to inspire visitors and
showcase how products from its Coala,
Orafol, Drytac and 3A Composites ranges
can be transformed into floor and window
graphics, exterior graphics and wall décor.
Antalis will be exhibiting some of the 74
products from its Coala collection for largeformat printers. Visitors to the stand will also
be able to experience the Orafol range of
plotter vinyls, digital vinyl and laminates,
which will be used to decorate parts of the
floor, windows and wall.
Antalis will be demonstrating the Drytac Protac anti-graffiti film with a graffiti artist
producing a live art installation.
We will be showcasing new and innovative materials for easy application onto
windows, walls and floors, including Spot on,
High Grab, Viziprint and Retac.
There will also be a display of popular
products by 3A Composites, such as Dibond,
Forex, Smart-X and KAPA ranges. Antalis
will be showing the advantages of the new
Kapatech aluminium-skinned as a light
weight alternative to ACM.
Samples from the Coala, Orafol, Drytac and 3A ranges, along with a number of
other brands will be available for visitors to
take away.
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Applelec

B40

Art Systems

D40

At our stand you will find an array of hardware, software and print media products and
systems, geared to making your production
output more streamlined, efficient and, ultimately, higher quality.

Weaving your way through the latest
Summa cutters you can see the full range of
finishing technology including the new F-Series flat bed, the DC5X, S-Class T Series and
XY Autotrim machines. There will be onstand show offers to assist sales negotiations for the duration of the show.
Alongside and complementing this
hardware range, the stand features media
from leading brands such as Xativa,
Neschen , JM Textiles and the HP Latex
media range. Swatches are available for a
more tactile experience, including the new
POS and display window media from
Neschen. Finally the stand plays host to the
launch of the new media ClustaRack designed to hold 2 inch and/or 3 inch core size
rolls of media for safe, easy storage - ideal
for shop-floor housekeeping or health &
safety issues.
Separated by mere inches of brightly
coloured exhibition carpet is the HP
stand (D30). The main stand focus being
the huge display of Latex printers available
but there will also be the standard Z6800
inkjet and the Scitex FB5 UV on show.
Timed demonstrations on the latex
machines, live-streamed to the on-stand
plasma display, will take place throughout
the exhibition.
ArtSystems’ experienced technical and
sales team will be on hand for advice and
demonstrations on both stands, in addition
to the new Onyx software across the entire
range of machines.

Art Systems
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Preview
Artillus-Ways2display Ltd C60
Artillus started trading 14 years ago bringing
to market ultra slim edge lit light boxes for
display advertising and signage. The Artillus
brand has now been integrated within
Ways2display Ltd so bringing together display techniques and illuminated products to
provide display, signage and interior design
solutions for almost every application. The
company specialise in the manufacture of
custom sizes, allowing us to take LED edge
lighting and back lighting to it limits with confidence and surety.
In our exclusive partnership with Feelis
in Korea, who are a World Class manufacturer of LED illumination products, we provide high quality LED light boxes and light
panels to the UK market.
Our 20mm deep Diamond LED light
boxes provide the ideal solution for quick
changing graphics with its 25mm snap frame
front profile and rounded corners for safety.
High brightness and uniformity of light without
shadows or hotspots in sizes up to 2500mm
x 1500mm provide low power consumption,
long life and are maintenance free.
The Garnet LED edge lit light panel is
only 8mm deep and also available in custom
sizes up to 2500 x 1500mm. This product is
ideal for where illumination is required and
where space is limited.

Assyst Bullmer

K30

Assyst Bullmer Ltd provide textile cutting and
routing machines.
Our cutting machines are equipped with
a range of tools, from knife cutting to ultrasonic
cutting. This is to provide our customers with
the best solution which enables them to improve and streamline their production.
We provide single ply cutting machines
starting from 1.4m width up to 5.2m wide, accommodating all widths of materials used in
the graphics industry, including the extra
wide format printed materials.
Assyst Bullmer also supply a range of
material handling, unwinding units with laser
edge control, re-rolling units for extra large
and wide materials, automatic roll change
units for up to 32 rolls

Application Tape
Company

J40

We specialise in self adhesive sign vinyl suitable for a range of applications. Whatever
your requirements we can supply you with
the materials and tools to produce bespoke
signage solutions. At Sign UK this year we
will be re launching the range of 7-8yr Premium Grade vinyl manufactured in the UK by
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Ritrama. We will also be exhibiting our full
catalogue of products including various ranges
of reflective, glitter vinyls and garment films.
Pop over to stand J40 and leave us
your business card to be included in our
prize draw to win an Apple IPad Mini!

Atech Ltd

G50

Chosen by top manufacturers to be the sole
UK and Eire distributors. Class leading
equipment such as:
Bürkle Coating machines
Elitron Digital Cutting Tables
Matic automated PVC and Textile finishing,
sewing, welding and cutting
Hollanders Textile Print Systems
Bobis Applicator Tables
Crest Cutters and heavy roll lifters
ZBE Chromira Digital Photo Printers
Pongs Digital Textiles
Plus Roland, Seal, Summa and a host of others
from hand tools to Elitron, all under one roof.

Atlantic Tech Services Ltd K10
Automatic Letter Bender H56
Each offered automatic bending machine for
channel letters is a device with unique properties, specialising in bending strips of various kinds. This is why Automatic Letter
Bender provides the most valuable solutions
in the signage channel letter bending. Our
main goal is to improve the operation of enterprises producing channel letters and custom logos. We actively take part in providing
channel letter bending machines of the best
technology so that they are reliable, easy to
use and meet all your needs, and at the
same time are economical. In addition to
selling letter bending machines of Automatic
Letter Bender series we deal with their support and other post-sale services. We provide professional support on the bending
channel letters for our customers.

Award crafters

M34

Award Crafters' anodized aluminum nameplates and panels are practically indestructible. The graphics are permanently embedded
in the aluminum and are resistant to almost
all harsh conditions and are of extremely high
resolution. This makes our processes the
preferred material for nameplates, control
panels and barcodes in applications where
service life expectations exceed 20 years.
Government and aerospace extensively
specify our process for demanding applications that require resistance to the effects of
weather, abrasion, heat and most chemicals.
You too can benefit from exactly the same
technology that created all the signs on the
International Space Station, even if you do
not have a space station of your own!

SIGN UK
Awltech PFE Ltd

J60

Awltech PFE will demonstrate machines
from its flame polishing, heat bending and
edge bevelling solutions for processing plastic sheet used in the sign and display industry. To mark its 25th Anniversary, the
company will be offering attractive discounts
on a limited number of its HRK heat bending
machines for the duration of the show.

Making its UK debut will be a new Diamond Edge Beveller. This will deliver a clear
polished and bevelled edge to plastic sheet
up to a thickness of 100mm. One of the key
attributes of this machine is that whereas
similar top-of-the-range diamond edge bevellers require time to set up and operate, this
new machine requires only a few seconds.
Awltech will also demonstrate its original and hugely popular flame polisher. This
requires no gas and runs on distilled water
to enable a high-quality polished finish to be
achieved on plastic sheet up to a thickness
of 10mm in one pass. Also to be shown will
be three heat benders from the company’s
range of six options, together with the
EF 200 table top-mounted Diamond Edge
Polisher.

AXYZ International

Preview

E22

AXYZ International will demonstrate its 8010
router from the popular high-productivity
8000 series. This will feature twin processing heads and an ATC (Automatic Tool
Change) facility, although a wide range of
optional production enhancements can be
added as required.
The 8010 is ideal for work that involves
eight feet-wide materials that are frequently
required by sign manufacturers and plastics
and aluminium fabricators. It is the perfect
solution for processing eight feet-wide single-sheet or four feet-wide dual sheet materials.
The machine is configured with a dual
carriage option, enabling high-volume duplicate processing of materials and a doubling
of output capacity. It also features both the
latest A2MC machine controller that manages precisely acceleration and deceleration
to dramatically improve the quality of cut finish and the easy-to-use AXYZ SmartConsole
control system that rides alongside the machine gantry to facilitate ease of start-up.
There will also be a special display for
the AXYZ CNCRoutershop division. This
provides a 24-hour tools and accessories online sourcing facility for owners not only of
AXYZ machines but also owners of virtually
any other make of machine, regardless of
make or country of origin.

BaltLED Ltd

E62

Baltled is a developing-manufacturing company of LED solutions for the signage market. For 10 years we have been developing
and supplying innovative and effective LED
products for channels letters, lightboxes, pylons and other illuminated signage solutions.

Blackburns Metals

M10

Blackburns is one of the country’s leading
nationwide stockholders of aluminium, stainless
steel and other semi-finished non-ferrous
products, aluminium composite panel, acrylic
sheet, polypropylene sheet, pvc foam sheet
and plastics cleaning and polishing solutions.
Sign & Digital 2015 marks the announcement of additional sheet materials to
the sign material portfolio including; Plazcast
Cast Acrylic and Ultra Digital PVC Foam.
Blackburns is also the sole UK distributor for
Steel Color – a versatile stainless steel
sheets that is available in a wide range of
colours, patterns, surface finishes and textures. This versatile material is dimensionally
stable, weather resistant and can be digitally
printed
Blackburns also supplies semi-fabricated sign components that include: posts,
rails and sign trays that enables sign makers
to offer a bespoke product to the customer.

Blackman & White Ltd

F10

Banner Ups Europe SA M24
Forget metal eyelets! Banner Ups products
are stronger and easier to install than eyelets. Use Banner Ups Tabs and BravoTape
to create super-strong banners instantly in
your own facility. Eliminate the labor and high
cost of sewing, welding banners, or installing
eyelets. No special equipment required

BannerSHOP Ltd

B42

Biesse Group UK

J20

Biesse UK was founded in 1993, with the
sole purpose of providing the best possible
support to the UK woodworking industry for
sales and service. This philosophy has never
changed.
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We are a subsidiary of Biesse Group
S.P.A, based in Pesaro, Italy who is a world
leading manufacturer of high technology industrial machines for the woodworking, glass
and stone and advanced materials industries.
Our resources are therefore reinforced by an
organisation which constantly strives for excellence by investing in its own and employee’s
futures through innovation and enterprise.
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UK-based specialist manufacturer Blackman & White will be showcasing the ‘best
of British’ at Sign & Digital UK 2015, with
the first UK exhibition appearance of its
new Versa-Tech cutter.
The company, which designs and manufactures its own range of large format cutters from its base in Essex, recently added
the cutter to its well-established MasterCut
range.
The Versa- Tech is the result of a
decade of refinement and product development , and offers the ultimate in tooling flexibility, with crease, kiss cut, router, drag knife,
oscillating knife and driven rotary knife all
available on a single conveyorised or flatbed
heavy-duty table.

As well as delivering the high levels of
accuracy, speed and versatility professional
cutter users have come to expect, a new and
improved cutting head design offers increased power and durability.
The Versa-Tech is able to cut standard
widths and lengths up to 3.2m, and to carry
out long production runs on heavy duty materials such as acrylics and DIBOND, thanks
to the addition of a 2.5kW water-cooled router.
It offers high-precision, top quality output with a fast return on investment. The machine runs on a linear rack, keeping costs
down as no belt replacement is needed, and
ensuring accuracy is maintained over time.

Brandstand International F50
Bright Green
Technology Ltd

E44

On show will be Bright Green Beam, their
best system for lighting projecting signs.
Bright Green Beam has been used for
wayfinding signage schemes at major international airports including Kuala Lumpur and
Dubai, as well as large scale rollouts for
major UK retailers.
Bright Green Technology will also be
demonstrating their new range of wide angle
modules. These modules are made with a
patented optical lens that produces viewing
angles of 140° for the mini version and 165°
for the standard version. Bright Green Wide
Angle Modules are an extremely economical
way for sign makers to illuminate light boxes
that require high lumen output and excellent
lighting uniformity.
“For us the event is not just a showcase
for our products but gives us a great opportunity to meet and really engage with the industry. We’ve seen trends towards improving
illumination and more recently digital signage and we’re always keen to keep our eye
on what’s coming next.”

for 2015, such as Fruit of the Loom, Gildan,
Regatta and Helly Hansen to name but a few,
it’s their biggest and best ever collection.
With award-winning customer service,
the best carriage options, the largest stock
holding in Europe and simply the best web
store in the industry you would be crazy not
to visit us at stand A2 to see how we can
help your business.

CADlink Technology
Corporation

M16

The pioneer in signmaking software, CADlink
Technology has been developing specific
software solutions for large format design
and production for over 20 years. CADlink
will present a series of seminars that focus
on best practice print and cut, sign/display
design and production workflows.

Caldera

H22

Canon UK Ltd

G10

The BSGA is the premier trade association
for the UK sign industry. Visitors are welcome to network on our stand and discover
how being a member of the BSGA will benefit your business.

Canon has launched two new high performance wide format colour systems which are
set to make their UK debut at Sign & Digital
in March. The two new models come as both
printer only and multi-functional; the Océ
ColorWave 500 dedicated to workgroups
and the Océ ColorWave 700, designed for
wider graphic arts applications.
The printers are designed to enable a
wide range of high quality applications, supporting print service providers, in-house or
remote work-groups and central print rooms
with a requirement for instant dry and water
resistant prints on roll-based media. Both
printers utilise the latest version of Océ CrystalPoint technology for high speed toner
printing with excellent adhesion to standard
and speciality substrates, a higher print quality and clean refilling.
The Océ ColorWave 500 is designed to
support CAD, GIS and production applications in the manufacturing, architecture, construction, design and reprographics industries.
The Océ ColorWave 700 caters for
businesses requiring a higher print volume,
including reprographics, sign and display
print providers, and in-house printing applications in industries such as retail, hospitality, POS, education and government.

BTC Activewear

Carmo A/S

K28

Caslon Ltd

J38

BSGA

M38

A2

Have you considered adding garment printing to your list of services? BTC activewear
has teamed up with The MagicTouch to
demonstrate the versatility of garment printing and the impressive results you can get.
BTC activewear is the UK’s No1 clothing distributor having added over 300 great new
styles from their 60 market-leading brands

Caslon Limited will be exhibiting some of the
unique products in their vast range of finishing and specialised process equipment.
These include the Maxit Adhesive System,
FoilTech Foiling, Card Cutting and Laminating, all designed to help our customers

achieve the maximum profit from their work.
The Maxit adhesive system uses a motorised roller coater to apply a very thin, smooth
coating of a unique hot melt adhesive.
Once the substrate is coated it will stick
permanently to just about any surface including plastic, wood and metal. The adhesive will not transfer to fingers and is
completely non hazardous and non toxic.
The FoilTech range of Toner Foiling
Machines are simple and easy to use and
are a great profit earner for any business,
small or large! On show will be the FT-10,
FT-12 and FT12F; a machine to suit every
company and every budget!
The Zip10M uses an adjustable blade
cassette to slit the sheet as it passes through
the machine. A guillotine cutter cross cuts the
sheet as it advances through the machine,
driven by the programmable paper drive.
The combination of adjustable slitting with
programmable guillotine cutting allows common products to be easily processed in a
single pass.

Cherwell Sign Supplies K32
With over 40 years experience in the sign industry, we have gained the reputation of
being a reliable supplier of high quality products, sign systems and services, to small
and large businesses in the UK. We always
ensure an unbeatable service. Our time in
the market has given us insight into the
needs of the industry, and the demanding
nature of it, which means this often leaves
our clients short lead times to deliver their
proposals. We hope to be able to alleviate
some of this pressure, by working closely
with our clients to find solutions and answers
to these needs. Our aim is to have market
leading dedication to the time scale of order
fulfilment, and we look forward to working
with you to achieve this goal.
We look forward to you visiting us!

Clarity Software

F40

Clarity is the most widely used management
information system (MIS) software package
in the sign, display and wide format digital
industry.

Thousands of professionals from leading companies including Octink, Sign Specialists, Brilliant Media, Trade Signs, City
Images and Raccoon rely on Clarity every
day to produce fast and accurate estimates
for bespoke jobs and win more orders at
higher margin.
.....Continued on page 106
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Clarity comprehensively joins up your
entire business by combining online CRM,
quoting, marketing and e-commerce systems with offline after-sale processing and
operational tasks.
The software drives optimum efficiency
in every department using targeted features
such as one centralised database, shared
document folders, historic sales activity and
a complete library of management report
templates as standard.

CMYUK

H10

Specialist in Superwide digital print.
EFI VUTEk Authorised Distributor
UK Distributor of Berger Textil
Reseller of Mimaki Printer, Cutters & Consumbles
Reseller of Zünd Digital Flatbed Cutters
Reseller of SpiritTEX Fabric Systems
Reseller of Printing Carpets - Digitally printed
floor covering.

CNC World Limited

C56

CNC World Limited not only sell one of the
best and most reliable CNC machinery ranges
in the world (MultiCam), but our vision is to
look after our customers better than any of
our competitors. We do this by only employing the best sales force (all ex-engineers)
and fully qualified CNC engineers as well as
top cutter and administration personnel.
The MultiCam range of CNCs include
routers, lasers, waterjet, knife and plasma,
so we can cut any material you can come up
with. In addition to the CNC machines, we
sell the Vortex range of cutters from our online shop

Colour Mill Ltd

D66

Colourgen

E30

Colourgen is showcasing the new Mutoh ValueJet 426UF desktop flatbed LED UV printer
on its stand at Sign and Digital UK. The new
A3+ printer allows direct printing on a wide
variety of solid materials and objects up to a
thickness of 7 cm.
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Preview
Utilising Mutoh's newly developed LED
UV VOC-free inks (CMYK with optional white
and varnish), the printer offers a print table
area of 483 mm x 329 mm. This new multipurpose ValueJet model is specifically targeted at short run personalisation of gifts,
packaging prototypes, awards, specialty industrial items, as well as labels, decals,
signs and much more.
The Mutoh VJ-426UF will be making its
first UK public appearance at Sign and Digital and Colourgen encourages visitors to see
the printer first hand. We will be running
demos on the printer to show exactly what
this great little machine is capable of. We really want visitors to see the potential revenue
growth a printer like this could generate by
allowing them to grow into whole new business areas. The SRP for the ValueJet 426UF
is £14,950.

Complete CNC
Solutions Ltd

C12

Visitors to the Complete CNC Solutions
stand at Sign and Digital this year will see
the public show debut of the company’s new
line of Protek routing and production system
in addition to the Tekcel systems that Complete CNC Solutions is best known for.
The new Protek line satisfies the need
for a routing and production system that
makes sense in an age where digital print
factors in most production settings and print
finishing is a growing need. Rather than dedicate this need to a lightweight system entirely focussed on a narrow application set,
Complete CNC makes the case with its Protek line that highly productive routing and finishing can actually go hand-in-hand with
extraordinarily high quality uniting the two.
There’s also room on the stand for one
of Complete CNC Solutions' Tekcel routers.
Long regarded as an industry workhorse, the
Tekcel line offers its users a blend of productivity and endless versatility with yield
great output produced at optimal cost. The
heavily engineered Tekcel systems perform
uncomplainingly and demolish the biggest
workloads with ease.
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Rounding out the Complete CNC Solutions offering at Sign and Digital is a range
of tooling offering quality and remarkable
value.

Corel UK Ltd

C44

Once again Corel will be running a series of
free workshops at the show. The Corel Theatre will play host to six CorelDRAW workshops each day plus two drop- in surgeries
where users can bring along a project on a
memory stick to get expert advice from the
Corel team.
Marketing Manager James Phillips
said: “We love catching up with regular faces
at Sign & Digital UK plus meeting new users
of CorelDRAW and those interested in learning more about what is the de facto standard
software for signmakers. It’s always really
satisfying to be able to help users optimise
their workflows and their project throughputs”.
Corel will also welcome members of
the Wilcom and DecoNetwork teams to the
podium to offer insights into DecoStudio software and the DecoNetwork platform. The
content will be tailored to the show’s audience and there will be a chance to get your
questions answered.
As well as the two drop-in-surgeries
this year’s daily workshop schedule includes
an overview of new features, a step-by-step
marketing materials project using DecoNetwork to sell personalised goods online,
Wilcom DecoStudio e3 with CorelDRAW,
tips and tricks on tracing and working with
Corel PHOTO-PAINT, part of CorelDRAW.

CR Clarke & Co (UK) Ltd K16
We are designers and manufacturers of thermoforming and plastic fabrication equipment, specialising in:
Strip Heaters for bending plastics up to
25mm in thickness and 3 metres in length
Vacuum Forming Machines up to 1300 x
600mm sheet size
Diamond Polishing Machines for polishing
the edges of plastic sheets
Dye Sublimation equipment for shaped objects such as phone covers, tablet covers
We are the UK distributor for Eurolaser Laser
Cutting Systems.

CSI Manufacturing Ltd

J64

.....Continued on page 108
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CTR Lasers

F32

CTR Lasers are British designers and manufacturers of laser cutting and laser engraving machines.
Our laser machines are deisgned for easy
operation when cutting and engraving materials, and are suitable for industrial use, business start-up, hobby/craft and education.
CTR are also the UK distributors for MicroStep CNC machines, including:
Fibre lasers cutters
Plasma cutters
Waterjet cutting machines and more!

CWE Solutions

E32

City and West End Solutions (CWE) will
highlight the need for optimal quality across
an entire digital print and finishing workflow
at Sign & Digital 2015 – from the machines
and inks, to the software, the media and the
finishing.
We’ll be showcasing the HP Latex 360
and 310 printers, which we first introduced
at Sign & Digital 2014. They’ve proved to be
incredibly popular since then, and we’ve installed more than 80 units from the HP Latex
300 range.
The water-based HP Latex Inks combine the best characteristics of solvent inks
and water-based inks for applications with
versatility and enhanced durability.
Put the HP Latex 300 range together
with the HP WallArt application for customized wall decoration, and the AVA Rip
software that’s optimised for the decorative
printing industry, and you can produce stunning results.
We’ve also recently been appointed as
the sole UK distributor for Barbieri Spectrophotometers, and we’re looking forward to
showing visitors how this top of the range
product complements our suite of wide format solutions, offering super-accurate colour
matching.
CWE will be taking a Summa wide
format cutter to Sign and Digital, demonstrating how to get the perfect cut finish,
every time.
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Preview
D&K Europe Ltd

L16

At Sign & Digital D&K will exhibit the Atlas
wide format laminator which will be linked to
a newly developed wide format cross-cutter
producing sheets from the encapsulated web
exiting the laminator.
The cutter will be shown in-line with the
165cms multi-function version of Atlas laminator – it is also available in an “x-y” version.
In that format the length can be controlled by
the reading of crop marks programmable
into many printers RIPs, and central and side
trimming set manually.
More than ever, printers are looking at
ways of cutting costs, increasing profitability
and gaining additional business over their
competitors. One way this can be achieved,
with a relatively small outlay, is to bring certain aspects of finishing in-house. Having a
laminator in house can give more control in
meeting tight deadlines, giving an edge over
the competition and adding the potential for
additional profit. So making its sign market
debut at the show will be the Europa B2 fully
automated laminator. Compact and easy to
use the Europa is designed for today’s printon-demand market.
Details of D & K’s extensive range of
hot and cold mounting and laminating films,
together with their thermal lamination products, will also be available.

Delcam

H36

ArtCAM's artistic CADCAM software range
starts from as little as £99 and comprises the
entry-level version; ArtCAM Express for
users new to CNC machining; ArtCAM Insignia the introductory 3D modelling package; ArtCAM Pro for more complex 2D and
3D design and manufacture; and ArtCAM
JewelSmith for the jewellery industry.
ArtCAM's versatility and it's impressive
features mean that it's consistently the number one CNC software choice for hundreds
of industries worldwide. Each ArtCAM product has been built from our award-winning
CADCAM engine and is tailored to suit the
needs of the smallest home hobbyists through
to the largest manufacturing organisations.

Digiprint Supplies

C31

Selection, service and speed. Digiprint Supplies is the only one-stop online shop for
spare parts, accessories, software and tools
for all eco-solvent, solvent and UV digital
wide-format printers. Established in 2007,
we were the first company in the world to
offer dedicated solutions to this market online. And today we continue to lead the industry, offering innovations and opening
information to empower printing professionals like you.
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With headquarters and full inventory in
Brussels, we offer faster-than-local shipping
options, including overnight delivery to the
UK.
Shop Europe’s largest stock of OEM
spare parts and tools as well as tested, highquality generic options; all with full manufacturer warranties.

Display Makers UK Ltd
t/a ISOframe

G60

ISOframe is a UK manufactured, aluminium
framework assembled without tools and can
be clad with a wide range of 800mm wide
printable substrates. Stands are portable,
reusable and reconfigurable. New semi-flexible display product coming soon for 2015!

Dublin Sign.ie

H28

Emo Neon

J36

Emo Neon is manufacturing company specialising in all kinds of illuminated signs.
Our customers are both large corporations and smaller businesses interested in
creating a modern image. Emo Neon has existed since 1990.
We have come a long way during 20
years, continuously implementing new technologies and ways of labour organisation
which allow us to meet the requirements of
even the most demanding customers.
We produce LED illumnated boxletters,
lightboxes and pylons.
Special promotion on Profile 30- high
quality, full acrylic ultra thin letters, only 30
milimeters deep. Perfect solution for small
signs. Profile 30 are water-resistant, suitable
for both indoor and outdoor application and
easy for mounting on the wall

Esko

H12

Esko is a global supplier of integrated solutions for the packaging and labels, sign and
display, commercial printing and professional
publishing industries. Esko products and
services drive profitability in the packaging
and printing supply chain by reducing timeto-market and raising productivity.
Enfocus, with its suite of automation
solutions and PDF quality control tools for
printers, publishers, and graphic designers,
is part of Esko.

expo messesysteme.de
GmbH
L18
We are the preferred contact point for mobile
marketing and presentation systems for
more than 4000 professional service providers!

Fujifilm
Most of our customers are from the sign
making, digital printing, exhibition stand constructing, advertising, and event marketing
sectors. All of our customers appreciate our
good quality, great availability of goods in
stock, and fair price, as well as our reliable
service.
Our portfolio includes roll-ups, Aboards, displays, L-banners, X-banners,
snap frames, exhibition walls, exhibition
counters, promotion tents, event equipment,
and much more!

Fairfield Displays
& Lighting Ltd

A30

Special show offers
Fairfield Displays are looking for professional
people to promote the LED Light Pockets™.
A must see product at the show. Last year
Fairfield sold more than 25,000 pockets this
is just the tip of the potential of this product.
Launching at the show
‘Sunbright’ sunlight readable screens.
Customers are always asking for bright
screens which will work in windows. Fairfield
will be launching the ‘Sunbright’ screen
which is 1500 cdn2 bright which three times
brighter than standard
professional screens. The sunlight
readable screens will be available from
32”up 55” and are supplied as media players or as cloud based solution.
Also to be launched at the show will be a totally new way to illuminate signs.
Many new models of Light Pockets™
will be on display at the show.
To be displayed on the Fairfield Stand
Full range of LED Light Pockets™, including
wall mounted, suspended on cables and
rods, plus innovative ways to power the units
to make them easier to install.
Full range of digital screens including
the latest HD media players, android network
screens and the latest cloud based software
solutions.
- Full range of sign supports and cable systems.

FPLUK Chevron Warehouse

M40

At the Chevron Warehouse, we are committed to supplying the very best, high quality
Chevron Kits for recovery and Chapter 8 vehicle markings; as well as full retro-reflective
prismatic battenberg vehicle liveries for the
emergency services.
We are able to supply kits for a vast
range of light commercial vehicles and cars,
with next day delivery on our most popular
kits.

J10

All of our kits are manufactured using
fully approved materials that conform to industry guidelines and legislation.
Using the latest materials, edge sealing technology and our in-house design
team ensures every kit is manufactured to
the highest standards.
The kits are supplied as either individual strips taped together or with flooded yellow panels and are numbered for ease of
application. Included in each kit are door reflectors, fitting instructions and care information.
The majority of our chevron kits are
available on a removable, flexible magnetic
backing.
We also supply a range of conspicuity
products, ECE104 Tape, chevron/marker
boards, Highway Maintenance panels on dibond or self-adhesive, Beacons, Lightbars
and related vehicle safety products.

Friedham International

J34

Exhibiting at Sign & Digital UK for the fourth
successive year, finishing equipment specialist Friedheim International will be demonstrating for first time at a UK event the
Lasercomb ProDigi NEO 2517 large format
multi-functional digital cutting system. This
model is one in a range of larger format machines specifically developed by Lasercomb
for the high demands of the signage, packaging and display industries.
On the ProDigi NEO a new front end
PC featuring a colour touch screen allows
the operator to choose between automatic or
manual modes, as well as accessing the tool
database. The PC also provides operational
diagnosis.
A modular tool concept is a key feature
of the ProDigi NEO multi-functional digital
cutting system. The machine being demonstrated on the stand will incorporate a 1 kW
milling spindle with tooling for handling several different types of materials, as well as
an oscillating cutting unit.
Friedheim will also be able to provide
information on a wide variety of alternative
practical, efficient and cost-beneficial finishing processes and solutions from the other
companies within its Converting Division –
KAMA (die-cutters and folder gluers),
Kohmann (window patchers, Pick and Place,
PrintChecker and SpeedPlacer), VEGA
Group (folder gluers) and Stock (wide format
board mounting & laminating).

Fujifilm will feature the Acuity Advance
Select flatbed printer, ideal for near-photographic quality POP and signage on rigid
and roll materials at up to 32.8m2/hr,
alongside the Acuity LED 1600. This LED UV
hybrid roll-fed printer features a number
of unique Fujifilm technologies, including
a low-energy LED curing system, and is
suitable for rigid and very thin flexible
materials with best in class productivity of
20m2/hr.
Fujifilm will also showcase how its
Acuity Advance Select and Uvijet KV inks
are the perfect combination for printing high
value thermoformed objects. Once the
printing of a flat plastic sheet is completed,
it is removed to a mould where it is heated
up to take on the shape of the mould, and
then cooled. Fujifilm will display some of the
creative applications achievable by printing
on substrates like polystyrene and PETG,
both of which mould easily into new shapes
like car dashboard covers or other 3D
objects.
Finally, a euromedia area will feature a
variety of new and established creative
materials for every application. The latest
additions to the range include SmartTack
White and SmartTack Ghost; robust, PVCfree polyester self-adhesive films for
short and medium term use on smooth flat
surfaces.

FTC (UK) Ltd

GDL

K40

B30
.....Continued on page 110
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SIGN UK
Global Erecting
Sign Services Ltd

A36

We are a well established Sign Installation
Company which has been installing various
signs and banners worldwide for the past 15
years. We are a highly competent company
who are able to install all types of signage
from street level through to extreme high
level including complete building wraps and
various other creative works. Over the years
we have been approached to do a huge variety of projects, some of which are unique
and new to the media and sign industry.
We have developed with the aid of our
structural engineers our own variety of bespoke systems and fixing methods to enable
us to install huge PVC/mesh images totalling
thousands of square metres to scaffold/steel
work structures, brick/stonework buildings or
open spaces; which are all largely exposed
and are effected by heavy winds from all directions.

Graphityp UK Ltd

H30

You can achieve such a lot with a GCC
LaserPro machine from Grafityp UK Ltd.
With a LaserPro you can produce stunning
results on all kinds of work, from the most intricate cutting of paper products to engraving on stone, wood, tiles and many other
substrates.
For anyone short on space, smaller
businesses, or those wishing to enter the
world of engraving as a new venture, the excellent C180II desktop model is a perfect
choice.
It comes in three power options, has a
work area of 458 x 309mm and outputs just
as well as others in the range, the only difference being it sits on a benchtop rather
than stand alone.
The LaserPro Mercury III, Spirit LS and
Spirit GLS are all stand alone units. These
machines come in a variety of power options
and packed with innovative features.
LaserPro’s perform real 3D engraving
which which gives some stunning results
and rotary attachments are available for engraving on cylindrical objects. For the LaserPro Spirits there is a roll to roll auto feeder
which is an automated feed system for use
with roll materials and can allow delicate engraved patterns on garment films that can be
heat pressed without the need for weeding.
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Preview
Graphityp UK Ltd

J30

Our display will include our superb range of
Graficast, Grafitack, GrafiPrint and GrafiWrap films. Plenty of choice in sign making
films with up to 10 year lifespan and the
GrafiWrap Automotive and Decorative range
has some super materials. The GrafiPrint
range contains print media for every kind of
application as well as complementing laminates and includes the GrafiWrap printable
vehicle wrap system.

competitive prices to all our clients in the UK.
Our range of digital printing substrates can
be used for banners, mesh building wraps,
billboard posters, back-lit signs, canvas
backdrops, wall covering, retail graphics, exhibition stands and shell schemes. Our materials are compatible with Solvent / Eco
Solvent, UV and Latex inks types. Swatches
and samples available on request. Products
are available for indoor and outdoor use.

Granthams Ltd

For textile decorators there is a wide
range of films available for both CAD cut and
printed designs and produced by Siser in Europe. These include many special effects for
unique creations and some new colours
added to existing ranges. There are some
new transfer papers for inkjet and laser printing, collectively known as Forever. Some
new heat presses from Stahls and new accessories too have been introduced alongside existing models from Siser and SEFA.
There will be solvent/eco solvent printers and print and cut machines from Roland
and Mutoh. As well as UV and 3D printers
from Roland and a selection of laminating
machines. Vinyl cutters from GCC and
Roland will be there with various widths and
suited to various budgets. The excellent
range of GCC LaserPro machines will be
there demonstrating their ability, with models
available from desktop to industrial output.
Plenty to see and of course show offers!

GRAFIX UK Ltd

B34

Grafix uk ltd is one of the biggest fast growing professional supplier in UK of large
format digital printing medias. We supply self
adhesive vinyl in different grades, papers,
canvas materials, back lit film, grey back
roll-up banners media, perforated vinyl,
different grades of banners, digital printing
reflective banner and vinyl, roll up stands
and eyelets etc.
We hold large quantities of material in
stock and with a next day UK delivery service. Our goal is to deliver high quality sign
making products and exceptional service at
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A10

Specialising in solutions for signs, graphics,
fine art and photography, Granthams are
using Sign UK to promote its latest solutions
for wide format digital output. Including the
new Mimaki CJV150 integrated printer/cutter and the Mimaki UJF6042 Flatbed Printer.
Granthams supply a wide range of large format indoor and outdoor systems from Mimaki, HP, Canon, and Epson. Granthams
also supply a wide range of cutting solutions
for general signmaking, such as contour-cut
and die-cut solutions from Graphtec and Mimaki, as well as FlexiSIGN and SignLAB
signmaking software for the PC.
Finishing solutions including trimmers
and laminating systems are fast becoming
'must have' accessories. Granthams offer a
wide variety of laminators from the popular
Easymount & Seal range of hot and cold
laminators, which offer solutions to suit every
budget.

Graphic Printing
Technologies (GPT)

D20

Graphic Printing Technologies (GPT) has announced that it will have be showing the HP
Latex Range of printers at Sign and Digital
2015 as part of its comprehensive range of
wide format printing solutions. HP’s 300 series, launched earlier this year, has already
proven itself as a top performer for a range of
signage and printing applications.
Powered by third-generation, waterbased HP Latex ink technology, the HP
Latex 300 Printer series helps low-volume
customers efficiently handle more outdoor
and indoor applications with improved durability and image quality. Shaun Thompson,
general manager of GPT, said: “It makes a
lot of sense for GPT to be a reseller for the
HP Latex range. They are printers that many
customers are very keen to take a close look
at and we can bring many years of experience and knowledge to these demonstrations to ensure they select the best solution
for their needs.”
.....Continued on page 112

SIGN UK
Graphtec GB Ltd

F52

Graphtec GB will show a range of cutting
and finishing solutions as well as launch the
FlexiCloud subscription software package.
Products to be demonstrated include the latest upgraded FC8600, the CE6000-60 and
the desktop Portrait and Silhouette CAMEO
plotter/cutters together with the PolyDrop 3D
doming system.

Preview
Hawkspace
Industry Ltd

D62

Hewlett-Packard

D30

Hitech LED

J56

HitechLed is a leading company in the
production of LED devices for visual communication, signs and lighting systems. The
main production lines are: manufacture of
LED clocks, graphic panels, LED display for
fuel service stations, LED panels for bus and
info city as well as LED modules for signs
lighting.

HPC Laser Ltd

Enhancements to the flagship FC8600
apply to the ARMS 5.0 Advanced Registration Mark System and to the Graphtec
Studio software that is supplied free as
part of the new offering. The ARMS function
now incorporates the new ISM (Intelligent
Scan Mode) facility that significantly
improves the tracking and cutting accuracy
in longer length print and cut applications.
As well as expanding the range of materials
that can be processed, while the Graphtec
Studio software program now has EPS
support.
The CE6000-60 is one of a family
of three plotter/cutters that claim a new costto-performance benchmark for cutting
technology.
The Silhouette Portrait is the latest
addition to the popular range of Silhouette
desktop cutters. The PolyDrop doming
system enables the addition of highly
individualistic and intuitive 3D imagery to
a wide range of materials. It can be used
not only for signs and displays but also
those engineered specifically for the
lucrative print wear and promotional products market.

Gravograph Ltd

C50

Hanolex Ltd

M20

Adhesives/tapes; exterior signage; interior
signage; pop-up display systems / roll-up
banners; print finishing equipment, sign and
print consumables / substrates; and sign fixings / tools.
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G64

HPC Laser Ltd offer a wide range of affordable laser cutting and engraving machines
ideal for the personalisation market.
Our machines offer a fast, efficent and
cost effective process of cutting, engraving
and marking onto materials such as; laminate, metal, glass, acrylic, textiles, wood,
paper, card, leather.
HPC have supplied over 2000 machines across UK mainland to businesses,
schools and universities.
Come along to our stand and speak to
one of our trained engineers who will be offering working demonstrations of one of our
laser cutting and engraving machines.
Orders placed within one month of the
show will receive 3% discount off the machine price.

Hybrid Services

Mimaki’s JV150 solvent or dye sublimation printer will be making its first UK outing alongside its 'ultra fast' sister machine –
the JV300.
The final part of the new wide format
jigsaw from Mimaki is the CJV300 – the company’s top of the range integrated printer/cutter which features speeds of up to 105m sq
per hour – yet comes with an attractive
price tag.
Featuring alongside the sign and
graphics machines, Mimaki’s market-leading
flatbed and roll-to-roll LED UV portfolio is expected to be a major draw for visitors. Following a debut at the 2014 show, where the
first machine was sold within 10 minutes of
the doors opening, the JFX200 8’ x 4’ flatbed
is already building on its reputation.
Hybrid will also be featuring three of Mimaki’s small format LED UV flatbed printers
from the UJF range – the ideal solution for
printing direct to object on small items to add
significant value and revenue streams to almost any printing business.

I-Sub Ltd

D10
Image2Output

Mimaki’s exclusive UK and Irish distributor,
Hybrid Services Ltd will be using Sign & Digital UK to launch a raft of new wide format
printers for the sign and graphics sector. Pioneering new products across all sizes,
speeds and price points will feature on the
company’s stand, situated at the entrance to
the show, including all new printers and integrated printer/cutters.
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E10

We offer a digital printing and finishing solution to any application in the market we can
assist you in sourcing the best solutions for
your business.
We are agents for:
Agfa - Flatbed and roll to roll UV printers.
Dgen - Dye Sublimation and Textile machines.
Epson - Dye Sublimation Printers.
Mimaki - UV, Solvent, Dye Sublimation and
textile machines.
Monti Antonio - Heat press machines.
Zund - Digital cutting systems.

H22

At Image2output, we provide speciality services and supply high-level integrated systems to graphics arts industry.
We specialise in colour management,
software RIPs, wide-format printing and
proofing, workflow systems and inkjet consumables.
Image2output have an impressive portfolio of software, hardware and consumable
products available, all selected for their best
in their class status, working with key partners such as Caldera, Nutec, SignRacer and
Mutoh.
Our main asset is our proven track
record in providing turn-key solutions, managing complex projects, introducing new
technologies and helping businesses realise
commercial opportunities.

Indasol

K37

INDASOL are this year launching a range of
easy to use, long lasting and cost effective
Sign making - UHB structural tapes; 'no read
through' two-part locator bonding adhesives;
One For All fixing adhesive; and a unique
LED mounting tape.

We have also updated our SIGNBLOCK 3D material which will also be on
display. These products follow the same high
quality, high performance trend that all of our
products follow. And offer the sign making
professional confidence and peace of mind
with every fabrication and installation. Located in the heart of the country, we offer
next day service, free of charge on site technical advice and can produce widths of tapes
to suit your needs. Dedicated to the sign professional, we understand your needs and
our range of bonding, fixing and sealing
products have been developed specifically
for your applications. Whatever substrate
you are working with (BCP, ACM, DI-BOND,
steel, acrylic, polycarbonate, glass, wood,
brick or pretty much anything), we have a
product to meet your needs. We will be hosting live bonding demonstrations, answering
your technical questions and giving away
plenty of free samples. We look forward to
seeing you there.

InkTec/Jetrix

G20

JETRIX will use the show as a launch pad
for the European debut of their brand new
3.2m UV roll printer, the JETRIX RX3200.

The New JETRIX RX3200 is a superwide production speed 3.2m Roll to Roll UV
printer designed based on rapid speeds and
a high precision concept.
Whilst the printer is new, the technology inside is tried and tested. It comes
equipped with sixteen Konica KM series
(14PL) print heads and achieves outstanding print quality of up to 1440dpi. InkTec’s tailor-made UV ink gives excellent adhesion to
a wide variety of substrates and the colours
are extremely vibrant. The RX3200 will be
available either as a four colour (CMYK) or
eight colour (CMYK Light Cyan Light Magenta Light Black and Light Yellow) ink configuration.
The RX3200 is capable of printing at
speeds up to 169sqm per hour in production
mode down to a very respectable 36sqm per
hour in the best quality setting. There are
some handy features on the printer, such as
the option to loads multiple rolls on the feed
to print at the same time, an easy winding
system for heavy media and an automatic
nozzle cleaning function.

Innova Art Ltd

K11

Innova Art is the manufacturer of a range of
print media suitable for a wide variety of
graphic displays. Unmissable products include the JetMaster Direct Print Photo Wrap;
make canvas effect frames straight from
your UV flatbed printer and YouTac Textile a
completely repositionable textile with intelligent adhesive.

Installation Squad Ltd

J42

Installation Squad is your first port of call to
supply an instant workforce of fitters and installation specialists for any job across the
country. From small, temporary installs to
large nationwide roll outs, we have the manpower to get the job done.
We have a vast range of signage installation engineers and vinyl experts at
hand, with an array of specialist subjects
such as: neon light work, elevated installs,
modern media techniques and vehicle wrapping. So whatever you need, wherever you
need it, we can provide you with a competitive quotation.
Installation Squad will always send
qualified fitters best suited for the job in
question, bringing with them their vast knowledge and experience. We will supply all
equipment, tools and machinery to complete
the task and on completion will clear the site
ready for inspection. Installation Squad work
around the clock throughout the country installing all kinds of signage and graphics.

ITC Ltd

F42

The cutting tool 'solution provider' Industrial
Tooling Corporation (ITC) has a new range
of knife and plotting tools.
Alongside the new knife tool portfolio,
ITC will once again be highlighting the
new coating for the established 3061 Series
of tools for machining stainless steel
and similar exotic materials; the extension
of the market leading 180 Series of cutters;
and the 4071 Series of cutters for the
machining and chamfering of foamex,
plastic wood, MDF and additional abrasive
materials.
Further developments that will be on
show include the proven 2041 Series. This
incorporates an innovative geometry with
enhanced wiper flats and polished flutes that
improve swarf clearance, especially when
conducting pocketing operations on acrylic,
aluminium and wood. The result is exceptional surface finishes and the elimination of
scouring type marks. Other products on
show will include the addition of three
flute cutters to the 2091 Series of Up and
Downcut tools and the 2121 Series of extra
long cutters for machining difficult to
reach surfaces.
Supporting the new and established
products at Sign UK, ITC will be demonstrating its leading solutions for issues such
as de-laminating, excessive burrs, poor
surface finishes and the ability to eliminate
hand finishing in many instances. This level
of service and technical support will
be demonstrated at the show with ITC's
technical experts on hand to discuss any
issues show visitors may have with cutting
materials of all types.

J&B Sewing
Machine Co Ltd

J62

J-Point Ltd

E64

Specialists in large-format digital printing.
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SIGN UK
Josero

H40

Josero will be using Sign & Digital UK to
show off the wide range of products it has
available from its Cambridge office. Josero
will feature:
The Ricoh L4160 – as an approved
Ricoh Wide Format dealer Josero is selling
and supporting the full range of Ricoh wide
format products, with particular emphasis on
the L4100 Series Latex Printer, MFP’s and
CAD printers. The L4160 will be featured on
the Josero stand, where the team will
demonstrate its latex advantages for non-degassing, its pantone matching and white ink
capabilities.
The Bubble Free Applicator – a tremendous success since its launch at Sign UK
two years ago, this applicator is one of
Josero’s top sellers. The Bubble Free Applicator allows a single operator to mount and
laminate a wide range of materials in super
fast time whilst eliminating the danger of
bubbles or creases.
Triangle Inks – Josero will also be promoting its range of Triangle inks, including
the RXV ink for the Roland® Pro 4 series,
the MSS eco solvent inks for Mimaki® wide
format printers, as well as EDX, the eco solvent ink for Roland® printers.
The Josero team will be giving away
free cartridges of RXV, EDX and MSS ink for
new users to try.

JSC "ADMEN Baltic"

J50

Landor UK Ltd

E40

Digital imaging specialist distributor Landor
UK Ltd will be launching several new products at the show.
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Preview
Under our new product category brand
“Landor Surface Appeal” we will be presenting several new products including two new
additions to the Landor Phototex self adhesive fabric range. New Phototex OS an
opaque version suitable for printing with solvent; eco solvent; and UV and Latex inks.
New Phototex S FR a fire rated version of
the very popular Phototex S.
We will also be presenting several new
liquid protective coatings and primers plus
inkjet media for current and new specialist
applications including new Glassadhere for
glass decoration.
Our focus at the exhibition will be to
demonstrate the applications to visitors giving them a first hand insight of their quality
and ease of use.

Laserplas/Leeds
Laser Cutting Ltd

K20

Latitude Mapping

M12

Latitude specialise in the design and production of mapping for wall mounting,
brochures, websites and directional signage.
We can offer touchscreen wayfinding mapping - ideal for universities, schools and hospitals. Latitude is an Ordnance Survey
Premier Partner and also offers mapping for
planning applications to erect and install signage.

Ledyoung Technology
Corporation

A60

Leopold

F60

COLEX will demonstrating live their 1600 x
3100 SharpCut Flat Bed cutter suitable for a
wide range of rigid substrates such as
Foamex, DiBond, Acrylic, Straight Cut and
Shapes.
The Triple Interchangeable Tool Head
station allows the operator the capability of
changing application tools within the same
job without manual intervention. Three tools
are always loaded in the cutter allowing it to
select the appropriate tool required for the
job.
FOTOBA launch new XL170 WP and
rewinders for wallpaper:
The XLD 170 WP is unique and is designed to finish wallpaper production with
precision and accuracy. Wallpaper can be
trimmed for exact butting up of images. No
overlapping, no visual gaps between images
and seamless wall presentation.
The REW105/160 can take up to two
rolls of wallpaper media simultaneously and
rewind on exit from the cutter automating
wallpaper production
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The XLD utilises the Fotoba Cut Marks
which are embedded in all the popular software RIP's. The XLD170 is the ideal partner
to all the new fast printers, even for the 5m
machines printing three rolls simultaneously.
The On-A-Roll Lifter is a new Heavy Roll
transporter for moving rolls of media around
the production floor.

Lion Picture
Framing Supplies Ltd

M60

Frame What You Print’ at Sign & Digital 2015.
LION will show visitors how easy it is to
turn what they print on canvas or paper into
profitable wall décor.
Why frame what you print?
Complement and extend existing print and
sign services
Make higher value products
Build a more diverse customer base
LION will feature demonstrations of:
Stretching canvas prints
Mounting and laminating prints
Cutting and joining L Style frames

Listawood Promotional
Products
K12
Listawood are one of Europe’s leading suppliers of high quality printable products, consumables and equipment for sublimation
printing.
Our very own, state-of-the-art robotic
spray line enables us to supply a unique
product offering including patent protected
Duraglaze® PhotoMugs; the only truly 100%
dishwasher proof PhotoMug on the market,
independently tested to over 2000 washes
and supplied with a lifetime guarantee. Our
new SatinSub® Mugs bring a new dimension
to sublimation printing with a patent protected Satin finish.
Our highly trained staff have extensive
knowledge of the dye sublimation process
and are on hand to provide expert advice.
We work with a carefully selected network of
distributors supplying brands such as SubliJet® and Rotech® Inks, Hix & Genie Heat
Presses and Epson and Ricoh printers.
Come and visit our stand to preview
our exciting new products for 2015 and for
exclusive show offers.

Mart Group

H66

Manufacturer of Iluminated build up letters
and corporate ID systems.
We are a direct importer of laminators,
aluminum channel bending machines, stainless steel bending machines, stainless steel
laser welding machines and CNC Routers.
We also supply aluminium and stainless
steel channels and all of our machine parts.

Maxicam Ltd
Micrographics

C36

MMG Flags

A62

We offer You flags, beachflags, toothpicks,
mini flags, banners (mesh, PVC, textile), roll
ups and advertising clothing. We provide
very high quality in a reasonable price and
also professional and great service.

With almost 20 years experience in large format print and signage, MicroGraphics Colour
Imaging are using SDUK to branch out with
a new side to our business that brings two new
product ranges to the sign and display trade.
Firstly we are introducing the 'Obelisk
Turbo' CNC foam cutter. Developed in Hungary, the Obelisk is a highly cost effective
way to cut 3D letters and logos from inexpensive foam sheet. By using XPS foam,
commonly used for building insulation, lightweight moisture repellant lettering can be
easily created for signage and display.
Our second new product is the 'Tabboy'
range of secure enclosures and floor-stands
for iPads and Android/Windows tablets. Produced in Holland, Tabboy enclosures are
manufactured from powder coated steel and
offer a very high level of security. A unique
feature of the Tabboy range is it's modular
construction which gives the system great
flexibility and enables enclosures to be supplied for almost any tablet with screen sizes
from 7” to 12”.
Both the Obelisk and Tabboy ranges
are now available in the UK exclusively from
MicroGraphics.

Mid West Displays

C32

Mid West Displays are pleased to announce
that this year we will again be exhibiting at
Sign & Digital UK. We will showcase our
most popular displays as well as introducing
you to some exciting new display designs.
We design and manufacture ‘off the shelf’
and bespoke displays. We customise many
of the designs that feature on our website
and in our brochure. We encourage you to
get in contact with our team who will be able
to assist and help in the design of your display so that it suits your business and style.

Mida Sign Services

G62

We are a specialist, nationwide installation
company for all types of signage, graphics
and banners. With over 31 years of experience and knowledge within the signage and
graphic trade.
Our installation teams install a wide
range of signs, graphics and banner, from
one off contracts to multi re-branding and reimaging projects nationwide. They are fully
trained in the safe use of access machines,
scaffolding and carry the relevant safety and
training certification.
In addition to the installation service we
offer a trade digital printing service for colour
vinyl graphics, banners and also direct to
substrate such as hoarding panels, wood,
glass etc. this is complimented with cut and
trim routing.

Mnumi

B32

M36

It has taken us over 10 years to develop a
web to print system capable of satisfying all
the needs of an online printing house – today
we see ourselves as experts in the field. Our
goal is to share our knowledge and above
all, to implement our ideas in printing houses
across the world.
We aim to ensure that printing houses
using our software can operate more effectively. To this end, we carefully follow the latest achievements in IT, with particular focus
on the needs of the printing industry. Thanks
to the results of our work and many years of
experience in running a printing house, we
feel entitled to claim that we have developed
the best web to print system.

Mounters Mate

H54

Exterior signage; interior signage; POS / display systems; print finishing equipment; wide
format digital printers.

Mtex

B10

MTEX Technologies will create a ‘UK first’
at Sign & Digital UK 2015, showing the
newly launched MTEX Vision with direct
disperse inks and the MTEX PAD coating
machine together as a ‘snapshot’ of its total
turnkey solutions.
The new 1.85m wide MTEX Vision is
designed to offer an alternative production
method to transfer printing, and offers direct
printing onto four-way stretch fabrics with excellent and vibrant colours, and deep dense
blacks.
There’s no paper involved, with print
and fix as one process. It’s powered by Mimaki and the Ricoh print heads print up to
1200 dpi. The Vision is available now with direct disperse inks for polyester, reactive and
acid inks for cotton and silk, and it will soon
have a pigment ink option for poly cotton and
natural fibre fabrics.

The MTEX PAD is designed to pre-treat
and coat textiles with production speeds of
between 30 and 140 linear metres per hour.
There are two coating options of immersion
or a surface coating, and the infrared drying
system delivers fully dried fabrics.
It can be used as a standalone machine or in-line with the MTEX 500, MTEX
Vision and MTEX Turbo 1.8m wide printers,
effectively allowing users to coat their own
medias prior to printing.
The MTEX Steamer and the MTEX
W&D washing and drying machine complete
the MTEX direct-to-textile family.

Multipanel UK Ltd

C40

Multipanel UK Ltd produces its range of Alupanel® Aluminium Composite Panels at a
new production site near Dover in Kent.
The company has relocated its manufacturing operation from China to a new, cutting
edge, high speed production line which
uses the most advanced technology in the
industry. This move will not only enhance
the already high standards of Alupanel®
products thanks to the use of the very best
raw materials from European suppliers; but
it will also reduce delivery times and enable
the company to respond more quickly to
market demands.
Covering an area of more than 10,000
square metres, the multi-million pound investment project includes warehousing, administration and production facilities with an
annual capacity to produce five million square
metres of Aluminium Composite Panels.
The only ACP made in the UK, Alupanel® is an extremely rigid, flat, smooth sheet
with a high quality PE paint finish making it ideal
for signage, display graphics and shopfitting.
Our new product, Alupanel A-Lite, has
a premium A5005 alloy skin which provides
outstanding corrosion resistance and means
this product can be worked with ease.

Neschen

D40

Neschen UK brings you the full range of
Neschen products, which is one of the most
comprehensive available providing sign
makers with innovative and unique media.
Find out how Neschen media can help your
signage really make an impact!

Nova Chrome UK Ltd

H64

Nova Chrome UK are suppliers of dye sublimation printing equipment, consumables
and printable products. This range includes
products including woods, glass, aluminium,
plastics, fabrics and many other substrates.
Boasting a range of systems from A4
through to A0, Nova Chrome also provide
industry renowned customer service and
support.
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SIGN UK
Nth Degree Imaging

K24

Nth Degree Imaging are the UK’s premier
supplier of solutions for the Graphic Arts
industry.
We are approved dealers for wide format digital inkjet devices from Roland, Epson
and Canon. As well as RIP and colour management workflows from Caldera, CGS and
EFI for sign and display graphics, proofing
and packaging solutions accompanied by an
array of cutters, trimmers and laminators.
With our Web2Print and Puzzleflow
workflow systems we aim to streamline not
only the print solutions our customers come
to us for, but offer a whole solution from the
concept to delivery with evolving technologies available to the print industry.
We have our own 'Positiv' range of
media that is sourced, tested and distributed
by us to guarantee high quality results and
colour that today's sign and display market
demands.
We also offer Augmented Reality solutions allowing our customers to bring their
'print to life'.

One Digital Solutions

E50

Onyx

D40

ONYX Graphics, Inc. was founded in 1989
in Salt Lake City, Utah, United States. The
founders set out to help customers achieve
colour printing on eletrostatic printers for
short run, large format printing. In fact, the
ONYX User Group included so many market
leaders and influencers that the group became the Digital Printing and Imaging Association (DPIA), which was eventually rolled
into today’s Speciality Graphic Imaging Association (SGIA).
ONYX continues to pursue the company vision of helping customers increase
productivity, reduce costs, and gain a competitive edge with superior print and colour
quality. The ONYX product portfolio offers
end-to-end solutions for print production
workflow – from design to finishing.
We will be demonstrating the full Onyx
product portfolio on both stand D40 and
stand D30 with the HP Latex range of
printers.

Oriam Green UK Ltd

A 2

Oshino LED Lighting

M44

Oshino will demonstrate its new generation
of lighting products for the sign maker at this
year’s event including their new Super Orbis
LED Gen2 lighting system.
“Our new generation of module is now
brighter than ever producing up to 285 lumens. It’s also more efficient at up to 139 lu-
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mens per Watt and thanks to a superior
colour appearance we will demonstrate at
this year’s show how Super Orbis LED Gen2
can make colours and brands come alive,”
says Lighting Manager, Greg Nourse at
Oshino.
“And it’s even more economical for the
sign’s owner and easier for the sign maker
to install requiring from only four modules
and 9 Watts per 1 sq metre for a uniformly
lit appearance in large scale flex-face and
acrylic faced sign boxes and from just
one LED driver to power up to 31 sq metres
of sign”.
Oshino LEDs for signs is a brand name
of Oshino Lamps (UK) Ltd the wholly owned
subsidiary of Oshino Lamps, Japan, est
1931 and a prime manufacturer of miniature
light sources for the aerospace, automotive
and other industries.

PaperlinX UK

F12

Exterior signage; inks; interior signage; labels / decals; laminators / films; plotters / cutters; pop-up display systems / roll-up
banners; Print finishing equipment, Sign &
print consumables / substrates, wide format
digital printers.

Perfect Colours Ltd

C10

Perfect Colours will be unmissable at
Sign and Digital UK this year, bringing new
and established products to its largest stand
to date.
Debuting at the show is the five-colour
UV-curable InkTec Jetrix KX6. The 2.4 x
1.2m flat-bed, which the reseller supplies
with two years' free warranty, gets speeds of
up to 55sq m/hour using dual CMYK plus
four white channels.
Precision-focused printers will be interested in the Durst Omega 2, the compact but
powerful 1.6m hybrid which, despite its
entry-level price point, can accommodate
heat-sensitive media and produce high-quality prints at up to 1,728dpi. Perfect Colours
will also present an array of machines from
HP, such as the popular 1.62m (64") Latex
360, which prints at a top speed of 91sq
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m/hour and integrates a media cutter for
vinyl, paper and polyester film; and the small
but mighty Latex 310.
The HP Designjet Z6800 and the
Epson SureColor F6000 are likely to appeal
to display professionals looking to diversify
in 2015. A range of high-productivity cutters
from Summa will also be on the stand.
Software from Caldera; and media and
ink options completes the line up.

Perspex Distribution Ltd C40
Sign and Digital UK 2015 will mark the debut
exhibition Perspex Distribution Limited (PDL)
has to showcase their newest product range:
Transprint® Digital Media. The stand will be
home to a new range of digital print vinyl,
overlaminates and banner graphics for signage and print. The launch increases PDL’s
presence in this sector and marks their entry
into the flexible digital media market.
Launched at the end of 2014, the
Transprint® range includes over 30 products
for reel fed printers, enabling PDL to better
serve their existing signage and print
customers as well as opening up new
opportunities.
PDL also have new products for large
flatbed printers. Palfoam™ Anti-Static (AS)
Digital is the latest innovative addition to their
PVC foam range. The anti-static performance benefits sign makers in many ways –
better quality prints and better resolution as
there is no ink distortion caused by static
electricity, the prints themselves also stay
cleaner for longer as the printed panels do
not attract dirt or dust once installed.
PDL will also demonstrate the latest addition to their lighting range, alongside the
full range of Sloan LED modules. They will
also demonstrate their newest light sheet
solutions.

Photo USE Electronic
Graphic Inc.

D60

Photo USA is a leading manufacturer of sublimation-coated ceramics and all kinds of
photo image products. Founded in 1992, we
specialise in digital imaging on a variety of
substrates such as ceramics, metals,
glasses, plastics and other materials made
for the sublimation process. We are now
based on California, US for headquarters,
and have a factory and office in Beijing,
China. Our factory provides the best quality
coated mugs. We sincerely welcome customers come to visit our factories and build
solid business relationship with us.

Photocast Products

E54

Pier Steel Fabrications M32
Design services / colour management, exterior signage, installation / maintenance, Interior signage, pop-up display systems / roll-up
banners, POS / display systems, sign fixings
/ tools, sign substrates / materials.

Pixel Digital Printers

C68

Installation / maintenance, plotters / cutters,
wide format digital printers.

POS Warehouse

H60

Exterior signage, interior signage, pop-up
display systems / roll-up banners, POS / display systems, promotional wear / products,
sign substrates / materials.

PrintMAX

F30

For their seventh consecutive year at Sign
and Digital UK, Roland and Mimaki authorised dealer, printMAX, are pulling out all the
stops. This will be their biggest year yet, with
a bigger stand, a lot more products and a secret bonus for Sign and Digital UK visitors.
This year they will be introducing their
Mimaki offering for the first time at the event,
showcasing products such as the award winning JFX200 flatbed printer that is already
causing ripples in the industry for both its
price point and performance! You’ll also find
the high production roll-to-roll printer, JV300
over on the stand, the benchmark roll-to-roll,
and print technology from Mimaki with a
huge choice of ink colour configurations.
printMAX will also be bringing a wide
variety of Roland printers along with them,
including the direct to object printer, the
VersaUV LEF-20, along with the hugely
popular Versacamm VS-i series and XR-640
as well as entry level models.
printMAX will be running demonstrations along with fantastic offers and promotions
across both the Roland and Mimaki range.
You can also expect an exciting array
of competitions, give-aways and much more
from the leading UK Mimaki and Roland dealer.

Printvision (UK) Ltd

L34

Rhino is a branded product of aluminium flag
poles, bases, gazebos and accessories.
With Rhino, our aim is to offer you superior
design, quality, strength, stability and reliability in a brand you can trust. Amongst our
customers are some of the well know design
agencies, promotional distributors and
printed flag manufactures. Our range of
Feather/Teardrop and Rectangle flag and
gazebos are ideal for charities, hospices,
councils,schools, exhibitions, and all outdoor
and indoor promotional POS displays.

Quality Print Services

D2

Radecal Machine Sales
and Services
G40
Welcome to Radecal Machine Sales,
providers of new and second user print, cut,
print finishing, 3D, CNC and laser engraving
machinery.
We specialise in the sale of Piranha
CNC Routers; Aristo Premium Cutting Tables; Piranha Laser Cutter/Engravers;
Roland DG Large Format Printers; cutters/plotters; engravers; and other sign making and print finishing solutions.
Radecal are proud resellers and approved authorised dealers of all of Roland's
printers, butters and engraving equipment,
Vivid Laminating Technologies, Aristo Premium Cutting Tables, iPrint 3D Technologies
and MakerBot Technologies. We are also official resellers of CorelDraw, Vectric and
SIGNLAB software.

Reforma UK

Demonstrated at Sign & Digital will be
the ground breaking R-Jet 5 hybrid capable
of printing onto dark fabrics with no pre-treatment and a DTG printer priced at an amazing show special of £3,950.
Please contact Resolute DTG for details on these pre-show offers that extend
into Sign & Digital.

Ribbon Writer + V.I.P
Roland DG UK

E26

F34, G30

Roland DG will have two stands overflowing
with innovative ideas and applications.
Roland DG’s 3D zone will show the cutting edge technology offered by its monoFab
ARM-10 3D printer and SRM-20 3D milling
machine.

K36

Reforma UK offers vehicle graphics, colour
change vinyl wraps, motorsport graphics, office graphics, downloadable products and a
wide range of services based around everything vinyl!
Based in the heart of Bradford with a
passion for motorsport graphics and luxury
vehicles, Reforma is one of the UK’s premier
vehicle wrapping businesses, providing inhouse design and printing services as well
as the highest standards of fitting and wrapping; all delivered by our specially trained industry professionals.
In 2014 we launched our downloadable
products, perfect for other businesses like
us. These products allow you to offer customers unique visuals of their completed vehicle, quickly and easily, increasing the
likelihood of sales.
Our team of designers can produce realistic graphics and visuals in 3D using Computer Aided Design (CAD) for your business,
and will be on-hand at the show to preview
their talents and skills.

Repro Sales
& Repairs Ltd

K64

Wide format digital printers

Resolute DTG Ltd

F20

Market leaders in digital & hybrid textile
printing.
Designing and implementing innovative
garment decoration systems for over five
years Resolute DTG are the clear market
leaders in DTG technology. The Resolute
range of equipment has grown to include direct to screen makers and flat bed sign making equipment.

The Print Zone will feature the recently
launched 64” VersaEXPRESS RF-640
printer and their print-only device, the SOLJET PRO 4 XF-640, their fastest printer.
The Print and Cut Zone will showcase
Roland’s market-leading integrated print and
cut technology, including the SOLJET PRO 4
XR-640; representatives of the ever-popular
VersaCAMM VS-i and VersaCAMM SP-i series; and the CAMM-1 Pro GX-640 Vinyl Cutter.
The Personalisation Zone will show the
VersaUV LEF-20 desktop flatbed, which
prints directly onto most substrates up to
100mm thick. The LEF-20 transforms a vast
range of ordinary objects including USB
sticks, pens, badges, awards, smart phone
covers, photo frames, coasters, laptop covers and even guitar bodies, into profitable,
personalised items. The team will also
demonstrate the VersaSTUDIO BN-20 desktop printer/cutter.
At the UV Zone you will find the VersaUV LEJ-640 Hybrid Printer and its bigger
cousin - the VersaUV LEJ-640F flatbed printer.
There will be a separate stand to focus
on soft signage and textile printing, showcasing the Texart RT-640, which has become
quickly renowned for its impressive versatility and quality of output.
All companies who register and attend
Sign & Digital UK will go into a draw to win a
Texart RT-640 64” dye sublimation printer
package worth over £13,000, which includes
installation of the machine, a set of Roland
Texart inks, and a one-year RolandCare Silver warranty.
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SIGN UK
Russell & Chapple

A28

Russell & Chapple is launching www.tradestretcherbars.co.uk, a newly redesign trade
website aimed exclusively at printers, going
live at the exhibition.
Since successfully launching the Exhibition Stretcher Bar range at Sign UK in
2005, Russell & Chapple has established itself as a key supplier of stretcher bars, valued by both printers and artists for their
excellent quality and large size range.
General Manager Yanko Tihov said: “A
large proportion of our trade in artists’
stretcher bars has always been in to the print
market, and we felt it was time we developed
a dedicated selling channel that gave the
trade a better deal. Many sites offer cheap
imported bars at low prices, but out
customers have always wanted a quality
product up to 300cm long that can be bought
as single bars, rather than box quantities.
This site will cater for printers doing one-off
pieces as well as larger jobs. Since last year
we are able to make bespoke stretcher sizes
to meet specific requests.”
The site will sell individual bars as well
as pack quantities at discounted prices, with
additional bulk discounts available for larger
purchases.
The company will be promoting the
new site with introductory offers and giving
canvas stretching demonstrations on their
stand.

Sachsen Fahnen

C30

Exterior signage; interior signage; pop-up
display systems / roll-up banners; POS / display systems; printing output.

Sagetech Ltd

A27

British vertical panel saw manufacturer
Sagetech will exhibit its unique portable ZK
unit, its ZM range with enhanced dust control, and for heavier cutting loads, the new
KF range in router mode.
Each machine cuts both vertically and horizontally, minimising height requirements. All
machines available in a choice of sizes.

Service Offset
Supplies Ltd
shopVOX

H34
H7A

Shopvox is the only comprehensive, webbased, pricing, workflow management, CRM
and Point of Sale (POS) system built for your
custom shop and industry.
We serve the sign industry, print industry, awards and engraving industry, and the
promotional and apparel industry.
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Shuttleworth Business
Systems Ltd

H14

Shuttleworth, a UK’s supplier of Management Information Systems to the sign and
digital industry, will be showing the latest developments to its powerful integrated MIS
package at the exhibition.
Enhancements on display include:
The new job tracking functionality ‘Milestones’, this makes it quick and easy to view
the status of any job as it progresses
throughout the business.
The latest Production Scheduling module, including the exciting new option for automating the whole production planning
process.
A new ‘Mobile Stock app’, allows users
to update stock transactions using a mobile
device with bar code scanning if required.
A fully integrated CRM package, which
includes a mobile app enabling anyone
working remotely to access and update vital
information.
We are aiming to use this occasion to
inspire the digital industry by providing new
MIS developments and solutions that can be
used to help customers. We will show how
delivering powerful technical solutions reduce administration and increase profit.

Sign + Digital
Materials Ltd

L10

Sign Comp Europe Ltd

E60

For over 25 years the SignComp™ Tensioning Systems have been the world leader in
flexible faced signage.
After its introduction into the UK all
these years ago, it soon became the system
of preference for most vinyl signage specifiers. And at a time when global branding
strategies was commonplace in the marketing world, the system inevitably became the
premier flexible sign solution in mainland Europe.
In more recent times SignComp™
have added to their product portfolio,
The superb Balt range of LEDs.
ZIP.TRIM, a plastic moulding that form fits
any style of lettering.
Soft Signage, a fabric tensioning system
without the silicon strip.

Sign Elite (Real Insurance
Group Ltd)
A16
SignElite is an Insurance product designed
specifically for the sign and graphics industry. Whether you design, manufacture, install
or do all three, the SignElite policy is tailor
made to suit your business requirements.
There is no height limit and no exclusion for using heat guns and angle grinders
away from the business premises.
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In addition our standard Public/Products Liability limit is £5,000,000 with the option to
increase this to £10,000,000 should this be
required. Damage to property being worked
upon is also covered so if you wrap or apply
graphics to vehicles or windows this will be
an important one for you!

Sign Making Tools

C54

The UK's only dedicated sign making and
vehicle wrapping tool supplier.

Sign Pro Systems

D44

Sign-Tronic

H38

Design services / colour management, exterior signage, inks, interior signage, wide format digital printers.

Sign Update

H4

Established in 1990 and published seven
times a year, Sign Update covers the many
different aspects of the sign trade and related news. We have a circulation of more
than 8,000 unique companies to target the
decision makers such as sign makers,
screen and digital printers, shop fitters, sign
writers and engravers.

Signgeer

L30

Signgeer celebrate 18 years of sign tool innovation this year. Pop by their stand to see
some interesting demonstrations using their
cool gadgets, receive advice on how to overcome any finishing problems or to simply
speed up your fabrication and installation
process…..plus don’t forget to pick up a
voucher for some great show offers.

Signmaster Systems Ltd B36

Authorised Roland and Seiko dealer Signmaster reveals this year’s stand at Sign UK
will be bigger and better than ever, with a
new super-wide format machine to showcase, big savings on top brands and fantastic prizes to be won.
They will launch the next generation H
Series Seiko ColorPainter. See it first at Sign
UK.
Also on show will be the award winning
Seiko M-64s, a popular best-seller for indoor
and outdoor applications.

The smallest of the league, the ColorPainter W-54s will also be on display with its
unique Neon ink. Available in yellow and
pink, the Neon ink is the first solvent-based
fluorescent ink in the world and has been developed for use on the ColorPainter W series wide-format printers. These two colours
can be printed not only as spot colours, but
also as composite colours with CMYK.
Signmaster will also be demonstrating
a range of Roland printers such as the Versa
UV range using Roland’s market leading UV
ink formulation. The Versa LEF-20 is capable
of printing onto a vast range of materials,
wood, acrylic, plastics, metals, slate and
comes standard with opaque white ink and
also a gloss cartridge.
Roland’s Soljet Pro4 XR-640 features
a dual inline print head configuration that is
mirrored through seven colours to ensure
consistent imaging with bi-directional printing.
The Versa Camm VS-540i features five
different ink configurations including metallic, white and light black. This integrated
printer/cutter saves valuable time and effort
by eliminating the need to reload and reposition graphics.

Signs to Signs Ltd

A24

Signs 2 Signs are a trade signage manufacture based in Manchester with 20 years experience supplying sign company's
throughout the UK and Europe
We specialize in the manufacture of
acrylic built up letters though to bespoke signage in all shapes and sizes
Were a well equip and knowledgeable
sign company with state of the machinery
and time served fabricators.

SignStore

M26

The chances are you already have a website. It might show examples of your previous work, testimonials, where you are and
what you do. You may even give the user the
ability to pick and order a product. What it
probably doesn't do is allow your customers
to choose their product (be it a sign, banner,
decal etc), design it online, purchase it from
you and get a print ready artwork file, without
having to visit you or pick up the phone.
That's where SignStore.net comes in!
We specialise in affordable, turnkey
eCommerce website solutions specifically
tailored to the needs of sign makers and provide you with everything you need to sell
signs online. Our websites encourage high
visitor levels by providing a search engine
friendly and professional online store which
can be fully customised with no technical
abilities required. Visitors can browse
through a pre-loaded catalogue of popular
signs and banners and once selected,

choose to customise an existing product or
design their own sign.
Show offer: If you sign up for SignStore
on our stand, we’ll give you two months free!

SMGG’s stand will also feature the
Easy Rack storage system, which offers the
perfect solution to the challenges of storing
wide-format media.

Signwaves

Smurfit Kappa Cor-Trade K34

B60

Signwaves are the UK’s largest designer and
manufacturer of point-of-sale signs. From
pavement to product display, forecourt to
showroom, window to counter, Signwaves
provides unique products that helps brands
entice customers to buy. The nation’s most
popular pavement signs, Signwaves’ Ecoflex
and Swinger, can be seen on almost every
high street.
At this year’s Sign and Digital UK, Signwaves are showcasing exciting new products for 2015 including the improved
Adfresco Café Barrier System. Now available in stylish black as well as stainless
steel, this patented barrier system lets the
user partition areas, inside and out, whilst
providing a great way to display their brand.
It’s ideal for pavement seating areas,
guiding queues or simply grabbing attention.
The Ecoflex family also has a new member;
the Ecoflextra. Now with an even larger display area, customers won’t miss it!
If you would like to learn more about
how we can help you and your customers,
come and see us. You’ll receive a 10 per
cent discount off your next order special just
for saying hello!

SMGG

Smurfit Kappa Cor-Trade, supplies and manufactures sheet and boxes to the trade.
Smurfit Kappa’s Norboard division specialises
in supplying graphical boards ideal for POS,
digital, flexographic and litho print with a choice
of conventional, coated, preprint, and barrier
boards outstanding print technology, all of
which ensure exceptional brand impact.

Solent Sewing
& Welding

F2

Solent Sewing & Welding offer a wide range
of sewing and welding systems for the digital
print industry. From simple sewing and welding machines to fully automated systems.
Our showroom benefits from demonstration models for both sewing and welding
equipment.

Soyang Europe Ltd

A8

E24

Stanford Marsh Group Graphics (SMGG),
the commercial graphics division of Stanford
Marsh Group, returns with an array of exciting wide-format print solutions.
Celebrating its 50th anniversary in business this year, SMGG is a leading independent solutions provider for the
wide-format print sector. It sells and supports
numerous print solutions including HP Latex
and graphics products, Mimaki print and
print/cut solutions, Mimaki flatbed printers,
textile printers and 3D printers, alongside all
the associated consumables and finishing
devices.
On its stand they will showcase the 64inch wide HP Latex 360 printer. The Mimaki
CJV wide-format print and cut solution will
also be demonstrated on SMGG’s stand.
SMGG has had huge success selling
the much-vaunted Mimaki JFX 200 Flatbed
printer of late and will be happy to discuss
Sign UK visitors’ flatbed printing requirements at the event as well as the associated
financial options available.

Soyang Europe returns with an impressively
expanded range of wide-format media for
sign and graphics professionals.
They will showcase a wide range of different media, including their highly regarded
‘own brand’ range of SoFlex banner materials; SoStick One-way vision media; SoFlat
banner material for frontlit, backlit and blockout applications; as well as the much expanded range of SoMagic wallcoverings.
Also featuring heavily at the show, will
be Intercoat, a German manufactured self-adhesive vinyl, perfect for a huge range of applications from stickers to product labelling, to
signs, badges, window and vehicle graphics.
Soyang Europe’s more widely recognised product range will also complemented
at the show by AlumiGraphics; a versatile,
100 per cent recyclable, wide-format media
made from pliable aluminium foil with a white
finish that accepts a wide range of solvent,
eco-solvent, latex and UV inks.
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Space Display UK Ltd

H8

We will be presenting our full range of premium quality portable display solutions at
this year's event including our New TECHNO
iPad stands and new SATELLITE pop up
counter.
Our designer styled product range includes a broad selection of roller banners to
suit all budgets, including our ever popular
SUPREME, SCROLL MC and FINESSE
brands.
Other products in the range include our
highly portable LITE tensioned banner walls;
NEO magnetic pop up display system;
SATELLITE a curved tensioned fabric pop
up stand; and MESA pop up style display
counters.
Our primary aim is to provide quality
products at affordable prices and we firmly
believe our success is also due to our high
levels of customer service. We are a trade
only supplier, we don't sell direct to end
users and we don't compete with our customers by printing graphics in-house either.

Preview
Substance Europe

Wide format LSE digital printing media and
over laminates.
Summa are a technology leader in vinyl
cutting and printing equipment. Summa develop innovative products and services that
will meet signmaker's needs now and in the
future. Summa will be demonstrating a full
selection of products from the ground braking F Series flatbed cutter to the entry level
D60 vinyl cutter.

A40

We are an LED specialist who supply and install mood lighting for retail, restaurants,
home, personal and bespoke projects. We
have been around since the inception of low
energy LED into the light source revolution.
We offer LED lighting solutions to Signmakers and help to meet your specific needs
with shop signs, message signs and marketing boards. We offer the latest LED technology including LED modules and LED
strip. Our range of LED strip is second to
none and we only sell commercial grade with
three-year warranty.

Standing Stone
D.O.S Ltd

Standing Stone are a specialist wide format
printer reseller who offer a complete solution
to give our customers the knowledge and
confidence that they will be looked after now
and in the future.
We are partners and specialists for
Duplo, Colortrac and a Canon Elite Partner.
We are also very proud to have
achieved the status of an HP Designjet Production Specialist
As an HP Designjet Production Specialist, we have the expertise and increased
knowledge to recommend the best-suitedlarge-format printing solutions for your company; including specifications, workflows,
software and applications specifically designed for the production of a wide range of
professional materials.
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H42

TheMagicTouch image transfer technology
incorporates various solutions that collectively offer new revenue streams. These include toner-based transfers, sublimation,
eco-solvent printable media and a vast range
of flex and flock products under the MagiCut
brand.
Highlights for 2015 include the new
lower priced 'award winning' WOW transfer
paper in both A4 and the new A4XL version.
The WoW process offers full colour decoration of almost any garment or fabric regardless of colour or composition including
polyester, cotton and even nylon. This unique
process requires no cutting or weeding.
New product applications include SatinMugs, notebooks, printable PU, Planx signage boards and a host of new printable
products.

H16

Need more capacity, more equipment or
more time? As the UK's only dedicated wideformat trade-only print house, we're perfectly
placed to deliver what you need. With the
ability to print up to 5m across a variety of
substrates, we're the print department you
never knew you had.

The Signage Factory

K56

System Standex a/s

M39

Tagi Display Systems

D67

ThinkLaser are experts in laser marking, cutting and engraving. We provide laser marking
machines and laser marking services working with leading brands. Our laser cutting
and engraving machines are ideal for signs
and displays. Extremely versatile, they cut
and engrave many materials including wood,
acrylic, textiles, Perspex, veneer and glass.

Tecna UK Ltd

A6

H2

Texo Trade Services BV E21
C42

The Magic Touch

The Sign Group

Super-Wide Digital Ltd
Spectron LED Ltd

H52

Texo Trade Services, supplier of (sublimation) transfer papers and printable textile
media, comes with a scoop: reflective heatseal transfer films especially suitable for digital print and cutting machines. The new
products are developed by TTS and are especially interesting for creative companies in
fashion and the promotional sector. With the
new transfer films they can now print full
colour reflective creations in smaller runs
and therefore more frequently.
The heat-seal reflective transfer films
are available in two versions: SolTrans White
Reflective (art. STDC-WR) provides perfect
saturation, colour depth and offers 150 cd.lux
reflection. SolTrans Silver Reflective (art.
STDC-SR) offers a 300 cd.lux reflection. Both
transfer films are suitable for digital printing
with (eco)solvent and UV inks. A 100 micron
polyester backing ensures easy cutting and
weeding. The films can be applied onto nontreated and coloured garments. Both films
are available in rolls of 50 cm x 20 meter.
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Cut / moulded / built-up letters; exterior signage; interior signage; sign fixings / tools,
sign substrates / materials.

Thinklaser Ltd

ThinkSub
International Co.Ltd

C66

H7

Located in Zibo and started as ceramic manufacturer, ThinkSub specialise in manufacturing coated dye-sub blanks which cover
heat presses, ceramic drink ware, textiles,
plastic phone cases, and assorted personalised gifts. As your one-stop sublimation
partner, we commit fast delivery, complete
after-sale service, and tailored solutions for
customers at various stages.

TimeHarvest Ltd
Software

M30

Tooltec Ltd

K26

TransferprintPAPER

B50

Trotec Laser Ltd

E36

Trotec is internationally recognised as the
leading manufacturer of computer-controlled
laser machines for laser engraving, laser cutting and laser marking. A technological
leader manufacturing state-of-the-art Co2
and fiber lasers. Visit us at our stand to find
out how a Trotec Laser can make your sign,
display or print business more profitable.

Uprintonit.com
Materials

B56

Ultima Displays

Vista System Ltd

K54

D50

At Sign & Digital UK we are launching
our new LED Light box range of displays featuring integrated power supplies and dimmers.

Ultima Displays Ltd is the leading trade only
supplier of portable display products, exhibition
stand design with build and printing solutions.
Speak to us first for all your banners,
flags, pop-ups/hop-ups, counters, literature
holders, tablet holders, exhibition design and
build with install and dismantle service available plus much more.
We can also help you with all your marketing requirements including brochures,
websites, microsites and more.
We have widest range of products with
same day delivery for bookings made by 6pm!

Ultraflex Europe Ltd

B12

Ultraflex Europe Limited offers a wide range
of flexible substrates ranging from 1.10m to
5.05m. We offer materials for solvent, mild
solvent, UV, latex, and dye sublimation technologies. As well as frontlit, backlit, blockout
and mesh products we also supply a comprehensive range of soft signage textiles.

Unifol

L36

Unifol Self Adhesive Films will perform live
vehicle wrapping demonstrations over the
three days and will offer high quality alternatives to the materials available across the
vehicle wrap, signage, graphics and digital
print markets.
Unifol product portfolio is 100 per
cent produced at their plants located in
the European side of Turkey, with the raw
materials being of the latest available
technology sourced from speciality suppliers
in Europe.
The product portfolio ranges from
monomeric films for short term applications
through to premium Cast PVC designed for
vehicle wrapping and generic cast applications.
Unifol welcome visitors to stand L36
where they can observe the wrapping
demonstrations; collect samples of the various films; and meet the experienced sales
team.

Universal Image
Systems

B50

Established for 20 years UIS are a leading
supplier of Tension Fabric Systems, fabric
graphics and light boxes. We offer a trade
service throughout the UK and Europe.

Vista System brings you the most advanced
modular signage systems in the world. Years
of experience have positioned Vista as a
new benchmark for professionalism and innovation in the industry. In addition to producing the best products, we pride ourselves
in continually creating outstanding standards
of service, responsibility and availability.

Vivid Laminating
Technologies

“The Matrix is aimed squarely at the
digital and litho print market” continued Marlow “Sign Makers are now diversifying into
other areas of print. With the cost-saving
benefits the Matrix brings, it gives businesses a new revenue stream as an add-on
system to offer a tremendous ROI.”

Wakefield Councils
William Smith

K50

B16 and B20

William Smith will showcase its trade services capabilities and demonstrate examples
from its vast materials portfolio. This includes
market-leading brands such as 3M, for which
the company is the UK’s largest stockist and
distributor; Arlon; Contra Vision; R Tape;
iSee2; and VION.
Key products and services to the trade
include the manufacture and supply of a
wide range of bespoke signs (including the
Stylos directional and information system);
sign trays; non-illuminated poster boxes; letters and logos; large-format digitally printed
graphics; vehicle wrapping solutions; and
CE-marked road traffic signs.
Key products to be shown include premium-grade vehicle wrapping films from 3M
and Arlon. These include 3M 1080, a longterm removable film in gloss metallic and
satin formats (including 18 new colours) and
Arlon UPP 4600LX and Arlon 6000XRP, all
of which incorporate repositionable adhesives and special air-escape technologies.

F44

Vivid Laminating Technologies will be returning to offer a full and complete service to
their reseller networksaid: “When we noticed
how many of our dealers would be at the
show, we didn’t want to waste such a brilliant
opportunity to meet with our distributors and
demo our latest kit”.
Vivid will be exhibiting their EM-1600
SH and EM-S1400H Sign wide format laminating systems from their award-winning
Easymount range. The Leicestershire-based
firm will also be showing their British-assembled Matrix MX-530P Pneumatic System for
SRA3 and B2 prints, a first at Sign & Digital
UK for Europe’s No.1 system.

Specialist films to be demonstrated include 3M etched-glass and sandblast-effect
formats and 3M Fasara glass-decorative
films for glass/window graphics applications
and 3M Light Management Films. The latest
3M Dichroic Films that simulate the colourchanging capabilities of genuine Dichroic
glass but at a fraction of the cost and Contra
Vision Perforated Window Films will also be
shown. Significant new additions to the
range of window films now available from
William Smith are 3M Safety and Security
films. These include 3M Combination that
combines security and solar control in a single product and 3M Autotint Automotive
Films that reject 97 per cent of solar light and
block 60 per cent of solar heat for enhanced
driver safety, comfort and privacy.
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SIGN UK
X-Module 200m2
Exhibition Stands

E52

Exterior signage; interior signage; pop-up
display systems / roll-up banners; POS / display systems; printing output; sign and print
consumables / substrates; sign substrates /
materials; soft signage; software; wide format digital printers.
Visit us on Stand E52 and see our new
X-25 composite trussing solution. What’s
more, visitors can download a FREE version
of our X-Sketch exhibition stand design software. And finally, the X-15 stand which will
feature at the exhibition (RRP £5,000) is
being auctioned off at the end of the show.
Visit us to enter your bid!

Xativa

D40

Xativa Bringing Competitive Quality Media to
everyone.
The Xativa range of wide format media
is an ArtSystems brand that gives both resellers and end users access to some of the
highest quality media available in the market
today.
Xativa has media to suit every key wide
format application area and has strategic
buying relationships with many of the major
media manufacturers around the globe. This
means a wide selection of quality media is
available at competitive prices now and in
the future.
Come and see how Xativa can help
your wide format print take that next step up!

Xpres

C20

Xpres offer a huge range of technology, software, media, inks and accessories from the
biggest brands in the sign and display industry including Roland, Mimaki, Mutoh,
Metamark, Poli-Tape, Kala, Vivid, Onyx and
Signlab.
If you're looking to diversify your business we're also market leaders in textile personalisation and sublimation technology.
Visit us on stand C20 and let our knowledgeable team help you find the perfect solution for your business.

Your Embroidery
Services Ltd

H50

Your Embroidery Services Ltd (Y.E.S Ltd)
has been the leading supplier of embroidery
& print machinery, software and consumables to the garment decoration industry
since 1995. The embroidery machine range
includes those from world renowned manufacturer SWF www.yesltd.co.uk including the
unique Dual Function & high speed model the only machine in the world capable of embroidering two different patterns and/or products at the same time at 1500spm.
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Preview
Y.E.S. Ltd also supply the direct to garment printing industry with the world leading
DTG Digital range. These amazing machines are packed with unique features giving them, and therefore their users, an
advantage over others in the industry. Since
2004 DTG Digital has become established
as the most experienced and dynamic manufacturer around!
This year Y.E.S. Ltd will also be launching and exhibiting the incredible CompressUV range of printers. This gives users the
ability to print directly onto hard surface products such as those used in the promotions
trade. As if that was not enough, 2015 also
sees the launch of the brand new name in
the embroidery field “Ricoma” embroidery
machines which, when added to the SWF
range, will give maximum choice to users.

Your Print Specialists

E31

After a successful show in 2014 and an exciting portfolio of new products under its belt,
Your Print Specialists (YPS) is set to return
this year to give visitors a taste of the extensive range of printing equipment it supplies,
along with the care and knowledge its team
provides.
"It’s been a fantastic year at
YPS,” says Garry Brown, Managing
Director at YPS. “We’ve had lots of
new products coming on to the market and our recent appointment as
CSI Manufacturing’s North East supplier of Epilog and Vision engravers
has strengthened our reputation once
again for being specialists within the
printing industry.”
A Mimaki, Epson, Canon & Epilog reseller; YPS also offers a broad
range of media from the likes of Metamark and Magnetic Solutions and
software from CADlink and Colorgate. Sign making hardware such as
the Bubble-Free Applicator; laminators from Kala; and cutters from
Keencut, Mimaki and Summa add to
the company's comprehensive range.
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YPS is looking forward to meeting visitors on stand E31, where it will be demonstrating the eagerly awaited Mimaki CJV150
printer and the Mimaki UJF-3042 LED UV
flatbed printer, as well as 'stretching the creative legs' of the Epilog Laser Engraver.

Zund
Zünd UK will be demonstrating how its digital cutting systems can be used as part of a
fast, efficient printing workflow at the show.
As a guest on the stands of its authorised distributors i-Sub Digital (E10), Canon
(G10) and CMYUK (H10) at the forthcoming
show, Zünd UK will showcase the Zünd G3
XL3200CV, Zünd G3 L3200CV and Zünd S3
L1200CVE12 digital cutting tables.
Each Zünd machine is constructed with
a modular design to enable a configuration
to exactly meet every end-user's needs, with
a range of tools available for installation at
the time of delivery or retrospectively. At Sign
and Digital UK, Zünd UK will demonstrate
the three machines as part of typical wideformat print workflows, with the full complement of tools and software.
"Sign and Digital UK is the must-visit
event for the sign and display sector and
we're looking forward to seeing the new
wide-format print equipment on show; and
how Zünd digital cutting technology can help
them reach maximum potential," says Peter
Giddings, Sales Director, Zünd Plotting Systems (UK) Ltd.
"We're delighted to be joining Canon,
CYMUK and i-Sub Digital in welcoming visitors from across the industry to their stands."
Experts from Zünd UK will be available
to advise on the full range of Zünd cutting
equipment and answer any questions.

FOR SALE

Check our website for the latest job
vacancies or items for sale.

FOR SALE

BUSINESS FOR SALE
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JOB VACANCIES
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See us on
stand K37
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WANTED

Engraving Machines

manual and computerised,
most makes, in any condition
Tel: 01992 899255
Fax: 01992 899256
Evening - Tel: 01707 872991
email:
sales@ronamachines.co.uk
www.ronamachines.co.uk
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Search through the Buyers Guide quickly online at www.signupdate.co.uk/bg

3D DOME LABELS

LED ILLUMINATION

3D DOMING SYSTEMS

LIGHT BOXES & LIGHTING

3D SIGN MAKING SOFTWARE

MAGNETIC MATERIAL

A BOARDS

METAL FABRICATIONS

ACRYLIC SHEET

METALLIZING SERVICE

ALUMINIUM SIGN BLANKS

MODULAR PANEL SIGN SYSTEMS

ALUMINIUM SIGNS

MOULDED & FABRICATED PLASTICS

BANNER FIXING SYSTEMS

MOULDED LETTERS

BANNER INSTALLATION

To advertise on these pages costs as little as £130
for a full years advertising in our magazine and our website
with web-links back to you!
Phone 01784 605 601 for full details of
how to get your company to 22,000 Sign Update readers

3D DOME LABELS

DES LTD

NAMEPLATES

MOCKRIDGE LABELS &
NAMEPLATES LTD

Buxton Road, Furness Vale, High Peak,
Derbyshire, SK23 7PH

BANNER SUPPLIERS

NEON MANUFACTURERS (TRADE)

Cavendish Street, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancs OL6 7QL

BLADES / SMART KNIVES

NOTICE BOARDS - LOCKABLE/EXTERIOR

BRAILLE AND TACTILE SIGNS

NUMBER PLATES

BRASS LOCATOR NUTS

PLASTIC SHEETS

BUILT UP LETTERS ACRYLIC

POINT OF SALE FITTINGS

BUILT UP LETTERS METAL

POLYSTYRENE SIGN SERVICE

CABLE DISPLAY SYSTEMS

POSTER HOLDERS / CASES

3D DOMING SYSTEMS

CAST SIGNS

PRINT/POSTER FRAMES

CHEMICAL ETCHING

PROGRAMMABLE LED DISPLAYS

MOCKRIDGE LABELS &
NAMEPLATES LTD

CHROME PLATED LETTERS

PROJECTING SIGNS

Tel: 0161 308 2331
Fax: 0161 330 9645
sales@mockridge.com
www.mockridge.com
3D Resin Doming adds value to screen
and digitally printed signs, lettering, labels
and emblems. Mockridge offer a wide
range of products from budget-priced
starter kits to mass-production systems.
Contract Doming service available. Send
for samples.

Cavendish Street, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancs OL6 7QL

Tel: 0161 308 2331
Fax: 0161 330 9645
sales@mockridge.com
www.mockridge.com

CNC ROUTING & ENGRAVING MACHINES REFLECTIVE VINYL/TAPES
COAT OF ARMS

ROAD SIGNS

COMMEMORATIVE PLAQUES

ROUTER CUTTERS/PLOTTER BLADES

CUT-OUT LETTERS

SCREEN PRINTING

DIGITAL ELECTRONIC SIGNS

SCULPTORS

DIGITAL PRINT

SHEET MATERIALS

3D SIGN MAKING SOFTWARE

DIGITAL PRINTED SIGNS

SIGN & DISPLAY SYSTEMS

DELCAM PLC

DIGITAL PRINTER SUPPLIES

SIGN CASES

DOMES & DISHES

SIGN SUPPORT SYSTEMS

EDGELIT SIGNS

SIGN TRADE SUPPLIERS

ENGRAVING

SPECIALITY FILMS

ESTIMATING SOFTWARE

STREET SIGNS

FINGERPOST SIGNS

TEXTILE SIGNAGE

FLAME POLISHERS

TRANSFER PAPERS/HEAT PRESSES

A BOARDS

FLAT CUT LETTERS

TROUGH LIGHTING

FLEXIBLE FACE SIGNS

VINYL & GRAPHIC INSTALLATIONS

ARKEN P-O-P
INTERNATIONAL

GENERAL SIGN SUPPLIERS

VINYL SUPPLIES

GOLD LEAF SUPPLIERS

VITREOUS ENAMELLED SIGNS

INSTALLATION CONTRACTORS

WAYFINDING SIGNS

LAMINATING/ENCAPSULATING

WIDE FORMAT SOLUTIONS PROVIDER

LASER CUTTING/ENGRAVING

WOOD BACKING BOARDS

LASER CUTTING/ENGRAVING MACHINES WOODWORKING

3D Resin Doming adds value to screen
and digitally printed signs, lettering, labels
and emblems. Mockridge offer a wide
range of products from budget-priced
starter kits to mass-production systems.
Contract Doming service available. Send
for samples.

Small Heath Business Park, Birmingham
B10 0HJ

Tel: 0121 766 5544
Fax: 0121 766 5511
artcam@delcam.com
www.artcam.com
Delcam provides sign-makers worldwide
with its ArtCAM range of CADCAM software, Express, Insignia and Pro, to create
2D and 3D signs. The entry-level package,
ArtCAM Express starts from Â£99 and can
be customised with modules (E.g. nesting
and font creation).

Studlands Park Avenue, Newmarket,
Suffolk, CB8 7EA

Tel: 01638 565656
Fax: 01638 662770
info@arken-pop.com
www.arken-pop.com
arken provide a comprehensive range of
quality poster displays including A Boards,
Forecourt signs, light boxes, poster frames,
and pavement signs. Products are
available off the shelf, can be customised
to a specific size or colour or can be
expertly designed to meet your individual
brief. All our products are manufactured to
the highest quality at our factory in the UK.
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Tel: 01663 744824
Fax: 01663 747733
desaboard@aol.com
www.desltd.co.uk
Any size, and colour, aluminium, steel or
stainless steel. Standard A board display
area 21" x 36" powder coated in polyester.
Can be used as a poster board with a
magnetic transparent cover. Swing signs
also available. Fax your drawings for a
quotation on special display boards.

GREEN MAGIC CO. UK LTD
Waltham Business Park, Brickyard
Road, Swanmore, Southampton
SO32 2SA

Tel: 01489 896999
Fax: 01489 895899
sales@green-magic.co.uk
www.sign-holders.co.uk
Trade supplier of quality Snap Frame Aboards and water-filled base Pavement
Signs, fitted with wheels and springs and
designed to cope with windy outdoor locations. Delivered next day from stock. Visit
our Resellers web page and apply for a
trade login.

UK POINT OF SALE
GROUP LTD
Horsfield Way, Bredbury Park Industrial
Estate, Stockport SK6 2TD

Tel: 0161 4314400
/ 0161 4314411
www.ukpos.com
UK Point of Sale leading manufacturers of
display products Acrylic & PVC poster holders, Sign Supports, Aluminium Snap
Frames, A Boards, Poster cases & Point of
sale fittings.

ACRYLIC SHEET
N E PLASTICS LTD
Unit 1, Ruxley Corner Industrial Estate,
Edgington Way, Sidcup, Kent DA14 5BL

Tel: 020 8308 9990
Fax: 020 8308 9995
sales@neplastics.co.uk
www.neplastics.co.uk
One of the largest independent
stockholders of semi-finished plastics in
the UK, offering a huge range of both
branded and own label products including
Perspex, Alliance ACP, Foamalite, Lumex
and Arla. A next day delivery service on
cut to size and polished Perspex is
available. We also offer a trade service on
CNC Router & Laser cutting, Sign trays and
bespoke plastic fabrication.
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PAPERLINX

ALUMINIUM SIGNS

Huntsman House, Mansion Close,
Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 6LA

MULTITECHNIC LTD

Tel: 01604 495 333
Fax: 01604 491 909
www.paperlinx.co.uk
A range of high quality branded cast
acrylic sheet products. It is strong, easy to
thermoform, convert and fabricate and
available in a wide selection of colours and
finishes including Clear, Opaques &
Colours, Opal LED & Colours, Translucent
Tints/Colours, Single/Double Sided Satin,
Fluorescents, Metallics, Soft Fluo FX, Day &
Night, Essential, Shield Up, Tattoo and
Block.

PERSPEX DISTRIBUTION LTD
2-3 Lonebarn Link, Springfield Business
Park, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 5AR

Tel: 01245 232800
Fax: 01245 232801
sales.chelmsford@perspex.co.uk
www.perspex.co.uk
Perspex Distribution offer unique access to
many of the principal plastic sheet products for the sign industry from their 4
regional distribution centres in Blackburn,
Chelmsford, Tamworth and Weybridge.
With a comprehensive stock-holding in
many colours and finishes and a cut to size
service at all branches, Perspex Distribution
can deliver your requirements fast..

RIGHTON LTD
Righton House, Elliott Way, Nexus Point,
Holford, Birmingham B6 7AP

(EST. 1972)

Tel: 01670 512090
Fax: 01670 503143
sales@multitechnic.co.uk
www.multitechnic.co.uk

Tel: 01843 593 440
Fax: 0808 280 1639
enquiries@fkmoore.com
www.fkmoore.com

Full colour graphics that are genuinely
under the surface of anodised aluminium.
Unlike any other process, the highest quality digital print is created inside the
anodised layer as part of the anodising
process. This means that the signs cannot
be defaced by scraping off the image,
making digital anoprinting ideal for signs
in public buildings such as schools, colleges & student accommodation.

British manufacturers of Screw/Push-in
type Brass Locator Nuts for the Sign and
Shopfitting Industries. As well as other
shopfittings. We also manufacture
Coverhead Mirror Fasteners, either Disc,
Dome, Conical or Mushroom shape in various finishes, in addition to the famous
"Moore's Super Clips" mirror fixings

BANNER FIXING SYSTEMS

SIGN INDUSTRIES

SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD
Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk
Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of sign systems, notice boards & information displays.
Our Bannerfix system provides the components required to support the temporary or
permanent installation of PVC or fabric
banners onto lamp columns, posts or on to
walls, with either steel banding or
Tamtorque fixings. Standard and custom
length banner arms are available.

UK distributors of Polycasa cast & extruded
sheet & Policril cast acrylic. Available in a
wide range of clear, opals & colours. Also
stocked: Marlon solid Polycarbonate, PETG,
Foamalux, Komadur, Hygienic Cladding
Rigid PVC, Aluminium Composite Sheet,
aluminium sheet, Sign Post System,
Stainless steel sheets, aluminium extrusions, fasteners, copper, brass & bronze.

Tel: 0161 8 300 600
Fax: 0161 8 300 601
info@midasignservices.co.uk
www.bannersandgraphics.co.uk

MIDA SIGN SERVICES UK LTD
Welbeck Street South,
Ashton-Under-Lyne OL6 7QZ

Installers of any size of banner, from 1off's
to nationwide marketing promotions, we
supply & install post mounted and wire
tension systems and install to brick,
cladding, lamp posts & scaffolding with a
nationwide maintenance and emergency
call out service, call for further details.

VISIONS IN PLASTICS
Unit 3, Delta Court (Robin Hood Airport),
Auckley, Doncaster DN9 3GN

BANNER SUPPLIERS

Tel: 01302 775920
Fax: 01302 773482
sales@visionsinplastics.co.uk
www.visionsinplastics.co.uk

Unit 1, Tudor Works, Turret Lane,
Ipswich IP4 1DL

SYGNET SIGNS LTD
129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester, LE5 3AP

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com
Nationwide specialist trade supplier of
fabricated ali/stainless steel trays, any shape,
blank or router/laser cut. Powder coated or
stove enameled. We also supply fully
illuminated fascia/projecting signage to
your designs. All works carried out inhouse. We also manufacture much more.....
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179 Fosse Road North, Leicester, LE3 5EZ

5 Wilton Road, Haine Industrial Park,
Ramsgate, Kent CT12 5HD.

BANNER INSTALLATION

ALUMINIUM SIGN BLANKS

SIGN HERE

F. K. MOORE LTD

Coopies Lane Industrial Estate, Morpeth,
Northumberland NE61 6JQ

Tel: 0121 356 1141
Fax: 0121 344 4558
marketing@righton.co.uk
www.righton.co.uk

Stocks of Mirrored Extruded Acrylic in clear,
19 colours, See-Thru, Two sided, Anti
Scatch, Anti Fog. Mirrored Polycarbonate,
Petg and Polystyene. Non mirrored sheet in
Acrylic, Polycarbonate, Polystyrene and
PVC Foam.

BRASS LOCATOR NUTS

CLEARSCORE LTD
Tel: 01473 212751
Fax: 01473 233415
sales@clearscore.co.uk
www.clearscore.co.uk
Trade service for digitally printed banners
up to 1600mm wide. Fast turnaround, high
quality. Full finishing service or print only.
Providing high quality service and products
since 1978.

BRONZE PLAQUES
Gardyne, Forfar, Angus, Scotland,
DD8 2SQ

Tel: 01241 828 694
info@signindustries.com
www.signindustries.com
Sign Industries Ltd is a leading manufacturer of Bronze plaques and plates sized
between matchbox to 3 metres in length.
We use the highest quality Bronze sourced
from British companies. It is now possible
to create your own memorial bronze
plaque direct from our website.

PO BOX 121, Frodsham, Cheshire,
WA6 1AA

Tel: 01928 739 799
Fax: 01928 739 191
info@edwardmathias.com
www.edwardmathias.com/
Specialist manufacturers/suppliers of
tungsten carbide plotter blades and router
cutters. We don't just sell blades, we are
the UK's leading manufacturer. Note - we
have no connection with any other
company who sell or re-sharpen blades.

Trade service for 3D built up lettering &
logos in a variety of materials. We will give
you a professional reliable & efficient service at a competitive price. From a single
letter to a fully illuminated sign ready for
installation. For a quote or just friendly
advice contact us. We are here to help.

BUILT UP LETTERS METAL
3D ACRYLICS & METALS LTD
Unit B1, Felling Business Centre, Green
Lane, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear,
NE10 0QH

Tel: 0191 469 1199
Fax: 0191 438 4276
www.3dacrylics.co.uk
In house manufacturers of high quality
built up and flat cut lettering and logos in
aluminum and stainless steel, we also offer
a painting or powder coating service &
most letters can be fitted with LED modules. Our prices are very competitive and
offer a prompt service.

AES SIGNS LTD

(EST. 1972)

The Old Laundry, 15 Barratt Street,
Easton, Bristol BS5 6DE

BUILT UP LETTERS ACRYLIC
3D ACRYLICS & METALS LTD
Unit B1, Felling Business Centre, Green
Lane, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear,
NE10 0QH

Tel: 0191 469 1199
Fax: 0191 438 4276
www.3dacrylics.co.uk
In house manufacturers of high quality
built up and flat cut lettering and logos, we
can offer back trays and fixings along with
face and/or halo LED illumination. Our
prices are very competitive and offer a
prompt service.

APPLELEC
Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD4 7HJ

Tel: 01274 774477
Fax: 01274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of quality 3D built up
acrylic letters and logos in colours and finishes from a variety of different sheet manufacturers. Built up letters are available
with halo and/or face lit illumination from
our award winning and cost effective LED
range. Please ask for an information pack
or contact one of our friendly and experienced sales staff for assistance. (Flat cut
lettering is also available).

BLADES / SMART KNIVES
EDWARD MATHIAS & CO

Tel: 0500 428 021
Fax: 0116 225 9966
sales@sign-here.co.uk
www.sign-here.co.uk

I.C.E.
Marcon House, Wyther Lane, Leeds
LS5 3BT

Tel: 0113 2242124
Fax: 0113 2242110
sales@icesigns.co.uk
www.icesigns.co.uk
Manufacturers of built up acrylic letters
and logos. We can offer face or halo illumination with the installationof LEDs if
required. Please call our staff on the number below if you have any questions.
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Tel: 0117 951 0234
Fax: 0117 952 0234
sales@aessigns.co.uk
www.aessigns.co.uk
Specialist manufacturers of built-up/flat cut
letters, logos in stainless steel, brass, aluminium etc. Very competitive prices, excellent delivery, highest quality, full design
service. Prompt response to all enquiries.

APPLELEC
Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire BD4 7HJ

Tel: +44 (0)1274 774477
Fax: +44 (0)1274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of quality 3D built up metal
letters and logos. Lettering starts at just
50mm high in materials such as stainless
steel, brass, copper, titanium and aluminium with a variety of different finishes. Built
up letters are available with halo and / or
face lit illumination from our award winning
and cost effective LED range. Please ask for an
information pack or contact one of our friendly and experienced sales staff for assistance.

AVENUE SIGNS LTD
216-222 Luton Road, Chatham,
Kent ME4 5BS

Tel: 01634 841300
Fax: 01634 841420
info@avenuesigns.co.uk
www.avenuesigns.co.uk
Specialists in stainless steel letter fabrication sprayed to your specification. Neon
and transformers, etc. also made to suit.

CENTRE SIGNS (UK) LTD
Alexander House, Iliffe Avenue, Oadby,
Leicester LE2 5LH

Tel: 0116 271 4247
Fax: 0116 272 0260
graphics@centresigns.co.uk
www.centresigns.co.uk
Specialist metal fabricators to the sign
trade only. Built up letters in Stainless
Steel, Aluminium, Gold Titanium Stainless,
Brass and Copper. Fabricated Aluminium
and Stainless boxes to any shape. Flat cut
aluminium and flat cut perspex letters.

FABRICUT

SYGNET SIGNS LTD

WARD SIGNS

Unit 2 Browells Lane, Feltham,
Middlesex, TW13 7EQ

129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester, LE5 3AP

Maze House, Maze Street, Barton Hill,
Bristol BS5 9TE

Tel: 020 8751 7250
Fax: 020 8751 7251
mailus@fabricut.co.uk
www.fabricut.co.uk
Trade suppliers of 3D built up letters and
logos. Full LED service available for Halo
or Face illumination. Stove enameling
available from BS, RAL and Pantone
colours. Fast turnaround with competitive
prices.

FABSIGN
280a High Street, Berkhamsted,
Herts, HP41AH

Tel: 01442 386 618
Mob: 07739 364 613
info@fabsign.co.uk
www.fabsign.co.uk
Fabsign are a company who specialise in
built up letters and logos and metal fabrications. We are experts in this field so we
can offer our customers a non compromising service to manufacture to their requirements and expectations at the lowest prices
available. We also supply flat cut letters
and logos in any material. So give us a call
and let us see what we can do for you.

I.C.E.
Marcon House, Wyther Lane, Leeds,
LS5 3BT

Tel: 0113 2242124
Fax: 0113 2242110
sales@icesigns.co.uk
www.icesigns.co.uk
Manufacturers of Built Up - Flat Cut - Rim
and Return Leters and Logos in Stainless
Steel, Aluminium, Copper and Brass. We
also fit neon tube or LED modules within
the Letters for face or halo illumination.

LOGOTECH DISPLAY
SOLUTIONS LTD
Unit 6, Atley Business Pk, North Nelson
Ind Est, Cramlington, Newcastle Upon
Tyne NE23 1WP

Tel: 01670 737 225
Fax: 01670 707 365
sales@logotech-ltd.co.uk
www.logo-tech.co.uk
In our fully equipped metal department we
produce high quality built up letters/logos
in aluminium, stainless, brass and copper.
Supplied to the trade nationwide, at a very
competitive price. We also manufacture
boxes, post signs, gantry signs, frames and
panels, which can be finished to your specifications. We have our own in-house neon
department and can supply you with the
complete sign service, ready for you to
install.

SIGN HERE
179 Fosse Road North, Leicester,
LE3 5EZ

Tel: 0500 428 021
Fax: 0116 225 9966
sales@sign-here.co.uk
www.sign-here.co.uk
Trade service for flat cut lettering & logos
in Acrylic Foamex, Dibond, Aluminum,
Stainless steel & MDF. We will give you a
professional reliable & efficient service at a
competitive price. From a single letter to a
fully illuminated sign ready for installation.
For a quote or just friendly advice contact
us. We are here to help.

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com
Nationwide specialist trade suppliers of
ali/stainless steel 3D built ups.
Brushed/Satin/Mill/chemically coloured finishes. 1050 grade ali, 316 or 304 grade
s/s. We can also supply a variety of back
trays to suit and fit LEDs/Neon etc for
face/halo illumination. All works carried
out in-house. (we also supply flat cut
text/logos).

Tel: 0117 955 3385
Fax: 0117 955 7518
info@ward-signs.co.uk
www.ward-signs.co.uk
Plaques, Crests, Lettering. In aluminium
and Bronze. From Pattern Making to
Finishing in Stove Enamel. 60 Years of
Experience.

CABLE DISPLAY SYSTEMS
E-SIGNFITTINGS
HOBDAY LTD

CHEMICAL ETCHING

57 Aston Brook Street East, Aston,
Birmingham, B6 4RR

The Old Laundry, 15 Barratt Street,
Easton, Bristol BS5 6DE

Tel: 0121 608 4431
Fax: 0121 608 2008
sales@e-signfittings.co.uk
www.e-signfittings.co.uk
E-Signfittings are one of the largest suppliers of Cable & Rod Display Systems in the
UK. We have large stocks available on next
day delivery for orders received before
3pm. Other products in our range include
Standoffs, Screw Head Covers, Poster
Hanging Systems, Sign Hanging Systems,
Leaflet Holders and Poster Displays. Visit
our web site to check our current stock levels and fantastic prices.

AES SIGNS LTD

(EST. 1972)

Tel: 0117 951 0234
Fax: 0117 952 0234
sales@aesigns.co.uk
www.aessigns.co.uk
The complete sign service.
Engraved/etched screen printed, signs,
nameplates, etc in all materials. Very competitive prices, excellent delivery, highest
quality. Full design service. Prompt
response to all enquiries.

HALLMARK ENGRAVING
ETCHING & SIGNS LTD (EST. 1899)
116-118 Selsdon Road, South Croydon,
Surrey, CR2 6PG

Tel: 020 8686 6649
Fax: 020 8760 0899
sales@hallmarksigns.co.uk
www.hallmarksigns.co.uk
SUPERFAST and efficient trade service for
ALL commercial and industrial etching,
using the latest technology and computerised equipment. One-off urgent specials
or long runs no problem. Full graphics and
artwork service for logos, crests and
designs. Specialists for commemorative
plaques, company name plates and awards
in all metals and plastics. Professionally
designed-drawings supplied free.

IMPACT ENGRAVING
23-23 Rabans Close, Aylesbury, Bucks,
HP19 8RS

Tel: 01296 488902
Fax: 01296 488869
Mob: 07957 870 756
andy@impactengraving.co.uk
www.impactengraving.co.uk
REAL Trade prices for chemical etching,
brass and stainless steel a speciality. ULTRA
FAST DELIVERY

FAIRFIELD DISPLAYS &
LIGHTING LTD

ASPECT SIGNS & ENGRAVING

MOCKRIDGE LABELS &
NAMEPLATES LTD

127 Albert Street, Fleet, Hants,
GU51 3SN

Unit A5 Bounds Green Ind Est, Ring
Way, London N11 2UD

Tel: 020 8368 9017
Fax: 020 8368 9018
info@aspectsigns.com
www.aspectsigns.com

Cavendish Street, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancs OL6 7QL

Tel: 01252 758 934
Fax: 01252 812123
sales@fairfielddisplays.co.uk
www.fairfielddisplays.co.uk
Quality range of cable and rod systems select from 1.5 & 3 mm cables, 3mm, 6
mm & 10 mm rod systems. Large stocks of
components and acrylic accessories. Select
from extensive range of easy to order kits
see website for full range. Free design and
advisory service. Excellent trade terms.
Showrooms in Fleet & Shrewsbury

MID WEST DISPLAYS
The Display Centre, Knights Way,
Battlefield Enterprise Park, Shrewsbury
SY1 3AB

Tel: 01743 465531
Fax: 01743 465532
sales@midwestdisplays.co.uk
www.midwestdisplays.co.uk
Mid West Displays stock a wide range of
cable displays. We also stock wall mounts,
snap frames, mirror screws, sign supports,
lighting, poster pockets and many more.
We are pleased to be working with the
highest quality materials at competitive prices.

CAST SIGNS
SIGNS OF THE TIMES LTD
Wingfield Road Tebworth, Beds, LU7 9QG

Tel: 01525 874 185
Fax: 01525 875746
enquiries@sott.co.uk
www.sott.co.uk
Specialists in the manufacture of quality
cast signs - mainly cast in polyurethane but
also grp, bronze, brass and aluminium. All
patterns are made by our in house pattern
maker to your specification. A few millimetres up to several metres in size. Cast signs
for town entrances, buildings, way finding
fingerpost signs, blue plaques, street signs.

49 Years experience in Chemical Etching
on Brass & Stainless Steel, Mirror Polished
or Brushed. NO screens + NO Vinyls =
BETTER Quality. For Quality and a Reliable
Service, contact us.

COUNTY ENGRAVERS &
SIGNS LTD
Unit 5, Trent View Court, Moreland
Street, Nottingham NG2 3FX

Tel: 0115 985 1171
Fax: 0115 986 1007
sales@countyengravers-signs.co.uk
www.countyengravers-signs.co.uk
Fine detail etching of brass and stainless
steel. Engraving of all types of plaques,
plates, labels and control panels in a wide
range of materials. Laser Engraving and
Component Marking. Full colour printing
from labels to wide format.

DARTFORD ENGRAVING &
SCREENPRINTING LTD
Unit 4 Power Works Industrial Estate,
Slade green Road, Erith, Kent DA8 2HY

Tel: 01322 340 194
mail@desp.co.uk
www.desp.co.uk
DESP has been trading for over 50 years.
Chemical Etching, Screen Printing, CNC
engraving, Laser Engraving, Heavy Duty
Machine engraving (ALL CARRIED OUT
INHOUSE), including artwork. So whether
its a 1 off or 1,000s off, we can offer a
quick competitive turnround.
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Tel: 0161 308 2331
Fax: 0161 330 9645
sales@mockridge.com
www.mockridge.com
Specialists in chemically etched nameplates. Brass, Stainless Steel and Anodised
Aluminium. Any size up to 2400 x
1200mm (8ft x 4ft). One-offs up to 5000+.
trade work is totally confidential.

MULTITECHNIC LTD

(EST. 1972)

Coopies Lane, Morpeth, Northumberland
NE61 6JQ

Tel: 01670 512090
Fax: 01670 503143
sales@multitechnic.co.uk
www.multitechnic.co.uk
We are established specialists in chemical
etching. WE ARE THE ONLY TRADE ONLY
SIGN ETCHING SPECIALISTS IN THE UK.
We can offer effects that nobody else can
do such as complex blended colours. All
our stainless steel is 316 marine grade, we
don't use inferior grades & our brass is the
best too. We want your business so will
give you a fast turnaround & excellent
service.

SIGN INDUSTRIES
Gardyne, Forfar, Angus, Scotland,
DD8 2SQ

Tel: 01241 828 694
info@signindustries.com
www.signindustries.com
SIGN INDUSTRIES are specialist TRADE
MANUFACTURERS of etched Stainless
Steel, Brass, and Bronze. We also Laser
Engrave Plastics and Wood as stand alone
products as well as moulds for castings.
SIGN INDUSTRIES normally work with 3
mm thick material, and can etch bend and
weld Stainless Steel up to 3 metres x 1.5
metres, and down to small sequential tags
for wiring looms.
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CHROME PLATED LETTERS

COMMEMORATIVE PLAQUES

WARD SIGNS

SIGNRITE (IOM) LTD

SIGNTRADE LETTERS LTD

ALAN ROBERTS
ENGRAVERS LTD

Maze House, Maze Street, Barton Hill,
Bristol BS5 9TE

Unit 2, Isle of Man Business Park,
Braddan, Douglas, Isle of Man IM2 2QY

Tel: 0117 955 3385
Fax: 0117 955 7518
info@ward-signs.co.uk
www.ward-signs.co.uk

Tel: 01624 612244
Fax: 01624 661229
sales@signrite-iom.com
www.signrite-iom.com

Wards of Bristol have produced countless
cast metal commemorative blue plaques,
but also specialise in traditional bronze
plaques and custom 3D hand crafted
plaques, which are hand painted to depict
scenes of historical events, places and figures.

Cut out letters and logos in acrylic, foam
pvc MDF amd dibond, to the sign trade.
Supply us with artwork via e-mail or disk.
Fast delivery through out the UK and
Europe. contact us for a competitive quote
and a quick turnround.

225 Long Lane, London N3 2RL

Tel: 0500 456700
Fax: 020 8349 5806
sales@signtrade.co.uk
www.signtrade.co.uk
ChromaForm; the NEW generation of
Chrome effect letters. We now offer a complete range of ChromaForm Letters for a 7
day turnaround not available anywhere
else. We can also supply and fit LED lights
to the ChromaForm range of letters for an
even better effect. Ring Susan or Lesley for
details and samples.

27 Thingwall Drive, Irby Village, Wirral,
CH61 3XN

Tel: 0151 709 3404
Fax: 0151 707 8081
mail@alanrobertsengravers.co.uk
www.alanrobertsengravers.co.uk
Fast confidential service to the trade.
Plaques in ALL materials. Also a range of
Unveiling Systems to suite the particular
plaque. Including a FREE STANDING UNIT
enabling an Unveiling Ceremony to take
place anywhere even outdoors. We can
manufacture, deliver direct to your customer on your behalf. We have been supplying Commemorative Plaques for over 70
years, unveiled by HRH on many occasions.

CNC ROUTING
& ENGRAVING MACHINES
ATA ENGINEERING
PROCESSES
ATA House, Unit B, Boundry Way, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts HP2 7SS

Tel: 01442 264411
Fax: 01442 231383
sales@ataeng.com
www.ataeng.com
The C R Onsrud range of CNC routers
offers a wide variety of options from entry
level 3 axis machines up to 5 axis with
fixed or moving gantry.

ASPECT SIGNS
& ENGRAVING
Unit A5 Bounds Green Ind Est, Ring
Way, London N11 2UD

Tel: 020 8368 9017
Fax: 020 8368 9018
info@aspectsigns.com
www.aspectsigns.com
49 Years experience in Commemorative
Plaques in Brass & Stainless Steel, Mirror
Polished or Brushed. NO screens + NO
Vinyls = BETTER Quality. For Quality and a
Reliable Service, contact us

COAT OF ARMS
BRYAN RAWLINGS DESIGN
45 Nunney Close, Keynsham, Bristol
BS31 1XG

Tel: 0117 986 7894
Fax: 0117 377 8816
bryan@bryanrawlings.com
www.bryanrawlings.com
Designers and makers of coats of arms,
emblems and all types of sculptural and
decorative signage. GRP, cast resins, metals, detailed hand painting and much
more. Large range of royal coats of arms
available. Specialist suppliers to the sign
trade.

MERCURY & PHILLIPS
SIGNS
51/59 Waterworks Rd. Norwich NR2 4DA

Tel: 01603 666699
Fax: 01603 616781
sales@mercuryphillips.co.uk
www.mercuryphillipssigns.co.uk
Manufacturers of plaques in stainless steel,
brass and aluminium, chemically or machine
engraved, colour filled to your choice.
Logos and text from artwork supplied.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES LTD

SIGN INDUSTRIES

Wingfield Road Tebworth, Beds, LU7 9QG

Gardyne, Forfar, Angus, Scotland,
DD8 2SQ

Tel: 01525 874 185
Fax: 01525 875 746
enquiries@sott.co.uk
www.sott.co.uk
Cast in polyurethane with detail in relief
and hand painted full colours. May be cast
on their own or as part of an entrance
sign, blue plaque or street sign etc. We
also cast coats of arms in aluminium, grp or
bronze. Please send details for a quotation.

Tel: 01241 828 694
info@signindustries.com
www.signindustries.com
Sign Industries is one of the UK's leading
sign making manufacturers, offering a
broad range of memorial and commemorative plaques in many varying styles using
the finest materials such as bronze, brass,
stainless steel and wood. You can now create your own custom plaques and nameplates and order them directly from our
website.

Tel: 0117 955 3385
Fax: 0117 955 7518
info@ward-signs.co.uk
www.ward-signs.co.uk
Wards of Bristol Specialise in manufacture,
restoration and accurate reproduction of
historic and modern coats of arms. We are
able to produce from originals, information
from heraldic associations, or even from a
photograph. Check our website for recent
projects.
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ACCENT SIGNS LTD

SIGNTRADE LETTERS LTD

Units 4, Broadcott Ind. Est., Station Rd.,
Cradley Heath B64 6NT

225 Long Lane, London N3 2RL

Tel: 0121 561 4600
Fax: 0121 561 5458
accsign1@aol.com
www.accentsignsltd.co.uk
Virtually any typeface available, cut from
your artwork or ours, in Acrylic, Foam PVC,
Aluminium composite, or MDF. Complete
Fascia Panels, and more! Samples on request.

APPLELEC
Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD4 7HJ

Tel: +44 (0)1274 774477
Fax: +44 (0)1274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of flat cut out letters, logos
and intricate laser work. Lettering in a
variety of materials such as acrylic,
foamex, dibond, stainless steel, aluminium
and MDF is available in different finishes
and supplied with or without fixings. Please
ask for an information pack or contact one
of our friendly and experienced sales staff
for assistance. (3D built up lettering is also
available).

SIGNS OF THE TIMES LTD
Wingfield Road Tebworth, Beds, LU7 9QG

Tel: 01525 874 185
Fax: 01525 875746
enquiries@sott.co.uk
www.sott.co.uk
Cast blue plaques with detail in relief.
Usually cast in solid rigid polyurethane and
painted blue background with white, silver
or gold letters. Send us artwork or copy of
the text for a quote.

Tel: 0500 456700
Fax: 020 8349 5806
sales@signtrade.co.uk
www.signtrade.co.uk
Plastic is our speciality including Flat Cut
lettering in Perspex, foam pvc and aluminium composite. All supplied with locators
and template as standard. We also offer a
complete range of Moulded letters in
Perspex and ChromaForm, offering over 60
years experience.

SYGNET SIGNS LTD
129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester, LE5 3AP

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com
We have over 5000 styles to choose from
or you can send your own artwork.
Letters/logos available in acrylic, foam,
mdf, polycarb, dibond, stainless steel and
much more. All cut by router or laser. With
or without fixings. All works carried out inhouse (we also manufacture built ups and
much more).

I.C.E.
Marcon House, Wyther Lane, Leeds
LS5 3BT

Tel: 0113 224 2124
Fax: 0113 224 2110
sales@icesigns.co.uk
www.icesigns.co.uk
Manufacturers of flat cut letters in ALL
materials. Incl. Acrylic, Foamex, MDF,
Stainless Steel, Brass, Copper, Corian.
Many finishes available- Gilding, painting,
powdercoating, lacquering. A special service at a competitive price.

MERCURY & PHILLIPS SIGNS
51-59 Waterworks Road, Norwich NR2 4DA.

Tel: 01603 666699
Fax: 01603 616781
sales@mercuryphillips.co.uk
www.mercuryphillipssigns.co.uk
A fully comprehensive service to the trade
in acrylic, foam PVC, MDF, brass and aluminium. Contact us for price list or quotation.

SIGN HERE

WARD SIGNS
Maze House, Maze Street, Barton Hill,
Bristol BS5 9TE

CUT-OUT LETTERS

179 Fosse Road North, Leicester,
LE3 5EZ

Tel: 0500 428 021
Fax: 0116 225 9966
sales@sign-here.co.uk
www.sign-here.co.uk
Trade service for flat cut lettering & logos
in Acrylic Foamex, Dibond, Aluminum,
Stainless steel & MDF. We will give you a
professional reliable & efficient service at a
competitive price. From a single letter to a
fully illuminated sign ready for installation.
For a quote or just friendly advice contact
us. We are here to help.
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DIGITAL ELECTRONIC SIGNS
BROWNINGS LTD
5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. We realise the need to keep up to
date with our product offering and we are
now happy to announce our new range of
digital products, from single and double
sided WAYFINDERS to HIGH BRIGHTNESS
external displays to 'VIDEO WALLS', we
have a quality product for all applications.

FAIRFIELD DISPLAYS &
LIGHTING LTD
127 Albert Street, Fleet, Hants,
GU51 3SN

Tel: 01252 758 934
Fax: 01252 812 123
sales@fairfielddisplays.co.uk
www.fairfielddisplays.co.uk
Specialists in Digital Signage made simple
for the trade. Select from media players to
complete web based solutions. Only
company in the UK to offer suspended
screens on rods. Fairfield has designed a
range of display systems for kiosks, point
of sale, window and internal displays. Full
consultancy service and trade installation
service. Showrooms in Fleet & Shrewsbury

DIGITAL PRINT

DIGITAL PRINTER SUPPLIES

EDGELIT SIGNS

MOCKRIDGE LABELS &
NAMEPLATES LTD

BISBELL MAGNETIC
PRODUCTS LTD.

APPLELEC

COUNTY ENGRAVERS
& SIGNS LTD

Cavendish Street, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancs OL6 7QL

Hillfield Lane, Stretton, Burton on Trent,
Staffs DE13 0BN

Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire BD4 7HJ

Unit 5, Trent View Court, Moreland
Street, Nottingham NG2 3FX

Tel: 0161 308 2331
Fax: 0161 343 1958
sales@mockridge.com
www.mockridge.com

Tel: 01283 531000
Fax: 01283 534000
sales@bisbellmagnets.com
www.bisbellmagnets.com

Full Colour Digitally printed self adhesive
labels, full colour sub-surface printed overlays, full colour nameplates, including
plaques and signs. Low Cost. Quick turnaround.

The UK's widest range of digitally printable
wide format magnetic and ferro sheet
(both over 1200mm wide). Maxmag vehicle grade magnetic materials available in
white, plain or adhesive backed - by roll or
cut to your specific requirements. Also
available neo magnets, vehicle roof magnets, sign grippers and a full range of high
tape to suit every budget and application.

MORCANT DESIGNS LTD
Unit 6, Tom Johnston Road, West
Pitkerro Industrial Estate, Dundee
DD4 8XD

Tel: 01382 686 286
Fax: 01382 686288
Mob: 07712 654757
sales@morcant-designs.co.uk
www.morcant-designs.co.uk
Full colour digital printed graphics:
monomeric, polymeric, cast or vehicle
wrap vinyls. Full colour canvases, banners,
roller banners, pop-up frames. Full colour
signs, name-plates. All of these at very
competitive prices and quick turnaround
times.

DIGITAL PRINTED SIGNS
ACTIVE TRADE PRINT
Branches: Unit 1 Chesterfield Trading
Est, Chesterfield / Unit 12c Bates
Industrial Est, Romford

Tel: 0845 222 5008
sales@tradeactive.co.uk
www.tradeactive.co.uk
We offer a Trade Digital Print & Cut service
with no minimum order charge. From one
colour to full photographic quality images
up to 1370mm wide by any length printed
and cut on to numerous vinyls and pvc
banner materials, poster paper and photographic paper. We can take your artwork
from e-mail, disk or CD in various formats.

DORO TAPE (UK) LTD
New Mill, Farndon Road, Market
Harborough, Leics LE16 9NP

Tel: 01858 431 642
Fax: 01858 466 992
sales@dorotape.co.uk
www.dorotape.co.uk
Specialists in media for digital printing,
Doro Tape supply products from major
European manufactures including Ritrama,
Aslan, Xerox and Poli-Tape for all large format printers. Whether it's for sign graphics;
interior exhibition or retail displays; floor
graphics or vehicle wraps, Doro can supply
the right product. Contact Doro Tape for
expert advice on digital media.

Unit 1, Tudor Works, Turret Lane,
Ipswich IP4 1DL

Tel: 01473 212751
Fax: 01473 233415
sales@clearscore.co.uk
www.clearscore.co.uk
Trade service for high quality digital print
up to 1600mm wide. Printing on to vinyl,
PVC banner,paper, lightbox material and
artist canvas, also laminating and contour
cutting. Providing high quality service and
products since 1978.

37 Tenter Road, Moulton Park,
Northampton NN3 6AX

Tel: 01604 644697
Fax: 01604 790495
www.mactac.eu
MACtac are global manufactures of selfadhesive material for wide-format Digital
Printing (Water Based, Solvent, EcoSolvent, Latex & UV) with Print Profiles to
match these materials that are designed
for Vehicle Wrapping, Wall, Street, Floor
and Window Graphics. Many Laminates
available include wood & metal effects.
Some products are Class O fire-rated and
CBS Outdoors (formerly Viacom) approved.

Huntsman House, Mansion Close,
Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 6LA

Tel: 0161 886 7557
www.paperlinx.co.uk
PaperlinX are authorised resellers for
Epson, Mimaki, Canon, Jetrix, Hewlett
Packard, x-rite, Vivid, Seal and Zund. We
can, through our specialised Digital
Solutions team, offer everything from printers, plotters and cutters to a wide range of
matching consumables including papers,
vinyls and banners at competitive prices.
Call to arrange a demonstration.

SYGNET SIGNS LTD

DOMES & DISHES

129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester LE5 3AP

TALBOT DESIGNS LTD

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com
Sygnet signs can offer you their own inhouse digital print service that can produce
stunning results across a range of
applications due to the addition of an
award winning digital printer that can offer
a luxurious edge to any graphic. We can
offer you prints for applications such as
signs, banners, vehicle graphics, POS displays
and posters, all at competitive trade prices.

Manufacturers of edge lit signs incorporating a variety of extruded profile options
along with bespoke engraved acrylic panels. With award winning and cost effective
LED modules and a choice of mounting or
hanging shop fitting kits, Applelec supplies
an unrivalled range of edge lit trade components. Please ask for an information
pack or contact our friendly and experienced sales staff for assistance.

ARTILLUS - WAYS2DISPLAY
LTD
Britannia House, 29 Station Road,
Kettering, Northants NN15 7HJ

Tel: 0333 123 0345
Fax: 0333 123 0445
sales@artillus.com
www.artillus.com
DIAMOND 24V LED light boxes and GARNET light panels can be produced in any
size up to 2500 x 1500mm. Diamond light
boxes have a 20mm deep frame and
25mm snap frame front. Standard sizes in
A4 up to A0 for next day delivery. Custom
boxes & GARNET 8mm deep light panels
can be made in single colour LED or RGB
with controllers, can be dimmable or have
built-in phasing. No minimum order quantity.

KINGS PLASTICS LTD

MACTAC UK LTD

PAPERLINX
CLEARSCORE LTD

Tel: 01274 774477
Fax: 01274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk

225 Long Lane, Finchley London N3 2RL

Tel: 020 8346 8515
Fax: 020 8349 0294
sales@talbotdesigns.co.uk
www.talbotdesigns.co.uk
We are the only company in Europe
stocking clear acrylic Domes & Dishes in
20 sizes. We have over 140 other special
sizes available and can make ovals,
squares and oblong domes. By covering
any shape with vinyl or screen printing you
can have your own special sign.

The Signbuild Centre, Kelso House, St
Philips, Bristol, BS2 0PH

Tel: 0117 9411 411
Fax: 0117 9411 811
enquiry@kingsplastics.co.uk
www.kingsplastics.co.uk
REFLEX aluminium edgelite track using
LED's and integral 12v convertor units, or
MINIFLEX using LED's with remote 12v
power convertor units, both can be supplied with or without 8mm clear acrylic
panels, plain or outline engraved to your
design. For images & prices, see our online
shop.

Engravers of all types of plaques, plates,
labels and control panels in a wide range
of materials. Fine detail etching in brass
and stainless steel. Industrial and Laser
Engraving and Component Marking. Full
colour printing from labels to wide format.

DARTFORD ENGRAVING
& SCREENPRINTING LTD
Unit 4 Power Works Industrial Estate,
Slade green Road, Erith, Kent DA8 2HY

Tel: 01322 340 194
mail@desp.co.uk
www.desp.co.uk
DESP has been trading for over 50 years.
CNC engraving, Laser engraving, Heavy
Duty machine engraving, Chemical etching, Screen Printing, (ALL CARRIED OUT
INHOUSE), including artwork. So whether
its a 1 off or 1,000 off, we can offer a
quick competitive turnround.

FIRST SIGNS & LABELS LTD
Unit 1, Raynham Close, Raynham Rd Ind
Estate, Raynham Road, Bishops
Stortford, Herts, CM23 5JP

Tel: 01279 467999
Fax: 01279 467888
sales@firstsignsandlabels.co.uk
www.firstsignsandlabels.co.uk
We manufacture and engrave nameplates,
Labels, Tags, Switchplates, Mimics, Brass
Plates, Components, Warning labels,
Plaques, Logo's and Signs. We also produce printed fire & Safety Signs & Vinyl
Graphics.

HALLMARK ENGRAVING
ETCHING & SIGNS LTD
(EST. 1899)
116-118 Selsdon Road, South Croydon,
Surrey CR2 6PG

ENGRAVING
AES SIGNS LTD

Tel: 0115 985 1171
Fax: 0115 986 1007
sales@countyengravers-signs.co.uk
www.countyengravers-signs.co.uk

(EST. 1972)

The Old Laundry, 15 Barratt street,
Easton, Bristol, BS5 6DE

Tel: 0117 951 0234
Fax: 0117 952 0234
sales@aessigns.co.uk
www.aessigns.co.uk
The complete sign service Engraved /
Etched & Screen Printed signs Nameplates
etc. in all materials. Very competitive
prices, excellent delivery, highest quality,
full design service, prompt response to all
enquires

ALAN ROBERTS
ENGRAVERS LTD
27 Thingwall Drive, Irby Village,
Wirral, CH61 3XN

Tel: 020 8686 6649
Fax: 020 8760 0899
sales@hallmarksigns.co.uk
www.hallmarksigns.co.uk
Superfast and reliable trade service with
100 years experience for all etching, routing and profiling. Specialists for nameplate
and commemorative plaques in bronze,
brass, aluminium, stainless and plastics.
Logos and crests. High quality graphics drawings free of charge. Precision industrial engravers of panels, labels and moulds.
Keytop specialist. Presentation silverware
and glass engraving experts.

IMPACT ENGRAVING
22-23 Rabans Close, Aylesbury, Bucks,
HP19 8RS

Tel: 0151 709 3404
Fax: 0151 707 8081
mail@alanrobertsengravers.co.uk
www.alanrobertsengravers.co.uk

Tel: 01296 488902
Fax: 01296 488869
Mob: 07957 870 756
andy@impactengraving.co.uk
www.impactengraving.co.uk

Fast Confidential Engraving Service to the
trade. We can provide plaques,
nameplates, control panels, safety signs,
switch plates, commemorative plaques with
unveiling unit (on hire basis), bespoke
signs and labels etc.

REAL Trade prices for Engraving and chemical etching, rotary, diamond, laser and
acid. Control panels, data plates etc.
Stainless steel, Traffolyte, special laminates, brass, aluminium etc. ULTRA FAST
DELIVERY !
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MERCURY & PHILLIPS
SIGNS

FLAT CUT LETTERS

FLEXIBLE FACE SIGNS

GOLD LEAF SUPPLIERS

APPLELEC

BROWNINGS LTD

HABBERLEY MEADOWS

51/59 Waterworks Rd. Norwich NR2 4DA

Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD4 7HJ

5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

5 Saxon Way, Chelmsley Wood,
Birmingham B37 5AY

Tel: 01603 666699
Fax: 01603 616781
sales@mercuryphillips.co.uk
www.mercuryphillipssigns.co.uk
Manufacturers of all types of plates or
plaques, machine engraved or chemically
etched using a variety of materials, brass,
stainless steel, aluminium, plastics and
wood. For high quality and intricate detail
with colour infills to your choice.

SIGN INDUSTRIES
Gardyne, Forfar, Angus, Scotland, DD8 2SQ

Tel: 01241 828 694
info@signindustries.com
www.signindustries.com
SIGN INDUSTRIES are specialist TRADE
MANUFACTURERS of etched Stainless
Steel, Brass, and Bronze. We also Laser
Engrave Plastics and Wood as stand alone
products as well as moulds for castings.
SIGN INDUSTRIES normally work with 3
mm thick material, and can etch bend and
weld Stainless Steel up to 3 metres x 1.5
metres, and down to small sequential tags
for wiring looms.

ESTIMATING SOFTWARE
GOFASO SOFTWARE
129 Devizes Road, Hilperton,
Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 7SZ

Tel: 01225 718930
sales@gofaso.co.uk
www.gofaso.co.uk
Gofaso Software makes quoting fast and
easy! Gofaso has been specialised for Sign
companies, providing user-friendly calculation templates, workshop management,
invoicing and customer relations upkeep.
With module E-CRM you can make use of
QR-codes on worksheets. Gofaso includes
startling new tips and innovative techniques giving your company the strongest
advantage.

FINGERPOST SIGNS
SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD
Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk
Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign systems, notice boards & information
displays. Our high quality Fingerpost system combines aluminium or steel posts,
with double skin finger-arms, making it
highly durable, and ideal for public locations. Choose from Chevron, Bull-nosed or
Square ended finger arms, available in
standard or custom lengths.

FLAME POLISHERS
I-SPI LTD
47 Mansionhouse Road, Mount Vernon,
Glasgow G32 0RP

Tel: 0141 764 1600
Fax: 0141 778 5824
sales@ispitrade.com
www.ispitrade.com
I-SPI Trade supplier of CE approved flame
polishers. The simplest way to add a crystal
clear, glass like edge to acrylic. Machines
to suit every budget all at THE REAL TRADE
PRICE. Visit our web site for more info or
give Stephen or Sean a call and we can
answer any questions you may have.
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Tel: +44 (0)1274 774477
Fax: +44 (0)1274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of flat cut out letters, logos
and intricate laser work. We offer lettering
in a variety of materials such as acrylic,
foamex, dibond, stainless steel, aluminium
and MDF in different finishes and supplied
with or without fixings. Please ask for an
information pack or contact one of our
friendly and experienced sales staff for
assistance. (3D built up lettering is also
available).

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest, TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. The Company manufacture everything
from poster frames to flexface signs. We
can supply you lengths of extrusions, signs
in kit form or make the whole sign for you.
We utilise the Signcomp suite including
Econoflex, Retroframe and Fascia Frame.
All signs are to your individual, specific
requirements.

INSIGHT SIGN SYSTEMS
FABRICUT
Unit 2 Browells Lane, Feltham,
Middlesex, TW13 7EQ

Tel: 020 8751 7250
Fax: 020 8751 7251
mailus@fabricut.co.uk
www.fabricut.co.uk
Trade suppliers of flat cut letters and logos
etc with a 24 hr next day service available.
Lots of materials to choose from: Foamex,
Perspex, Composites, MDF, Ply, Aluminium,
Polished/Brushed Stainless. Aluminium
Composite trays signs folded, glued ready
for you to hang. Plastic, brass & nickel
locators, various studs & sleeves, 3M VHB
tape, drilling templates also available.

67 Dykehead Street, Queenslie Industrial
Estate, Glasgow G33 4AQ

Tel: 0141 774 5990
Fax: 0141 774 6653
sales@insightsignsystems.com
www.insightsignsystems.com
Insight is a trade only manufacturer, offering a made to measure service, with inhouse powder coating. A range of cases
are available to accept flexible substrates,
covering most applications. Tensioning
mechanism is fast and simple to operate,
and can be accessed via hinged cover
plates fitted around perimeter of case.
Large hinged cases can be fitted with gas
struts or mechanical arms to assist opening.

MIDA SIGN SERVICES
MORCANT DESIGNS LTD
Unit 6, Tom Johnston Road, West
Pitkerro Industrial Estate, Dundee
DD4 8XD

Tel: 01382 686 286
Fax: 01382 686 288
sales@morcant-designs.co.uk
www.morcant-designs.co.uk
Trade suppliers of flat cut letters and logos.
We offer lettering in a variety of materials
such as acrylic, foamex, dibond, stainless
steel and aluminium which are supplied
with or without fixings and templates. We
also supply 3D built up lettering in stainless steel or acrylic.

Welbeck Street South, Ashton-UnderLyne OL6 7QZ

Tel: 0161 8 300 600
Fax: 0161 8 300 601
info@midasignservices.co.uk
www.bannersandgraphics.co.uk
Specialised installers of all flexible faced
systems. Nationwide service. Illuminated or
non-illuminated. We can supply and install.
Call for details.

GENERAL SIGN SUPPLIERS
BROWNINGS LTD

SIGN HERE
179 Fosse Road North, Leicester,
LE3 5EZ

Tel: 0500 428 021
Fax: 0116 225 9966
sales@sign-here.co.uk
www.sign-here.co.uk
Trade service for flat cut lettering & logos
in Acrylic Foamex, Dibond, Aluminum,
Stainless steel & MDF. We will give you a
professional reliable & efficient service at a
competitive price. From a single letter to a
fully illuminated sign ready for installation.
For a quote or just friendly advice contact
us. We are here to help.

5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest, TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. We manufacture poster frames, menu
cases, slimlocks, signtrim, troughlights,
acrylic-faced light boxes, flexfaced signage
and now our new Texsign frames for internal use. We supply in any size or quantity,
from 1 offs to multiple rollouts either as
lengths of extrusion, in kit form or as
made-up signs.

KINGS PLASTICS LTD
SYGNET SIGNS LTD
129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester,
LE5 3AP

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com
We have over 5000 styles to choose from
or you can send your own artwork.
Letters/logos available in acrylic, foam,
mdf, polycarb, dibond, stainless steel and
much more. All cut by router or laser. With
or without fixings. All works carried out inhouse (we also manufacture built ups and
much more).

The Signbuild Centre, Kelso House, St
Philips, Bristol, BS2 0PH

Tel: 0117 9411 411
Fax: 0117 9411 811
enquiry@kingsplastics.co.uk
www.kingsplastics.co.uk
For all types of sign. Individual flatcut &
built up lettering, illuminated with LED's.
Edgelite signs, Illuminated signs, Modular
sign systems, Frames & panels, engraving
on plastics, aluminium and brass, labels
and stencils. LED's & convertors etc. Also
material supplies cut to size. A complete
service to the trade. For further
information, check out our website &
online shop.
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Tel: 0121 770 0103
Fax: 0121 770 6512
gold@habberleymeadows.co.uk
www.habberleymeadows.co.uk
We stock a full range of gold leaf and silver leaf gilding supplies, gold gilding products and gilding materials. Our staff are
expert gold beaters who produce very high
quality gold leaf.

SERVICES SUPPLY COMPANY
Unit C, Ogmore Court, Abergarw Ind.
Est. Brynmenyn, CF32 9LW

Tel: 01656 720 566
Fax: 01656 729 837
info@goldleafsupplies.co.uk
www.goldleafsupplies.co.uk
Gold leaf 12 to 24ct from stock same day
despatch for approved accounts. We doubt
whether our prices can be bettered for
comparable quality.

INSTALLATION CONTRACTORS
BIRCH SIGN SERVICES
Unit 3, Wickham Business Park,
Honywood Road, Basildon, Essex,
SS14 3EQ

Tel: 01268 284 400
Fax: 01268 534 870
Mob: 07967 190089
lou@birchsigns.com
www.birchsigns.com
"The largest independent sign installation
and maintenance company in the UK."
Specialists in all sign work, large or small,
neon, LED, all Flexface systems, illuminated, non illuminated and vinyl. Corporate
change over specialists.

GLOBAL ERECTING SIGN
SERVICES LTD (EST. 1996)
Unit 1 Orion Court, Colmworth Business
Park, Eaton Socon, St Neots, PE19 8YX

Tel: 01480 211948
Fax: 01480 210551
info@gessltd.co.uk
www.gess.uk.com
The complete package. We offer an exemplary installation service for all types of signage, from street level to extreme high
level, specialising in abseiling. We have full
Public and Company Liability Insurance.
For each installation we provide a full project management service, from site survey
to sign off and provide a full Risk and
Method Statement prior to any works
being undertaken.

INDUSTRIAL ABSEILING LTD
8 Tresco Road, Berkhamsted, HP4 3JZ

Tel: 0845 345 7712
Mob: 07702 950 218
info@industrialabseiling.com
www.mediaabseiling.com
Abseiling company specialising in the
installation and maintenance of all types of
signage and lighting, we operate nationwide and throughout Europe - advice, site
visits, fast turnaround.

MIDA SIGN SERVICES UK LTD
Welbeck Street South, Ashton-UnderLyne OL6 7QZ

Tel: 0161 8 300 600
Fax: 0161 8 300 601
info@midasignservices.co.uk
www.midasignservices.co.uk
Professional installation and maintenance
of all types of signage. Including, Site
surveys, Illuminated signs, Flexface signage,
neon etc. Nationwide service operating
from Manchester. Established 1984.

PROLICHT UK LTD

SIGN HERE

FOCUS LED UK LTD.

14 Spire Green Centre, Flex Meadow,
Pinnacles West, Harlow, Essex CM19 5TR

179 Fosse Road North, Leicester, LE3 5EZ

Unit 64 Cariocca Business Park, 2
Hellidon Close, Arkwick, Manchester,
M12 4AH

Tel: 0844 412 2230
Fax: 0844 412 2231
ukhelp@prolicht.com
www.prolicht.com
An experienced professional sign and lighting contractor to undertake Surveys,
Project Management, Individual or
Programmed Installations, Planned or
Reactive Maintenance, Illumination and
Accident 'make safe' and repairs, throughout the U.K. All crews are fully trained to
current Health and Safety standards
including Pasma, IPAF and UKPIA Safety
Passports.

PROSIGN

Trade service for Laser flat cut & built up
lettering & logos in Acrylic, Aluminum &
Stainless steel. We will give you a professional reliable & efficient service at a competitive price. From a single letter to a fully
illuminated sign ready for installation. For
a quote or just friendly advice contact us.
We are here to help. Work with us.... work
with experiance

SYGNET SIGNS LTD
129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester, LE5 3AP

Unit D, 1 School Lane Chandlers Ford,
Southampton SO53 4DG

Tel: 02380 388 522
info@prosign.biz
www.prosign.biz
Polite, Professional & Highly skilled sign fitters and vinyl applicators. Large Graphic &
Wrapping Specialists. CSCS, PASMA & IPAF.
England & Europe covered

SIGN INSTALLATIONS

Tel: 0500 428 021
Fax: 0116 225 9966
sales@sign-here.co.uk
www.sign-here.co.uk

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com
Specialist laser cutting service. We stock a
variety of materials in various thicknesses.
You may also free issue materials. Laser
capabilities are - stainless steel up to
4mm, mild steel up to 12mm. We can also
cut very small acylic detail with d/s tape
already applied. All works carried out inhouse.

Let us be your professional sign installation
team, in London, Sussex, Hampshire,
Surrey and Kent. With 25 years of sign
installation experience, our neatly presented fitting crews will work for you to
increase your profits. Customer service and
client confidentiality are paramount, so you
can be sure your hard earned reputation is
in safe hands.

LAMINATING/ ENCAPSULATING
VIVID LAMINATING
TECHNOLOGIES

LASER CUTTING/
ENGRAVING MACHINES
HPC LASER LTD
Eildon, Bradford Road, Cleckheaton,
West Yorkshire BD19 3LW

Tel: 01422 310 800
Fax: 01422 400 099
sales@hpclaser.co.uk
www.hpclaser.co.uk
Specialist suppliers of LASERSCRIPT CO2
laser engravers and cutters. Our lasers are
capable of cutting, engraving and marking
a wide range of materials including laminate, metal, glass, acrylic, textiles, wood,
paper, card and leather. Also available is
an A4 Laser with professional Laser software for those struggling for space.
Optional 1 to 3 year warranty available.
Over 1100 machines supplied!

St.Georges House, Whitwick Road,
Coalville, Leicestershire, LE67 3FA

Tel: 0345 1 30 40 50
Fax: 0845 1 30 70 80
sales@vivid-online.com
www.vivid-online.com
Designers and Manufacturers of laminating
systems. Vivid supply a wide range of laminating products including the well established Easymount range of wide format
laminators which are available in cold and
hot models. Roll fed, pouch laminators,
laminating pouches and a wide range of
laminating films.

LASER CUTTING/ENGRAVING
N E PLASTICS LTD
Unit 1, Ruxley Corner Industrial Estate,
Edgington Way, Sidcup, Kent DA14 5BL

Tel: 020 8308 9990
Fax: 020 8308 9995
sales@neplastics.co.uk
www.neplastics.co.uk
One of the largest independent stockholders of semi-finished plastics in the UK,
offering a huge range of both branded
and own label products including Perspex,
Alliance ACP, Foamalite, Lumex and Arla. A
next day delivery service on cut to size and
polished Perspex is available. We also offer
a trade service on CNC Router & Laser cutting, Sign trays and bespoke plastic
fabrication.

Specialise in LED Lighting for Signs & Shop
fitting, Kitchens, Restaurants, Commerical
& Domestic Lighting. Quality & Professional
Lighting to get your job done by giving you
our best advises, there is no job too small.
You only pay for quality products at Focus
LED. Check out our gallery to see how we
helped others to achieve their projects.

HALOLEDS
Unit D, 1 School Lane Chandlers Ford,
Eastleigh SO53 4DG

Tel: 02380 253 290
info@haloleds.co.uk
www.haloleds.co.uk
Great Trade Prices. Suppliers of LED modules, RGB systems, backlighting LEDs,
transformers and all accessories 2 year LED
warranty, all ex stock for next day delivery.

KINGS PLASTICS LTD
The Signbuild Centre, Kelso House, St
Philips, Bristol, BS2 0PH

(EST. 1995)

2-4 Foredown Drive, Portslade, East
Sussex BN41 2BB

Tel: 01273 424900
sales@sussexsigns.com
www.sign-installations.co.uk

Tel: 0161 27 27 778
sales@focusledltd.co.uk
www.focusledltd.co.uk

LED ILLUMINATION
3D SIGN SYSTEMS LTD
411 Pollokshaws Rd, Glasgow, G41 1QZ

Tel: 0117 9411 411
Fax: 0117 9411 811
enquiry@kingsplastics.co.uk
www.kingsplastics.co.uk
White & coloured LED modules in 4 sizes
and LED ribbon - bright or super bright.
12v power convertors, RGB controllers,
together with a range of connectors. For
full details on our range, prices and for
images, check out our website & online
shop. Competitive prices guaranteed!

LED SOLUTIONS
129 Humberstone Road, Leicester LE5 3AP

Tel: 0116 262 5933
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@ledsolutions.co.uk
www.ledsolutions.co.uk
LED Solutions supply quality, energy efficient LED products to the sign trade. We
are UK distributors for DAEHAN LED who
specialise in sign illumination and offer 5year warranties with our sign LED module
range. We supply RGB modules, LED Light
panels, Flexible strips, Neonflex, and IP
Rated Power supplies, so please contact us
for any assistance.

Tel: 0141 422 2010
sales@3dsignsystems.co.uk
www.3dsignsystems.co.uk

OSHINO LED LIGHTING

Realise the true potential of LED illumination for signage. LED modules specifically
designed for illuminating 3D channel letters and light boxes. Buy LG Innotek LEDs.
Buy Samsung LEDs. Buy waterproof power
supplies. Upto 5 Year Warranty. Samples
available with money back guarantee if
our products do not impress.

Tel: 0115 964 1305
Mob: 07766 777878
sales@oshino.co.uk
www.oshino-lamps.co.uk

1 Churchfield Court, Robey Close, Linby,
Nottingham NG15 8AA

LEDs for Signs F-LED355: 20% more efficient,
15% brighter, wider 160o viewing angle and
at IP67 more resilient than another Minisized module. + 5 years warranty. In stock now.

SGLIGHTSHEET.CO.UK
(PART OF THE SIGN GROUP)

Tel: 01132 524 706
www.SGLightSheet.co.uk
We manufacture Acrylic Lightsheet to be
used in 100's of different ways in signage
and display. Our SG LightSheet™ is the
most versatile material of its kind, and is
extremely bright, even & very efficient. Fast
Turn Arounds (Next day), and fantastic prices.

SIGNTRADE LETTERS LTD
225 Long Lane, London N3 2RL

Tel: 0500 456 700
Fax: 020 8349 5806
sales@signtrade.co.uk
www.signtrade.co.uk
Chromasign launched at Sign UK. We offer
a complete range of ChromaForm Letters
with Halo Lighting not available anywhere
else. Ring Susan or Lesley for details and
samples.

WELOVELEDS.CO.UK
Tel: 01132 524 706
www.WeLoveLEDS.co.uk
The favourite online LED supplier to the
sign, display and shopfitting trade. Large
stocks carries, experienced sales people,
no nonsense ordering. Orders can be
made online, over the phone and by email.
Use Code: EX10 for 10% trade discounts.

LIGHT BOXES & LIGHTING
APPLELEC
Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire, BD4 7HJ

Tel: 01274 774477
Fax: 01274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of fabricated and extruded
light boxes, custom made to client design
requirements. From flat faced and curved
styles, to LED illumination and colour
changing modules, a definitive range of
light box products are available. Applelec's
flat light unit LED Light Sheet is regularly
used to create ultra slim light boxes with
even illumination and a depth of just 25mm.

ARKEN P-O-P INTERNATIONAL
Studlands Park Avenue, Newmarket,
Suffolk, CB8 7EA

Tel: 01638 565656
Fax: 01638 662770
info@arken-pop.com
www.arken-pop.com
arken provide a comprehensive range of
light boxes for both internal and external
use. Our new Pureilte LED light boxes are
great value, offering fantastic light dispersal, whilst being very economical to run.
Our light boxes are made to order so can
be customised to a specific size or colour
or can be expertly designed to meet your
individual brief.

APPLELEC
Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire BD4 7HJ

Tel: +44 (0)1274 774477
Fax: +44 (0)1274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of proven LED lighting
solutions and manufacturers of the flat
lighting unit, LED Light Sheet. Energy
efficient, award winning LED lighting
modules in a variety of colours including
RGB (colour changing) are available for
both indoor and outdoor applications.
Applelec offer unrivalled service and after
sale technical support for our LED solutions
to ensure customers receive continued
assistance.

PAPERLINX
Huntsman House, Mansion Close,
Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 6LA

Tel: 01604 495333
Fax: 01604 491909
www.paperlinx.co.uk
We offer a wide range of LED products
from market leading manufacturers Sloan
LED and LED Light Sheet. This includes a
diverse selection of quality LEDs, including
ChanneLED Modules, SignBOX Light,
PosterBox Modules, Border Tubing and
accessories. This combined with dedicated
product management, estimating and sales
team means PaperlinX is well placed to
offer best advice.
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BROWNINGS LTD
5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. The Company manufacture everything
from poster frames to flex-faced signage.
We have our own extrusions for the manufacture of acrylic-faced light boxes and can
supply as lengths, in kit form or as readymade up signs. All to your individual, specific requirements in terms of size, colour
or shape.
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FAIRFIELD DISPLAYS &
LIGHTING LTD

MODULAR PANEL SIGN SYSTEMS

MOULDED LETTERS

MODUSIGN

ACCENT SIGNS LTD

MOCKRIDGE LABELS &
NAMEPLATES LTD

127 Albert Street, Fleet, Hants,
GU51 3SN

129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester LE5 3AP

Units 4, Broadcott Ind. Est., Station Rd.,
Cradley Heath B64 6NT

Cavendish Street, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancs OL6 7QL

Tel: 01252 758 934
Fax: 01252 812 123
sales@fairfielddisplays.co.uk
www.fairfielddisplays.co.uk
Specialist suppliers of the latest designs in
Light Boxes. LED and Cold Cathode light
boxes with silver click frames A4 - A0 as
standard. Special coloured frames and
sizes on request. Innovative Light Pocket the floating LED light box only 14 mm thick
- customers love the design make sure you
are offering it. Showrooms in Fleet &
Shrewsbury

Tel: 0116 262 6288
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.modusign.co.uk
Modusign is a cost effective and easy to
assemble panel and post system that is
perfect for way finding or guidance related
signage, the panel and posts are all made
from high-grade aluminium and are available in three different profiles. The system
has been designed to reduce build and
installation times and can be received in
kit form with cut to size components.

SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD
Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

MAGNETIC MATERIAL
BISBELL MAGNETIC
PRODUCTS LTD.
Hillfield Lane, Stretton, Burton on Trent,
Staffs DE13 0BN

Tel: 01283 531000
Fax: 01283 534000
sales@bisbellmagnets.com
www.bisbellmagnets.com
The UK's widest range of digitally printable
wide format magnetic and ferro sheet
(both over 1200mm wide). Maxmag vehicle grade magnetic materials available in
white, plain or adhesive backed - by roll or
cut to your specific requirements. Also
available neo magnets, vehicle roof magnets, sign grippers and a full range of high
tape to suit every budget and application.

METAL FABRICATIONS
SIMPLEX LTD
Unit 3 - 16 Peter Rd, Lancing Business
Park, Lancing, West Sussex. BN15 8TH

Tel: 01903 750333
Fax: 01903 750444
sales@simplexltd.com
www.simplexltd.com
Simplex are a trade only supplier of metal
fabrications and sign systems. With an in
house CNC router, 3 metre guillotine,
brakepress and rollers, full welding equipment and much much more we are able to
turn your ideas into reality!! From basic
trays, to fret cut and illuminated fascias,
oval lightboxes, built up metal letters, right
up to 7 metre monolith signs we've pretty
much made it all!

METALLIZING SERVICE

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk
Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign systems, notice boards & information
displays. Our systems create a wide range
of sign solutions including; post and panel,
flush panel and curved panel signs;
wayfinding signs, wall directories, monolith
and fingerpost signs. Other products
include exterior notice boards,
poster/menu cases, and letter boards.

SIMPLEX LTD
Unit 3 - 16 Peter Rd, Lancing Business
Park, Lancing, West Sussex. BN15 8TH

Tel: 01903 750333
Fax: 01903 750444
sales@simplexltd.com
www.simplexltd.com
Simplex are a trade only supplier of sign
systems and metal fabrications. We offer a
range of Pole & Plank products for post
and wall mounted signs, fingerposts and
mini monoliths. For versatile curved interior directories our System 4 is unbeatable
whilst as an approved convertor for the
Accord 15 "slat" type system and a recognised supplier of MSS we really hope we
can help with all your needs.

MOULDED & FABRICATED
PLASTICS
MERCURY & PHILLIPS SIGNS
51-59 Waterworks Road, Norwich NR2 4DA

Tel: 01603 666699
Fax: 01603 616781
sales@mercuryphillips.co.uk
www.mercuryphillipssigns.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1242 621534
Fax: +44 (0)1242 621529
malcolm@mirrortechnology.co.uk
www.mirrortechnology.co.uk
Producer of high quality mirror coatings.
The process allows coating on flat and
moulded surfaces up to 3m lengths. The
mirror coating is usually applied to the
inner or rear surface of transparent acrylic,
giving the best protection to the mirrored
surface. Coloured varnishes can be used to
achieve a variety of dramatic effects.
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Largest range of moulded acrylic letters in
the UK. Mirror effect moulded letters, LED
illumination, logos, panels, complete fascia
panels, blow moulding, aluminium, composite trays and more! Samples on request.

Tel: 0161 308 2331
Fax: 0161 330 9645
sales@mockridge.com
www.mockridge.com
Specialists in chemically etched nameplates. Brass, Stainless Steel and Anodised
Aluminium. Any size up to 2400 x
1200mm (8ft x 4ft). One-offs up to 5000+.
Trade work is totally confidential.

MERCURY & PHILLIPS SIGNS
51/59 Waterworks Rd. Norwich NR2 4DA

Tel: 01603 666699
Fax: 01603 616781
sales@mercuryphillips.co.uk
www.mercuryphillipssigns.co.uk
Moulded letters and logos in all standard
Perspex colours and UV stabilised gold and
silver acrylics, in 8 standard sizes, bespoke
sizes available on application. Press, vacuum and blow moulded pans, in acrylic and
petg also available.

SIGNTRADE LETTERS LTD

NEON MANUFACTURERS
(TRADE)
A1DESIGNS
4 Sandy Lane North, Wallington, Surrey
SM6 8JX

Tel: 020 8646 9886
Fax: 020 8646 9478
enquiry@a1designs.co.uk
www.a1designs.co.uk
Neon & Cold Cathode Manufacturers to
the Trade. Fast turnaround & Delivery,
Quick repair service. Installation, Fault
diagnosis, Repairs & Maintenance.
Confidential Service. All neon accessories,
Transformers, Cable, Tube supports etc.

225 Long Lane, Finchley London N3 2RL

Tel: 020 8346 8515
Fax: 020 8349 0294
sales@signtrade.co.uk
www.signtrade.co.uk
Moulded letters are our speciality with
stock of 20 fonts 8 letter heights in
coloured Perspex and 1000's of flat cut letters as well. Your own font or logo is made
by our own toolmakers. With over 60 years
of experience to call on.

WARD SIGNS
Maze House, Maze Street, Barton Hill,
Bristol BS5 9TE

Tel: 0117 955 3385
Fax: 0117 955 7518
info@ward-signs.co.uk
www.ward-signs.co.uk
Having patented the original method of
making cast resin letters, Wards of Bristol
can manufacture and supply resin lettering
to the highest standard. Our stock patterns
for resin letters are a cost effective method
of achieving the same styles as traditional
bronze and aluminium (which we also cast
in house) but we can also make custom
designed patterns for letters and logos for
all your needs.

Suppliers of moulded acrylic pans and
logos up to 2800mm x 1500mm and other
types of press and vacuum forming in PVC
and HIPS. Specialists in fabricated plastics
for POS displays with full screen print,
graphics and CNC routing capabilities.

MIRROR TECHNOLOGY
Unit 4, Redwood House, Orchard
Industrial Estate, Toddington,
Gloucestershire GL54 5EB

Tel: 0121 561 4600
Fax: 0121 561 5458
accsign1@aol.com
www.accentsignsltd.co.uk

AVENUE SIGNS LTD
216-222 Luton Road, Chatham, Kent
ME4 5BS

Tel: 01634 841300
Fax: 01634 841420
info@avenuesigns.co.uk
www.avenuesigns.co.uk
Full computerised design service neon and
cold cathode lighting. Fully qualified installation engineers, fault diagnosis, fast
repair service. Complete sign service from
vinyl through to acrylic to polished stainless
steel to transformer and neon accessory
supplies.

LOGOTECH DISPLAY
SOLUTIONS LTD
Unit 6, Atley Business Pk, North Nelson
Ind Est, Cramlington, Newcastle Upon
Tyne NE23 1WP

Tel: 01670 737 225
Fax: 01670 707 365
sales@logotech-ltd.co.uk
www.logo-tech.co.uk
Specialists in neon manufacture to the
trade, all types of neon work undertaken.
Quick repair service. Very competitive
prices. Over 25 years experience in the
sign trade.

NAMEPLATES
PROJECT PLASTICS LTD

ALAN ROBERTS ENGRAVERS LTD

7 Grange Way Business Park, Whitehill
Industrial Estate, Colchester CO2 8HF

27 Thingwall Drive, Irby Village, Wirral,
CH61 3XN

Tel: 01206 868696
Fax: 01206 793737
project.plastics@btinternet.com
www.projectplastics.co.uk

Tel: 0151 709 3404
Fax: 0151 707 8081
mail@alanrobertsengravers.co.uk
www.alanrobertsengravers.co.uk

Manufacturers of acrylic domes and
shapes, tubes, point of sale displays and
showcases. Bespoke plastic fabrication.
CNC routering, diamond edge polishing,
3m x 2m moulding oven for oven forming,
vacuum forming and screen printing.
Plastic cut to size service.

Fast confidential service to the trade.
Nameplates in ALL materials (see our web
site), Labels, Nameplates, Plaques, Control
Panels, Rating and ID Plates etc. Also Vinyl
Signs and Stickers, Banners, Vehicle Livery,
Window Graphics and more.. Always top
quality - Always on time!
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NEON PLUS™
3D SIGNS
Unit 2, Sharp's Place, Ellington,
Ramsgate, Kent CT11 9TD

Tel: 01843 588 111
vince@3d-signs.co.uk
www.3d-signs.co.uk
Ultra Slimline illuminated letters and
shapes suitable for interior and exterior
applications. Extremely bright with various
colour options. Very strong and robust,
easy to fit and will outlast other comparible
alternatives.

THE SIGN GROUP

N E PLASTICS LTD

Victoria Works, Bruntcliffe Road, Morley,
Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS27 0LF

Unit 1, Ruxley Corner Industrial Estate,
Edgington Way, Sidcup, Kent DA14 5BL

Tel: 0113 25 24 706
Fax: 0113 25 24 797
info@thesigngroup.co.uk
www.thesigngroup.co.uk

Tel: 020 8308 9990
Fax: 020 8308 9995
sales@neplastics.co.uk
www.neplastics.co.uk

Ultra Slimline illuminated letters and
shapes suitable for interior and exterior
applications. Extremely bright with various
colour options. Very strong and robust,
easy to fit and will outlast other comparible
alternatives.

One of the largest independent stockholders of semi-finished plastics in the UK,
offering a huge range of both branded
and own label products including Perspex,
Alliance ACP, Foamalite, Lumex and Arla. A
next day delivery service on cut to size and
polished Perspex is available. We also offer
a trade service on CNC Router & Laser cutting, Sign trays and bespoke plastic
fabrication.

NOTICE BOARDS
- LOCKABLE/EXTERIOR

PAPERLINX

SIGNSCAPE AND SIGNCONEX LTD

Tel: 01604 495333
Fax: 01604 491909
www.paperlinx.co.uk

Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk
Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign systems and notice boards. We have
the widest range of exterior notice boards
of all UK manufacturers, and specialise in
tailoring our boards to suit each location.
This is achieved through a wide range of
options, including; wall, rail, post and
stand mountings, mains/solar illumination
and custom graphics.

TENNANTS UK LTD
Tennant House, Mount Street, New
Basford, Nottingham NG7 7HX

Tel: 0115 973 8080
Fax: 0115 973 8090
sales@tennantsuk.com
www.tennantsuk.com
Distributors of quality number plate components and suppliers of the UK's best selling number plate printing package the
'Print Pro' system - Full colour number plate
printing being used around the world. Our
optimised number plate printer will also
print Health & Safety Signs, Business
Cards, Banners & more. For prices and a
free no-obligation demonstration, please
call or visit our website.

Huntsman House, Mansion Close,
Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 6LA

Whether you are producing durable shortterm POS, long-term POS, signage, right
through to hoarding, cladding, furniture
and even transport interiors; we have a
plastic material to suit your project requirements. We stock Altuglas, Reynobond,
Skybond, Foamalux, Staufen, Penta,
Priplak, Correx, Lexan and Kydex as well as
own label brands, with next day delivery
and cut to size service if required.

PERSPEX DISTRIBUTION LTD
2-3 Lonebarn Link, Springfield Business
Park, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 5AR

Perspex Distribution offer Perspex cast
acrylic, extruded acrylic, aluminium composite, PVC foam and other thermoplastic
sheets for the sign industry from their 4
distribution centres in Blackburn,
Chelmsford, Tamworth and Weybridge.
With a comprehensive stock-holding in
many colours and finishes and a cut to size
service at all branches, Perspex Distribution
can deliver your requirements fast..

24 Roughfort Road, Mallusk, Co Antrim
BT36 4RB

Tel: 028 9084 9999
Fax: 028 9083 6666
semifinished@brettmartin.com
www.brettmartin.com
Brett Martin is a leading manufacturer of
plastic sheet products for signage, interior
design, shop outfitting, POS displays and
fabrication. Products include Foamalux, the
extensive foam PVC range in bright White,
Satin and Gloss colours and an environmentally friendly Recycled material in addition to Polycarbonate, PVC, Acrylic, aPET,
PETg, SAN and Styrene sheet.

Tel: 0844 846 9573
Fax: 0844 846 9574
plastics.tkmuk@thyssenkrupp.com
www.thyssenkruppmaterials.co.uk
ThyssenKrupp Materials are stockists of
Plastics and Aluminium for the Sign industry. Experienced staff and an extensive
product range give customers the flexibility
to cover all requirements. Products include
Oroglas Cast Acrylic, Marlon Polycarbonates,
Marcryl Extruded Acrylic, Forex Foam PVC,
Dibond and Etalbond Aluminium Composite,
Bayer Petg and Quinn Products.

Waltham Business Park, Brickyard Road,
Swanmore, Southampton SO32 2SA

Tel: 01489 896999
Fax: 01489 895899
sales@green-magic.co.uk
www.sign-holders.co.uk
Poster Cases and Poster Holders for all
commercial and retail applications. Our
extensive ex stock range includes snap
frames, lockable poster cases, outdoor
notice boards. Call our sales team or order
online - apply for your Trade Login for
reseller pricing.

POINT OF SALE FITTINGS
UK POINT OF SALE GROUP LTD
Horsfield Way, Bredbury Park Industrial
Estate, Stockport SK6 2TD

Tel: 0161 4314400
/ 0161 4314411
www.ukpos.com
UK Point of Sale leading manufacturers of
display products Acrylic & PVC poster holders, Sign Supports, Aluminium Snap
Frames, A Boards, Poster cases & Point of
sale fittings.

POLYSTYRENE SIGN SERVICE
FONTEYNE SIGNS & DISPLAYS
Unit 3, 181 Verulam Road, St Albans,
Herts AL3 4DR

Tel: 01727 832146
Fax: 01727 898828
studio@fonteynesigns.co.uk
www.fonteynesigns.co.uk
Manufacturers of all types of polystyrene
cut letters, graphics & 3-dimensional models. Virtually any logo, graphic or shape
can be cut in polystyrene. Especially useful
for short term exhibition, conference or
promotional use (All polystyrene has a fire
retardant additive). Polystyrene can be
faced with vinyl or inkjet prints. Fitting service nationwide. Established 1976.

67 Dykehead Street, Queenslie Industrial
Estate, Glasgow G33 4AQ

Tel: 0141 774 5990
Fax: 0141 774 6653
sales@insightsignsystems.com
www.insightsignsystems.com
Insight is a trade only manufacturer, offering a made to measure service, with inhouse powder coating. A wide range of
options is available for displaying posters
and transparencies (panels not included),
including back-lit or non-illuminated, wall
mounted or free standing etc. Hinged
opening front provides access for maintenance. Rubber gaskets and slam locks provide security. Suitable for outdoor use.

SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD
Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk
Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign systems, notice boards & information
displays. Our Avenue poster case provides
high quality yet affordable, external poster
display. Sizes from A4-A0, in wall, post,
and rail mounted versions, with headers
and sign panel options. We also manufacture illuminated menu cases for hotel and
restaurant settings.

POSTER HOLDERS / CASES

RIGHTON LTD
Righton House, Elliott Way, Nexus Point,
Holford, Birmingham B6 7AP

Tel: 0121 356 1141
Fax: 0121 344 4558
marketing@righton.co.uk
www.righton.co.uk
UK distributors of Polycasa cast & extruded
sheet & Policril cast acrylic. Available in a
wide range of clear, opals & colours. Also
stocked: Marlon solid Polycarbonate, PETG,
Foamalux, Komadur, Hygienic Cladding
Rigid PVC, Aluminium Composite Sheet,
aluminium sheet, Sign Post System,
Stainless steel sheets, aluminium extrusions, fasteners, copper, brass & bronze.

PLASTIC SHEETS
BRETT MARTIN PLASTIC
SHEETS

Coxs Lane, Cradley Heath, West
Midlands B64 5QU

GREEN MAGIC CO. UK LTD

INSIGHT SIGN SYSTEMS

Tel: 01245 232800
Fax: 01245 232801
sales.chelmsford@perspex.co.uk
www.perspex.co.uk

NUMBER PLATES

THYSSENKRUPP MATERIALS
(UK) LTD

TELEGAN PRESSED
PRODUCTS LTD.
Unit 3, Old Mercedes Building, Stour
Road, Bathside, Harwich, Essex, CO12 3HF

Tel: 01255 554141
Fax: 01255 554900
sales@teleganpressedproducts.com
www.teleganpressedproducts.com
Leading manufacturer of plate pressed
PVC sheet offering equivalents to Darvic,
Pacton and Cobex under our trade name
TELBEX. We also manufacture VYNALAST™
engraving laminate. A comprehensive
range of photoluminescent boards and self
adhesive vinyl is available in PSPA class B
and Class C to order.

ARKEN P-O-P INTERNATIONAL
Studlands Park Avenue, Newmarket,
Suffolk, CB8 7EA

Tel: 01638 565656
Fax: 01638 662770
info@arken-pop.com
www.arken-pop.com
arken provide a comprehensive range of
quality poster displays for both internal
and external use including, poster frames,
poster cases, light boxes, and pavement
signs. Products are available off the shelf,
can be customised to a specific size or
colour or can be expertly designed to meet
your individual brief. All our products are
manufactured at our factory in the UK.

BROWNINGS LTD
5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest, TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products. We
manufacture poster frames, menu cases,
slimlocks, signtrim, troughlights, acrylicfaced light boxes, flexfaced signage and
now our new Texsign frames for internal
use. The two versions of poster holders,
the slimlock and menu case are both thin,
lockable and hinged. They are available in
any practical size and colour.
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UK POINT OF SALE GROUP LTD
Horsfield Way, Bredbury Park Industrial
Estate, Stockport SK6 2TD

Tel: 0161 4314400
/ 0161 4314411
www.ukpos.com
UK Point of Sale leading manufacturers of
display products Acrylic & PVC poster holders, Sign Supports, Aluminium Snap
Frames, A Boards, Poster cases & Point of
sale fittings.

PRINT/POSTER FRAMES
BROWNINGS LTD
5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest, TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. We manufacture poster frames, menu
cases, slimlocks, signtrim, troughlights,
acrylic-faced light boxes, flexfaced signage
and now our new Texsign frames for
internal use. The aluminium frame are
available in two widths, 25mm and 38mm,
can be supplied to your specification and
can even be illuminated.
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GREEN MAGIC CO. UK LTD

REFLECTIVE VINYL/TAPES

SCREEN PRINTING

MERCURY & PHILLIPS SIGNS

Waltham Business Park, Brickyard Road,
Swanmore, Southampton SO32 2SA

ATC LTD

3S PRINT & DISPLAY

51/59 Waterworks Rd. Norwich NR2 4DA

Calf Hey South, off Well'ith Lane,
Rochdale OL11 2JS

Unit 9 Hortonwood 33, Telford,
Shropshire TF1 7EX

Tel: 01706 633043
Fax: 01706 710086
sales@apptape.co.uk
www.apptape.co.uk

Tel: 01952 677506
Fax: 01952 677464
sales@3s-signs.co.uk
www.3s-signs.co.uk
www.3sballoons.com

Tel: 01489 896999
Fax: 01489 895899
sales@green-magic.co.uk
www.sign-holders.co.uk
Easy change print and poster frames for all
commercial and retail applications. Many
styles including a huge range of aluminium
snap frames, wood and plastic frames etc.,
all available in wall-mounted, suspended
and free-standing versions. Browse and
buy online.

UK POINT OF SALE GROUP LTD
Horsfield Way, Bredbury Park Industrial
Estate, Stockport SK6 2TD

Tel: 0161 4314400
/ 0161 4314411
www.ukpos.com
UK Point of Sale leading manufacturers of
display products Acrylic & PVC poster holders, Sign Supports, Aluminium Snap
Frames, A Boards, Poster cases & Point of
sale fittings.

PROGRAMMABLE LED DISPLAYS
JAYEX TECHNOLOGY LTD

Suppliers of Micro prismatic reflective tapes
(3m, Avery, Reflexite) and glass bead
reflective vinyl for use on emergency vehicles (police cars & chapter 8 legislation etc)
also HGV markings as per EC 104. We
stock Conspicuity tape manufactured by
Reflexite and Avery which are some of the
most reflective materials available on the
market. Chapter 8 chevron kits also available.

TENNANTS UK LTD
Tennant House, Mount Street, New
Basford, Nottingham NG7 7HX

Tel: 0115 973 8080
Fax: 0115 973 8090
sales@tennantsuk.com
www.tennantsuk.com
The UK's largest distributor of Orafol and
Reflexite reflective vinyl. Our range
includes Class Ref.1, Class Ref.2, MicroPrismatic, commercial grade, engineering
grade, construction grade & hi-intensity in
many colours. Used for chapter 8 chevron
kits, ECE 104 conspicuity tape, permanent
& temporary road signs & emergency vehicles. Visit our website for guides, prices &
application instructions.

13 Sovereign Business Park, Coronation
Road, London NW10 7QP

Tel: 020 8838 6222
sales@jayex.com
www.led-signs-international.com
Jayex is the UKs largest trade supplier and
designer of dynamic moving message LED
text and video products. We provide indoor
and outdoor LED displays that can be
embed into static signs or used as standalone item providing an eye catching display of virtually any shape and size. We
will design and price LED products for your
project, helping to keep your workload to
a minimum.

MESSAGEMAKER
DISPLAYS LTD
Unit 43 Ormside Way, Holmethorpe
Industrial Estate, Redhill, Surrey RH1 2LG

Tel: 01737 774 738
Fax: 01737 774 091
info@messagemaker.co.uk
www.messagemaker.co.uk
Programmable LED text and video specialists for Electronic Digital Signage, standalone or incorporate in your own sign project. Many products are available from
stock for Indoor & Outdoor applications,
over 15 years experience in the market.
Call now for a free quotation or to arrange
a visit from a member of our national
sales team.

PROJECTING SIGNS
IRON DESIGN
37A Douglas Rd., Poole, BH12 2AU

Tel: 01202 463573
Fax: 01202 463564
enquiries@ironsigns.com
www.ironsigns.com
Leading trade suppliers of high quality traditional and contemporary projecting signs
and brackets, offering a large range of
brackets, panels and lights off the shelf, as
well as a comprehensive bespoke service.
Competitive prices and next day service.
Please visit our website or phone for a
brochure.
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ROAD SIGNS
TENNANTS UK LTD
Tennant House, Mount Street, New
Basford, Nottingham NG7 7HX

Tel: 0115 973 8080
Fax: 0115 973 8090
sales@tennantsuk.com
www.tennantsuk.com
Tennants UK is one of the UK's largest
manufacturers of temporary road signs
and distribute economy grade Zintec road
signs through to BS EN 12899-1 specified
permanent signs. Many years have been
spent working closely with leading Traffic
Management and construction companies
enabling Tennants UK to cater to their
every need, including metal frames, cones,
barriers, lamps & sign design software.

ROUTER CUTTERS/
PLOTTER BLADES
ATA ENGINEERING
PROCESSES
ATA House, Unit B, Boundry Way, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts HP2 7SS

Tel: 01442 264411
Fax: 01442 231383
sales@ataeng.com
www.ataeng.com
Extensive range of high quality solid carbide, PCD, carbide tipped and HSS cutters
manufactured by ONSRUD CUTTER offer
routing solutions for most types of material.

EDWARD MATHIAS & CO
PO BOX 121, Frodsham, Cheshire,
WA6 1AA

Tel: 01928 739 799
Fax: 0151 728 8851
info@edwardmathias.com
www.edwardmathias.com
Specialist manufacturers/suppliers of
tungsten carbide plotter blades and router
cutters. We don't just sell blades, we are
the UK's leading manufacturer. Note - we
have no connection with any other
company who sell or re-sharpen blades.

Screenprinters to the sign trade. POS, Estate
Agency boards. Full colour up to 8' x 5',
vinyl stickers, mark resist, Foamex. Contact us
for best trade prices on large or small runs.

CLEARSCORE LTD
Unit 1, Tudor Works, Turret Lane,
Ipswich IP4 1DL

Tel: 01473 212751
Fax: 01473 233415
sales@clearscore.co.uk
www.clearscore.co.uk
Trade service for high quality screen printing, large or small runs on to most substrates. Providing high quality service and
products since 1978.

DARTFORD ENGRAVING &
SCREENPRINTING LTD
Unit 4 Power Works Industrial Estate,
Slade green Road, Erith, Kent DA8 2HY

Tel: 01322 340 194
mail@desp.co.uk
www.desp.co.uk
DESP has been trading for over 50 years.
Screenprinting, anodic printing, correx
boards, stickers, overlays, signs, chemical
etching, engraving processes also covered
(ALL CARRIED OUT INHOUSE), including
artwork.So whether its a 1 off or 1,000s off,
we can offer a quick competitive turnround.

FIRST SIGNS & LABELS LTD
Unit 1, Raynham Close, Raynham Rd Ind
Estate, Raynham Road, Bishops
Stortford, Herts, CM23 5JP

Tel: 01279 467999
Fax: 01279 467888
sales@firstsignsandlabels.co.uk
www.firstsignsandlabels.co.uk
We specialise in high quality screen printing. We are suited to meet print requirements onto many substrates. We have finishing capabilities with die cutting and
CNC routing. We offer a fast and efficient
service, should you require 1 off's or larger
run's give our team a call.

HT SCREEN PRINT
9 Merlin Way, Hillend Industrial Estate,
Dalgety Bay, Fife, KY11 9JY

Tel: 01383 824522
Fax: 05603 417857
info@htscreenprint.co.uk
www.htscreenprint.co.uk
Trade screen printing of garments, estate
agency boards, pvc, vinyl, acrylics, metals,
glass, wood, POS, anything flat. HT Screenprint
have been in business for over 20 years,
supplying the highest quality screen printing to the trade at very competitive prices.
Our experience produces quality quickly!

HUMPHREYS SIGNS LTD
Unit 6, Spencer Trading Estate, Denbigh,
North Wales LL16 5TQ

Tel: 01745 814066
Fax: 01745 815374
sales@humphreys-signs.co.uk
www.humphreys-signs.co.uk
Trade Printers for over 35 Years. Estate
agency boards a speciality (price list on our
web site) Printing on correx, pvc. vinyls,
acrylics, magnetics as well as digital
printing. Large and small runs.
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Tel: 01603 666699
Fax: 01603 616781
sales@mercuryphillips.co.uk
www.mercuryphillipssigns.co.uk
High quality screen printing to all types of
rigid and flexible base materials ie. selfadhesive vinyl, paper, plastic and metal.
From single to full colour and small or
large runs.

SCULPTORS
BRYAN RAWLINGS DESIGN
45 Nunney Close, Keynsham, Bristol
BS31 1XG

Tel: 0117 986 7894
Fax: 0117 377 8816
bryan@bryanrawlings.com
www.bryanrawlings.com
Designers and makers of coats of arms,
emblems and all types of sculptural and
decorative signage. GRP, cast resins, metals, detailed hand painting and much
more. Large range of royal coats of arms
available. Specialist suppliers to the sign
trade.

SHEET MATERIALS
N E PLASTICS LTD
Unit 1, Ruxley Corner Industrial Estate,
Edgington Way, Sidcup, Kent DA14 5BL

Tel: 020 8308 9990
Fax: 020 8308 9995
sales@neplastics.co.uk
www.neplastics.co.uk
One of the largest independent stockholders of semi-finished plastics in the UK,
offering a huge range of both branded
and own label products including Perspex,
Alliance ACP, Foamalite, Lumex and Arla. A
next day delivery service on cut to size and
polished Perspex is available. We also offer
a trade service on CNC Router & Laser cutting, Sign trays and bespoke plastic
fabrication.

PAPERLINX
Huntsman House, Mansion Close,
Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 6LA.

Tel: 01604 495333
Fax: 01604 491909
www.paperlinx.co.uk
Through our nationwide branch network,
PaperlinX offer a next day delivery for full
sheets and cut panels of a wide range of
sign materials - acrylic, foam PVC, polycarbonate, PET, PETG, PVC, aluminium composite, engraving laminates and mirrors.
We also supply sign frames and cases, premade banners and pavement signs.

RIGHTON LTD
Righton House, Elliott Way, Nexus Point,
Holford, Birmingham B6 7AP

Tel: 0121 356 1141
Fax: 0121 344 4558
marketing@righton.co.uk
www.righton.co.uk
UK distributors of Polycasa cast & extruded
sheet & Policril cast acrylic. Available in a
wide range of clear, opals & colours. Also
stocked: Marlon solid Polycarbonate, PETG,
Foamalux, Komadur, Hygienic Cladding
Rigid PVC, Aluminium Composite Sheet,
aluminium sheet, Sign Post System,
Stainless steel sheets, aluminium extrusions,
fasteners, copper, brass & bronze.

TELEGAN PRESSED
PRODUCTS LTD.

FAIRFIELD DISPLAYS &
LIGHTING LTD

SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD

STREET SIGNS

Unit 3, Old Mercedes Building, Stour Road,
Bathside, Harwich, Essex, CO12 3HF

127 Albert Street, Fleet, Hants GU51 3SN

Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Wingfield Road Tebworth, Beds, LU7
9QG

Tel: 01255 554141
Fax: 01255 554900
sales@teleganpressedproducts.com
www.teleganpressedproducts.com
Leading manufacturer of plate pressed PVC
sheet offering equivalents to Darvic, Pacton
and Cobex under our trade name TELBEX.
We also manufacture VYNALAST™ engraving
laminate. A comprehensive range of photoluminescent boards and self adhesive vinyl
is available in PSPA class B and Class C to order.

VISIONS IN PLASTICS

Tel: 01252 758 934
Fax: 01252 812 123
sales@fairfielddisplays.co.uk
www.fairfielddisplays.co.uk
Sign support systems for any internal signage. Wall mounts, directory systems,
hanging banner systems, suspended
cable/rod systems. Custom made acrylic
signs supplied as blanks or printed to your
requirements. Best quality components at
highly attractive trade terms. See the full
range on the website or call for a comprehensive brochure. Showrooms in Fleet &
Shrewsbury

Unit 3, Delta Court (Robin Hood Airport),
Auckley, Doncaster, DN9 3GN

Tel: 01302 775920
Fax: 01302 773482
sales@visionsinplastics.co.uk
www.visionsinplastics.co.uk

I-SPI LTD
47 Mansionhouse Road, Mount Vernon,
Glasgow G32 0RP

Tel: 0141 764 1600
Fax: 0141 778 5824
sales@ispitrade.com
www.ispitrade.com

SIGN & DISPLAY SYSTEMS

I-SPI Trade supplier of sign support systems. Our range includes wall mounts,
cable & rod display systems, screw covers,
LED lighting and much more all at THE
REAL TRADE PRICE. Massive stocks and
next day delivery. See our products on our
web site or give Stephen or Sean a call for
a brochure.

Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk
Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign and display systems, notice boards &
other information displays. Our 6 major
sign systems are used and combined, to
create a wide range of sign display solutions, including full signage schemes. With
all products made to order, we specialise
in tailoring solutions to suit each client,
location and application.

SIGN CASES

Tel: 0141 774 5990
Fax: 0141 774 6653
sales@insightsignsystems.com
www.insightsignsystems.com
Insight is a trade only manufacturer, offering a made to measure service, with inhouse powder coating. A wide range of
aluminium signcases are available, ready
to accept acrylic panels, with several trim
styles to choose from, and various options
including hinged opening fronts, gas strut
assisted opening, stand-off brackets etc.

SIGN SUPPORT SYSTEMS
E-SIGNFITTINGS HOBDAY LTD
57 Aston Brook Street East, Aston,
Birmingham, B6 4RR

129 Humberstone Rd, Leicester, LE5 3AP

Tel: 0116 262 6288
Fax: 0116 262 6061
sales@sygnetsigns.com
www.sygnetsigns.com
We manufacture most sign solutions you
will ever need. Fascia's, built up letters/logos, flat cut letters/logos,
laser/router cutting service, "off the shelf"
or made to measure illuminated poster
cases, LED illumination, powder/stove
enamel coatings, 3D development in both
design and manufacture. All works carried
out in-house.

Tel: 01525 874 185
Fax: 01525 875 746
enquiries@sott.co.uk
www.sott.co.uk
Street signs in a variety of materials. Cast
polyurethane, aluminium and bronze. Die
pressed street signs for council specification. For a quotation send us the text
required on your signs and specify what
material is required.

TEXTILE SIGNAGE
BROWNINGS LTD
5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
We manufacture poster frames, menu
cases, slimlocks, signtrim, troughlights,
acrylic-faced light boxes, flexfaced signage
and now our new Texsign frames for internal use. Frames range from a 17mm
"retro" extrusion to a 180mm deep doublesided application. The profiles can accept a
digitally-printed image by way of a rubber
kader attached to the edges of the print
and can be changed in seconds.

THE SIGN GROUP
MID WEST DISPLAYS
The Display Centre, Knights Way,
Battlefield Enterprise Park, Shrewsbury
SY1 3AB

Tel: 01743 465531
Fax: 01743 465532
sales@midwestdisplays.co.uk
www.MidWestDisplays.co.uk
Mid West Displays stock a wide range of
sign support systems. We also stock wall
mounts, snap frames, mirror screws,
cable/rod suspended systems, lighting,
poster pockets and many more. We are
pleased to be working with the highest
quality materials at competitive prices.

INSIGHT SIGN SYSTEMS
67 Dykehead Street, Queenslie Industrial
Estate, Glasgow G33 4AQ

Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign systems, notice boards & information
displays. Our systems create a wide range
of sign solutions including; post and panel,
flush panel and curved panel signs;
wayfinding signs, wall directories, monolith
and fingerpost signs. Other products
include exterior notice boards,
poster/menu cases, and letter boards.

SYGNET SIGNS LTD

Stocks of Mirrored Extruded Acrylic in clear,
19 colours, See-Thru, Two sided, Anti Scatch,
Anti Fog. Mirrored Polycarbonate, Petg and
Polystyene. Non mirrored sheet in Acrylic,
Polycarbonate, Polystyrene and PVC Foam.

SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD

Tel: 01934 852888
Fax: 01934 852816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk

SIGNS OF THE TIMES LTD

Victoria Works, Bruntcliffe Road, Morley,
Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS27 0LF

TRANSFER PAPERS/HEAT PRESSES

Tel: 0113 25 24 706
Fax: 0113 25 24 797
info@thesigngroup.co.uk
www.thesigngroup.co.uk

Unit 4, Apex Business Centre,
Boscombe Road, Dunstable LU5 4SB

We are a specialist trade manufacturer of
bespoke sign systems to the signage,
design, shopfitting and display industries
throughout Europe. Services Include: Built
up letters/logos, sign trays, lightboxes, flat
cut letters/logos, laser/cnc cutting, SG
LightSheet™, LED Stockists. All inhouse, all
in control.

THE MAGIC TOUCH
Tel: 01582 671 444
Fax: 01582 671 555
sales@themagictouch.co.uk
www.themagictouch.co.uk
Manufacturers of Transfer Papers and
Materials used in conjunction with Laser
Printers and Copiers (toner based) for full
colour image transfer onto T-Shirts, Caps,
Polo's, Mugs, Mousemats etc. Plus
Magicut® film for use with Plotter/Cutter
for heat transfer.

SPECIALITY FILMS
UK POINT OF SALE GROUP LTD

ATC LTD

Horsfield Way, Bredbury Park Industrial
Estate, Stockport SK6 2TD

Calf Hey South, Off Well'ith Lane,
Rochdale, Lancs OL11 2JS

Tel: 0161 4314400
/ 0161 4314411
www.ukpos.com
UK Point of Sale leading manufacturers of
display products Acrylic & PVC poster holders, Sign Supports, Aluminium Snap
Frames, A Boards, Poster cases & Point of
sale fittings.

Tel: 01706 633043
Fax: 01706 710086
sales@apptape.co.uk
www.apptape.co.uk
Suppliers of various speciality films including Etch glass, Reflective, Fluorescent,
Reflexite daybrite, Reflexite prismatic reflective, Hi intensity reflective,
Photoluminescent, Cast metallics, 2yr
Fluorescent, Gemstone metallics, Multi
lens, Transparent colours, Checker plate,
Mirror colours, Prismatic colours, Glitter
colours, Brushed aluminium silver and gold.

SIGN TRADE SUPPLIERS
BROWNINGS LTD

MACTAC UK LTD

5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

37 Tenter Road, Moulton Park,
Northampton NN3 6AX

Tel: 0121 608 4431
Fax: 0121 608 2008
sales@e-signfittings.co.uk
www.e-signfittings.co.uk

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk

E-Signfittings are one of the largest
suppliers of Sign Standoffs, Cable & Rod
Display Systems in the UK. We have large
stocks available on next day delivery for
orders received before 3pm and are
equipped to supply orders from a few
pounds up to thousands of pounds. Products
in our range include Screw Head Covers,
Poster Hanging Systems, Sign Hanging
Systems, Leaflet Holders and Poster Displays.

Brownings is one of the largest, TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. We manufacture poster frames, menu
cases, slimlocks, signtrim, troughlights,
acrylic-faced light boxes, flexfaced signage
and now our new Texsign frames for
internal use. Any size or quantity, from 1
offs to multiple rollouts. We are happy to
supply as lengths of extrusion, in kit form
or as made-up signs.

Tel: 01604 644697
Fax: 01604 790495
www.mactac.eu
MACtac are global manufactures of selfadhesive Speciality Films incl PVC, PET, PP,
PE and more. World renowned brands
include MACmark (coloured Vinyls)
MACscreen, Imagin and Permacolor inkjet
printable films and Protection Laminates.
Also available, a diverse range of Technical
Tapes and Label substrates using Speciality
Films and products Class O fire-rated and
CBS Outdoors (Viacom) approved.
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TROUGH LIGHTING
BROWNINGS LTD
5 Williamson Street, Hull, HU9 1ER

Tel: 01482 380900
Fax: 01482 380901
sales@browningsltd.co.uk
www.browningsltd.co.uk
Brownings is one of the largest, TRADE
ONLY suppliers of signage products in the
UK. We manufacture poster frames, menu
cases, slimlocks, signtrim, troughlights,
acrylic-faced light boxes, flexfaced signage
and now our new Texsign frames for internal use. The troughlight comes complete
with a high impact, hinged polycarbonate
face. We supply in any size, colour or
quantity.

INSIGHT SIGN SYSTEMS
67 Dykehead Street, Queenslie Industrial
Estate, Glasgow G33 4AQ

Tel: 0141 774 5990
Fax: 0141 774 6653
sales@insightsignsystems.com
www.insightsignsystems.com
Insight is a trade only manufacturer,
offering a made to measure service, with
in-house powder coating. A range of
trough lighting Highlight Mk4 Highlight HV
and Highlight Eco-Star.
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VINYL & GRAPHIC
INSTALLATIONS

DORO TAPE (UK) LTD

SIGN TRADE SUPPLIES LTD

MIDA SIGN SERVICES

New Mill, Farndon Road, Market
Harborough, Leics LE16 9NP

Britannia House, Granville Road,
Maidstone, Kent ME14 2BJ

Tel: 01858 431 642
Fax: 01858 466 992
sales@dorotape.co.uk
www.dorotape.co.uk

Tel: 01622 689 410
Fax: 01622 689 416
orders@signtradesupplies.co.uk
www.signtradesupplies.co.uk

Doro Tape provide an extensive range of
vinyl from major European manufacturers
such as Ritrama and Aslan. Specialist films
include reflective, fluorescent, glass etch
effect films, holographic films, window
tints, Ritrama gemstone vinyl, vehicle wrap
films, polyester mirror and brushed effect
films and stencil masking films, plus a
large selection of accessories.

Distributor to sign makers across the UK.
Supplying a large range of sign making
supplies including vinyl, digital print media
and sign making tools. Receive next day
AM delivery as standard when purchasing
online. We stock Avery Dennison, Image
Perfect, Ritrama, Oracol, 3M, Reflexite &
many more.

Welbeck Street South, Ashton-UnderLyne OL6 7QZ

Tel: 0161 8 300 600
Fax: 0161 8 300 601
info@midasignservices.co.uk
www.bannersandgraphics.co.uk
Specialist applicators of all types of vinyl
and graphics. Vehicle application,
Windows, Wall & Floor graphics etc. Fleet
specialists. Nationwide service.

VINYL SUPPLIES
3M COMMERCIAL GRAPHICS
3M House, 28 Great Jackson Street,
Manchester M15 4PA

Tel: 0845 5048843
Fax: free 0800 378127
commgraphics.uk@mmm.com
www.3M.co.uk/graphicsolutions
3M are global manufacturers of a wide
variety of 'Matched Component System'
Warranted graphic materials: 3M
Scotchcal™, 3M Controltac™ Plus, 3M
Scotchlite™, 3M Diamond Grade™, 3M
Light Management™ film technologies, 3M
Panaflex™ flexible substrates, Comply™
Adhesive Technology, 3M DI-NOC™,
Scotchprint® Graphics™

APA (UK) LTD
Unit 10 Capital Ind. Est., Crabtree
Manorway South, Belvedere, Kent,
DA17 6BJ

Tel: 020 8311 4400
Fax: 020 8312 4777
apauk@apaspa.com
www.apaspa.com
One of Europe's main vinyl manufacturing
companies supplying own brand self-adhesive plotter film and Digital Print media.
Films from short-term to 10 years including
APA-BANNER and APA-TRUCK vinyl. Cast
wrapping carbon-effect, frost-effect, printable reflective, bespoke banners and
extensive range of Print material for UV,
Solvent and Dye/Pigment inks, all application aids are available.

GREENSTIK MATERIALS LTD
Unit 9 Lancaster Road, Carnaby
Industrial Estate, Carnaby, Bridlington,
East Yorkshire, YO15 3QY

Tel: 01262 602 222
Fax: 01262 677 007
sales@greenstikmaterials.co.uk
www.greenstikmaterials.co.uk
Offering a full range of Monomeric &
Polymeric Sign Vinyls, Wide Fomat Digital
Inkjet Films, Car Wrap & Interior
Decoration Films, 3M Cushionmount™,
Trade Slitting (Custom Slitting-Width down
to 6mm in any Length available). Credit
Card Facilities Available

MACTAC UK LTD
37 Tenter Road, Moulton Park,
Northampton NN3 6AX

Tel: 01604 644697
Fax: 01604 790495
www.mactac.eu
MACtac are a global manufacture of selfadhesive materials including Vinyls for
CAD CAM plotting, Laminating or Printing
using many techniques including Ink Jet,
Screen and Litho. The range has products
specifically designed Vehicle Wrapping,
Wall, Street ,Floor and Window Graphics
as well as General Signage. Some products are Class O fire-rated and CBS
Outdoors (formerly Viacom) approved.

ATC LTD

MDP SUPPLIES

Calf Hey South, Off Well'ith Lane,
Rochdale, Lancs OL11 2JS

Unit 11 Lumina Park, Bromborough,
Wirral CH62 3PT

Tel: 01706 633043
Fax: 01706 710086
sales@apptape.co.uk
www.apptape.co.uk

Tel: 0151 334 2300
Fax: 0151 334 4400
info@mdpsupplies.co.uk
www.mdpsupplies.co.uk

Distributors of Ritrama UK's full range of
signmaking vinyls including their complete
portfolio of Digital Films. We also have
available a full range of signmaking vinyls
manufactured in the UK by KPMF. We stock
a range of application tapes from R Tape
USA and various Digital Media manufactured by LG Hausys. Discounts available on
credit card payments.

BISBELL MAGNETIC
PRODUCTS LTD.
Hillfield Lane, Stretton, Burton on Trent,
Staffs DE13 0BN

Tel: 01283 531000
Fax: 01283 534000
sales@bisbellmagnets.com
www.bisbellmagnets.com
The UK's widest range of digitally printable
wide format magnetic and ferro sheet
(both over 1200mm wide). Maxmag
vehicle grade magnetic materials available
in white, plain or adhesive backed - by roll
or cut to your specific requirements. Also
available neo magnets, vehicle roof magnets,
sign grippers and a full range of high tape
to suit every budget and application.
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UK distributor to sign makers and garment
printers. Stocking Ritrama, KPMF, Aslan,
Oracal, RTape, Transferrite and many other
leading brands. You can buy in-store, on
the phone or order online at
www.mdpsupplies.co.uk. Next day delivery
across the UK and Ireland and trade counters in Wirral, Grangemouth and
Craigavon (NI). No account needed. Last
order time - 6pm for next day delivery.

PAPERLINX
Huntsman House, Mansion Close,
Moulton Park, Northampton NN3 6LA.

SYDNEY BEAUMONT
(LEEDS) LTD
Sydenham Road, Domestic Street Ind.
Estate, Leeds LS11 9RU

Tel: 0113 245 8729
Fax: 0113 242 8524
info@sydb.co.uk
www.selfadhesivevinyls.com
Distributors of self-adhesive vinyls since
1966. Stockists of a huge range from leading manufacturers: MACTAC, ASLAN
SCHWARZ, POLITAPE, RITRAMA and INTERCOAT. As part of the Pyramid Group we
can offer the full range of MACTAC cad
and print vinyls along with ASLAN specialities such as 2-sided Metallised films and
Memoboard films. All stock available for
national next-day delivery.

WAYFINDING SIGNS
APPLELEC

WIDE FORMAT SOLUTIONS
PROVIDER
COLOURGEN
The AmBer Centre, Oldfield Road,
Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 1TH

Tel: 01628 588722
Fax: 01628 588716
sales@colourgen.com
www.colourgen.com
Colourgen is the UK's leading specialist
distributor of large format digital colour
printing solutions, consumables, support
services. The Company is the exclusive UK
distributor for the Seiko II ColorPainter
mild solvent printers and entire Mutoh
range. Colourgen also distributes EPSON's
aqueous large format printers and consumables and the Seal and Kala ranges of
laminator.

I-SUB DIGITAL
38C Telford Way, Telford Way Ind Estate,
Kettering, Northants NN16 8UN

Tel: 01536 415511
Fax: 01536 482855
info@i-subdigital.com
www.i-subdigital.com
One of the leading suppliers of wide format printing & finishing equipment, I-Sub
Digital are agents for Mimaki, Agfa &
Zund. With Solvent, UV & Latex ink technology we can supply equipment to meet
any requirement and back up equipment
sales with inks, media, service & support,
we also supply used equipment. We are
always happy to discuss your needs and
offer the best solution for your business.

Appleby House, Walker Terrace,
Bradford, West Yorkshire BD4 7HJ

Tel: +44 (0)1274 774477
Fax: +44 (0)1274 774478
sales@applelec.co.uk
www.applelec.co.uk
Trade suppliers of curved or flat-faced wayfinding and aluminium display systems
with directories incorporating wall mounted, projecting, and totem signs. Poster display frames with a snap side profile to
allow for easy interchange of insertsÂ and
an exterior light box series are available.
Please ask for an information pack or contact one of our friendly and experienced
sales staff for assistance.

I.C.E.
Marcon House, Wyther Lane, Leeds
LS5 3BT

Tel: 0113 2242124
Fax: 0113 2242110
sales@icesigns.co.uk
www.icesigns.co.uk
Suppliers of internal and external wayfinding and directory systems to DDA (1995)
guidelines if required.

SIGNSCAPE AND
SIGNCONEX LTD
Pear Tree Works, Bath Road, Upper
Langford, Bristol BS40 5DJ

Tel: 01604 495333
Fax: 01604 491909
www.paperlinx.co.uk

Tel: 01934 852 888
Fax: 01934 852 816
sales@signscape.co.uk
www.signscape.co.uk

We have a self-adhesive material to suit a
diverse range of applications, from the
most complex vehicle wrap, eye catching
window graphics through to short term
promotional films. Both Avery & Oracal
ranges have cad cam and digital options
with matched overlaminates providing a
guaranteed solution for vehicle graphic
applications. We offer a next day delivery
service through our branch network.

Serving the Sign Trade for over 40 years,
we are a leading manufacturer of modular
sign systems & information displays. We
have 4 major systems for creating interior
and exterior wayfinding sign solutions
including; post and panel, flush panel and
curved panel signs; desk, door and wall
signs, wall directories, monolith and
fingerpost signs. We have also offer a full
graphics service if required.
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WOOD BACKING BOARDS
ALLWOOD PRODUCTS
Dunedin Road, Eastriggs, Annan,
Dumfriesshire, DG12 6QE

Tel: 01461 40565
Fax: 01461 40333
info@allwoodproducts.co.uk
www.allwoodproducts.co.uk
We produce a range of components in
solid & veneered woods, suitable for internal & external applications. We supply
clients with quality products on a regular
basis in the sign, trophy and collectable
industries. Using C.N.C. technology we can
produce repeat orders to the same exacting standard.

WOODWORKING
HALLMARK ENGRAVING
ETCHING & SIGNS LTD
(EST. 1899)
116-118 Selsdon Road, South Croydon
Surrey CR2 6PG

Tel: 0208 686 6649
Fax: 0208 760 0899
sales@hallmarksigns.co.uk
www.hallmarksigns.co.uk
Quality joinery for Notice Boards, Honours
Boards and Bespoke Signs. Directional
signs, Finger Posts and Waymarkers made
in all timbers. Backboards and Plinths can
be made to any shape - singles or bulk
orders. Memorial bench rails, crosses and
wooden signs can all be engraved with
designs and lettering. Please call for a
prompt quotation or to discuss any project.
Please go to our website to see examples
of our work.

